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Fifth (new) Edition

S.B. COUGH DROPS

Greatly Enlarged

“Greater Etude” 1918 Campaign
Great Pianists

(Closes at Midnight, April 30th)

You are Entitled to a Share in the Profits of this Campaign

on

Piano Playing

Wide-awake Music Lovers, Teachers, Students and Conservatories have already
noted the new vitality, the increased charm, the fresh inspiration and the real help¬
fulness of the “Greater Etude.”
In the last three issues alone there have been more practical articles by worldrenowned musical authorities than we would have been able to present in a dozen
issues a few years ago.
We want the “Greater Etude” known to at least twice the number of music
lovers as those now receiving it. Therefore we propose to reward all Etude friends
who can and will help us in this movement during the present Campaign.

By

PRICE, $2.00

Get These Novel Profit-Sharing Stamps Without Cost
THE ETUDE

m

Without any
obligation of
any kind we
shall be glad to
send you 25 of
these ProfitSharing Etude
Stamps, which,
when used as
intended, will
each be worth
twenty-five
cents or $6.25
for the block of
25. Every stamp
you use will
mean a saving
or a profit to
you.
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Remem be r,
there is no cost
of any kind
whatsoever; you
simply write for
the stamps on a
postal or in a
letter, and
your profits in
the “Greater
Etude” Cam¬
paign begin as
soon as you use
the stamps.
The reputation
of the Etude
stands
behind
this plan.

M

NO ADVANCE

Do You Always Feel
Sure of Your Voice?
A ticklish throat destroys confidence. Singers can¬
not do their best with husky voices. Keep your tones
true by using Smith Brothers’ to ward off colds. They
clear the throat and protect the delicate membranes.
S. B. Cough Drops are pure. Absolutely. No drugs.
One at bedtime keeps the breathing passages clear.

A Delightful Gift for
Any Music Lover

SMITH BROTHERS of Poughkeepsie

Anyone Can Earn These ETUDE Premiums
IN A FEW MINUTES OF SPARE TIME
Every minute has a money value if one knows
how to cash it. A few minutes each day. spent
in getting Etude subscriptions will enable anyone to

OBTAIN A FINE MUSICAL LIBRARY

*

For ONE Subscription (NotYourOwn)

For TWO Subscriptions

“Please send me 25 ‘Greater Etude’ ProfitSharing Stamps with all particulars’’

THEO.

PRESSER

Just a Little Enthusiasm and Initiative
COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA,

Revised, Edited and Fingered, with Copious
Annotations, by EMIL LIEBLING
IN THREE BOOKS

PRICE 90 CENTS EACH

VALUABLE and noteworthy addition to the technical litera¬
ture of the pianoforte. This work represents a diligent sift¬
ing and careful selection of material from the entire works of
Czerny, including all
the popular opus num¬
bers together with
ju&t&iBj
many less known, but
equally meritorious
studies. Mr. Liebling’s
editorial work has been
tfgm
of the most exact and
painstaking character
Wi'
from both the technical
and interpretative
sides; the annotations
are of real practical
AtU
value and musical in¬
terest.
The three
jjErfr' IjjjE
volumes, which are
carefully and _ closely
JmLdif Fm
graded, the studies be¬
ing arranged in progressive order, range
in difficulty from the
fgsSm early second to the sev¬
enth grade.
Czerny’s
mastery of technical de¬
tail and his mastery of
musical expression are
truly remarkable; he
czerny
was a most voluminous
writer. The object of
this present compila¬
tion is to present his very best studies of all grades in attractive and
convenient form for general use. The success of this work has been
of the most flattering character. It is the best work of the kind
ever offered. It is printed from beautifully engraved special plates
and substantially and thoroughly bound in heavy paper.

Just Write This on a Postal
No Obligation

Selected “Czerny” Studies

A

These Profit-Sharing Stamps may help you to get out of a musical rut by increas¬
ing musical interest in your own community. Next month the Etude will print a
series of letters from prominent American Musicians telling how they got out of a rut.
Initiative, the ability to start new things and the willingness to try things never
tried before, has been the means of getting many men out of ruts. Don’t hesitate to
investigate this plan; it may be just what you should have to put new interest in
your work.
The Etude is simply sharing its profits with active musical friends who, while
they desire to spread Musical Culture and Musical Education through the “Greater
Etude,” at the same time deserve to be amply rewarded for entering this FourMonths’ Campaign, closing midnight, April 30th.

No Cost

THE GEMS OF CZERNY ARRANGED AS
A GRADED COURSE OF STUDIES

Here is a splendid list of musical works that may be secured by merely obtaining
Etude subscriptions, and sending them to us with a remittance of SI.SO each. Simply
say what premium is wanted by number. No red tape.

Getting Out of a Musical Rut

i ;
II

James Francis Cooke

One Lesson from all the virtuosos
who have given their intimate
thoughts on Piano Playing in this
book would amount to 100 times
the cost of this handsome, new,
419-page edition of Great Pianists
on Piano Playing. Yet many of the
chapters, illustrated with the por¬
traits and biographies of the mas¬
ter pianists, contain in their own
words what it has taken them a
lifetime to learn.
The book is
bound in cloth stamped with gold.
Sent anywhere on receipt of price.
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Theo. Presser Co., Philada., Pa., Mail Order Musi
PROMPT AND EFFICIENT SERVICE; A LARGE AND COMPLETE STO^
|
1
1
|
1

J

To make sure that nothing has been omitted from your music list f
i
P
and go slowly down the left-hand side of each of the following columns an
I
that you will need. This valuable, complete, little catalog covers every held o p
. °
|
vocal education from the earliest to the most advanced grades. Our ‘ On Sale music buy ngsys enu
virtually moves all the advantages of a great metropolitan music store right up to your front oor. j
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PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS EVERYWHERE HAVE ADOPTED
PRIMERS—RUDIMENTARY WORKS

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES—Continued

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES—Continued
KOHLER, L. First Studies, Op. 50.
“ 12 Little Studies, Op. 157.
“ 12 Preparatory Lessons, Op. 151
“ Very Easiest Exercises, Op. 190.
“ Small School of Velocity, Op * '*

CUMMINGS, W. H. Rudiments of Music. With

BUGBEE, L. A.

First Grade Studies.

Easy

Interesting, beautifully made and of genu¬
ine musical value.
KUNZ, K. M. Two Hundred Short Two-Part

THESE MODERN TEACHING PUBLICATIONS OF THEO. PRESSER CO.

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES—Cootrond
PRESSER. THEO. First Studio in Oet.r. PI.,i»*
Selected Octa.e Studies Eoual deroiepmenl of both hands, flo.ihilitv and strong*
RANSOM, E. Through the Major Keys
ROGERS, J. H. Octa.e Velocity. Short, I
in*, musical stu *'
'
*
' Double Note Vole
SARTORIO, A. 12 In.true lire I

PIANO COLLECTIONS

VOCAL METHODS AND STUDIES

PIANO COLLECTIONS—Continued
POPULAR HOME ALBUM. J(
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM.
POPULAR RECITAL REPERTOIRE.
ROGERS, J. H. Toy Shop Sketches.
ROWE, DANIEL. Tone Stories for Boys and Girls

II
II
S

GREENE, H. W

Standard Graded Co

kindergarten work. Lively and pleasing,
SCHOOL AND HOME MARCHES. .
SCHUBERT, F. Impromptus, Monte

•SS

SONATA ALBUM, Vol. I, 15 Soo.t.s b, Ha,do,

i

.13
Te^Br^m.nt brt... Studies. Op. 1MI
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PIANO COLLECTIONS—FOUR HANDS

Isl£:

PIANO
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50
OUR USUAL LIBERAL DISCOUNTS APPLY

THEO. PRESSER CO. “ON SALE” PLAN

SENT ON EXAMINATION TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

CATALOGS THAT ARE CLASSIFIED GUIDES

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES

THEO. PRESSER CO., PUBLISHERS,

1712 CHESTNUT ST.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MUSICAL THEORY, REFERENCE BOOKS,
GENERAL MUSICAL LITERATURE Continued
COOKE, J. F. Standard History ol M
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Recent Publications of Incnt
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in Germany, 9 Marke. All other countries, $2.22

^rV^n^THE L^EST PUBLICATIONS OP THgOPRESSERCa
first and second grade teachingpastimes

for

f. Price 15 cents.

PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE

ie sent you will be
r subscription is paid

In Canada, 20 cents.

MANUSCRIPTS.—Manuscripts should be addressed to
THE ETUDE. Write on^one side of the^sheet^only^^Con-

be made by po8t:office^ or exREMITTANCES sh
United States postage stamps are always r<
sponsible
Money sent in letters is dangerous, and we a

THE

Although every possible care is taken the publishers are not
theur* possession or* in‘transit?' Unsalable manuscripts'will
ADVERTISING RATES will be
dvertisements must reach this office n<
[ the month preceding date of issue to i
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MOTHER GOOSE ISLAND
OPERETTA
By Geo. L. Spaulding
Price, 50 Cent*
A bright, up-to-date work, suitable for bovs and girls
of from 8 to 14 years. Mother (loose characters are in¬
troduced in addition to modern bov and girl parts The
story is lively, the dialogue crisp'and the music abund¬
antly tuneful. Scenery and properties are easily pre¬
pared and the entire production may be put on with a
minimum of study and rehearsal.

saiiSilg 5 Bwassat™

THE CECILIAN CHOIR
Sacred Two-Part Songs for Women’s Voices
Compiled by J. C. Warhurst
Price, 50 Cents
A very useful collection for use In church or at relig¬
ious meetings where a mixed choir cannot be had This
hook contains anthems and hymns, both original and ar¬
ranged, all for women's voices In two-part harmonv with
an accompaniment suitable for organ or piano the se¬
lections
--—„
are all easy or
_. of
.. moderate difficulty, melodious
and singable throughout,

:: rz-atsaia —d-Hm's

ORGAN
ORGAN MELODIES
Gems from Classic and Modern Composers com¬
piled and arranged for the Pipe Organ
By C. W. Landon
Price, $1.00
A veritable mine of good things for the busy practical
organist. Not a dry or tedious number In the liook.
Some of the greatest melodies ever written arranged
"-eludes, postludes an*
A” —
Bculty, suited to tt
o manual organs.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA
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TWELVE PIECES FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By G. F. Handel
Price, 50 Cents
Twelve gems selected from the works of Handel. They
VIOLIN WORKS
are not difficult and are especially suitable as educational
material for third and fourth grade pupils. The selecting
BEL CANTO METHOD FOR THE VIOLIN
and editing has been done by Dr. Hans von Bulow and
the work contains a preface by the editor that is very By Mabel Madison Watson
Price, $1.00
valuable and illuminating.
Positively the most elementary method ever written for
the violin. ' It is the product of years of experience with
ALBUM OF PIANOFORTE PIECES
young students and Is thoroughly practical and up-toBy Carl Heins
Price, 75 Cents date. The material is all as attractive as It is possible
to make it and will be found very pleasing to young
AH of Heins’ compositions are exceedingly tuneful and
most of his pieces are of an easy or elementary grade, students.
” -— muslcianly in construction and of educational INDIAN MELODIES FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
_i collection contains the best and most de¬
By Thurlow Lieurance
Price, 75 Cents
sired pieces of this writer.
These melodies are taken direct from native sources
and the arrangements are genuine transcriptions, not
M0SK0WSKI ALBUM FOR THE PIANO
paraphrases.. Mr. I.ieurance has been very successful in
Price, 75 Cents
harmonizing the various Indian tribal melodies '
_ constitute tical use by the musician.
The piano!
.... ..idem musical literaimpositions in this album are continually
represented
_ _ _ carefully edited. Tlii
BE CONVINCED THAT THE PUBLICA¬
in the library of every advanced pianis
TIONS OF THEO. PRESSER CO. ARE
MUSICAL WORKS OF VALUE
GODARD ALBUM FOR THE PIANOFORTE
To afford a better opportunity of judging the
Price, 75 Cents
genuine value of the books listed on this page we
This volume contains the most popular compositions
will gladlv send any of them for examination. To
of this distinguished modern French writer, including
further assist in the selection of music, we have
such successful numbers as 2nd Valse, 2nd Mazurka,, An
catalogs covering every classification,
Matin, Valse Chromatique, Pan, En Courcmt, Venetians
gladly send any of these gratis.
Barcarolle, and others. All are carefully revised and
edited.

It:
;ric Rogers 121
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‘Pianoforte playing without expression is like fruit
flavor.”—Dr.

William Mason.

"
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THE ETUDE
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America’s Greatest Master
of Pianoforte Study

Dr. William Mason,—America’s most
distinguished teacher,—permanently in¬
fluenced the trend of pianoforte study
throughout the entire world.

li if

Dr. Mason in his Studio

Master Maxims from Dr. William Mason

W- x

There are thousands of men holding positions in America
right now who do so because they can play some instrument.
Most of these men play in bands and it is not uncommon to
see in some Band Magazines pages of advertisements similar
to this:—
GOOD AMATEUR B41VDMEN wanted in
one of the best towns in Connecticut; must
be willing to take lessons and play under one
of the best schooled musical directoi
country in return for g

The work is published in four books; the price of
each is one dollar. Each book takes up one of the
major phases of Pianoforte Technic and points the
way to mastery in that branch of study.
Part I—
Two=Finger Exercises; Part II—Scales Rhythmically
Treated, School of Brilliant Passages; Part 111—
Arpeggios, Rhythmically Treated, Passage School;
Part IV—School of Octaves, Bravura Playing.
Liberal discount allowed.

The civic pride in having a good band is so great that the
musician who can “hold down” some other job has little difficulty
in finding employment where the person who has no musical
training might.

“Touch and Technic” is so simple and so clearly explained that any intelligent teacher
may begin to employ it after a short investigation
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Liszt and Beethoven as pianists perhaps, but they were far
greater as composers, as were the pianists, Brahms and Chopin.
Thalberg, Herz, Kalkbrenner and Von Biilow and others, are
great in memory today because of their reputations as per¬
formers.
Who is it then, to whom the greatest credit must be given
for sustaining the musical development of our country ? Every¬
one in music has a share and every share is important, from
that of the music clerk and the engraver to the prima donna
and the orchestral conductor. However, the most significant
and least-heralded work is unquestionably that of the music
teacher about whom comparatively few people of the globe hear
during a lifetime.
It is human to measure success by fame—yet fame itself
is the most capricious of things. Despite all that has been
written and said about them, Theodore Roosevelt, Lloyd George,
“Billy” Sunday, Paderewski and Caruso are still unknown to
millions of human beings on the globe. To be known and
eulogized by very many people is not the greatest joy in life.
Let us not judge people by their fame but by their real worth.
A teacher recently died in an Eastern music center, who
was one of the thousands of music teachers of whom you have
never heard. Her work was able and she was faithful to it..
As her hair grew grayer and grayer her smile grew brighter
and brighter. Everyone who knew her loved her and said fine
things about her. When she passed away, no one seemed to
mourn, because no one can mourn a beautiful sunset. She car¬
ried good music and good sense and good cheer into hundreds
of homes that were better because they had secured her services.
If anyone were to ask us who were the real bulwarks of
musical education in America we would point to the army of
faithful, earnest, hard-working music teachers who go cheer¬
fully about their daily tasks caring more for their mission than
for the expansion of their fame and endeavoring to make music
help humanity in as many ways as possible.

Music and Business

We Want You to Examine Dr. Mason’s Famous “Touch and Technic”
Right in Your Own Home
If you are not already familiar with this epoch=
making work which many of the greatest pianists
and teachers of the day term the finest system of its
kind ever produced, let us send it to you “on sale.”
Look it over carefully and consider how simply and
economically it can be adapted to your pupils. It
simply means that we are lending you the copies to
look at with the privilege of buying them, if you are
awake to their great value.

Bulwarks
Who are the real bulwarks of the musical profession?
Surely not the “great” virtuosos who come and go like
the tides. A few really great figures stand out permanently
in the pianistic world. Enduring reputation is usually due to
composition rather than to virtuoso playing. We think of

An original and penetrating thinker
and a real artist at heart, he fortu¬
nately preserved in his famous classic
system of pianoforte practice, "Touch
and Technic,” a work that has been en¬
dorsed in superlative terms by Liszt,
Paderewski, Joseffy, Gabrilowitsch and
thousands of teachers who have used
it with long-continued success.

“Experience shows beyond controversy that better results
follow the study if the musical effect is borne in mind from the
very beginning.”
“Listen intently to your own playing, if you would form the
habit of playing musically and with expression.”
“Note the main objects of scale playing.
They are*_
i. To form the hand to the key. 2. To establish automatic
fingering. 3. To acquire rapidity, lightness and delicacv.”
“Pupils can attain speed in a much shorter time by alternat¬
ing slow and fast practice.”
“Do not forget the three “H’s.” Understand with the
Head, Feel with the Heart, Express with the Hand.”
“The finger should fall upon the key rather than strike it.
At the moment of contact,—which does not mean collison,
the finger settles upon the key with a determined and resolute’
pressure.”

VOL. XXXVII, No. 2

FEBRUARY, 1918

A son of the great American musical
educator. Dr. Lowell Mason, he had the

“Of all the exercises of which I have knowledge, for stimu¬
lating, strengthening and limbering the fingers, the two-finger
exercise is the most effective.” (Franz Liszt concurred with
Dr. Mason in this.)
“One may as well go to the ABC teacher every time
to learn how to read a new book, as to depend upon the music
teacher to correct mistakes incessantly.”
“Don’t aspire to take music lessons all your life. Try
to become independent as soon as you can.”
“The ear is always the best monitor and guide for the
pedals.”
“Hurry in playing must be vigilantly and unremittingly
avoided.”
“The metronome must be in daily use. In no other way
can rhythmical certainty be attained.”

%

k lUiX. "V

' *

Music is always welcome and many a man has studied
the piano as an accomplishment only to find that it has been
the means of establishing a common bond between himself and
an employer which has resulted in the employee receiving fre¬
quent promotions. The editor personally knows of a man who
has an annual salary of $50,000 who has repeatedly said that
music has been the means of gaining acquaintances who have
in turn advanced him through various steps to his present
position.

_

Lv
184,000 Golden Hours
“Whoso neglects learning in his youth, loses the
past and is dead to the future.”—Euripides.
From the hour of birth until 21 years, when a man be¬
comes of age, there is a span of 184,000 golden hours. That
is the area of his youth and in that area he may build his
structure in which he shall achieve his greatness or meet his
failure.
Of those 184,000 fractions of eternity, it is said that only
about 7,000 are spent in school—a very small contribution to
so important a matter—about one-twenty-fifth of the whole
glorious time of youth.
Let us say that the thorough music pupil receives two
lessons a week for full eight years—a period much longer
than that which the average pupil gives to music. He will
then have had, at the most, 832 hours of musical instruction.
As a matter of fact, many music pupils, taking one lesson a
week and missing lessons by sickness and vacations, get, let us
say, from 150 to 200 hours of musical instruction. With such
a small fraction of youth devoted to music, both teacher and
pupil should weigh every second and make it a vital one.

“Comparisons are Odious”
This pat phrase, first attributed to Miguel de Cervantes
in Don Quixote, has been used so frequently by so many noted
writers in so many different countries that it has become one of
the universal platitudes which, by their very common currency,
lose their full meaning.
One of the most unjust things that a teacher can do is to
compare the work of rival pupils,—especially before the pupil.
Each pupil is an individual, and it is to be assumed that the pupil
is doing his level best if the teacher is doing his part. To say
that Wallace plays better than Irene, although they have taken
the same number of lessons, is certainly unfair to one of the
pupils.
Judge each pupil’s work for its own worth. Consider the.
wonderful human variations in mentality which must modify the
work of each individual. That is the only intelligent basis upon
which the teacher can work. Why not drop the habit of com¬
paring things and individuals ?
The Etude receives an occasional letter of inquiry such
as this, “Who is the greatest pianist living?” Genius can never
be measured by the yardstick, and to compare Paderewski with
Bauer, or Samaroff with Mero, would be like comparing an oak
with a sequoia, or a palm with a willow. What good is accom¬
plished when the comparison is completed?
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Can Ugly Music Be Beautiful?
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Have You a Self-Starter?
By Carl W. Grimm
By E. A. Gest

,

,

ciowlv formed concretion of afeM

If beauty depends upon natural laws.thentheug^y
also must depend upon them. At present here se:em
SKi. t»t alw> i»
*n'1
Well, you will probably say yes. You would hate
to be taking place a reaction from theP «
to admit that you were too far behind the times to
beautiful to that of the ugly. It is not our »
have one.
to throw stones at anyone who inverts a new tornomc
Bolow .he
j'
10 ™i„l, «
But is it installed and in working order, or is it up
succession, or employs a chord till no
rnmbinain their quest for untried chords and horrible combing
in the garret of your brain, out of order and covered
tions many composers of to-day prove that
y
with cobwebs? Test it out, and see if your batteries
cline more to the bizarre and harmonically sensational
need re-charging.
than to the expression of great musical ideas _ they
Have you more pupils than you can take care of?
are not imbued with that spirit which animated Wag
Get one new pupil a day for ten consecutive days.
ner to write to Schumann: “I .see what you are aiming
Is there a music club in your town? Get one up,
at, and I assure you, it is my aim too, it is the only
of our “futurist” composers, who believe they havt
and have the first meeting a week from to-night.
reached the goal of music when they use in one smgh
salvation: ‘Beauty.’ ”
.
„
,
Have you a class in history and musical elements for
The advocates of the newest music claim that mod¬
chord the twelve tones of the chromatic scale and the.
adults? Start one, and have the first meeting a week
ern life vibrates with all kinds of noises, music there¬
clamor for quarter, third and other tones. In a lettei
fore must render this sensation.” With these noisefrom to-morrow.
to Ingeborg Stark (Summer 1860) Liszt wrote The
makers, dissonance has become an end in itself, they
Is there a chorus or glee club in town? Form one,
existing elementary exercises of the piano methods,
enjoy hearing their freak music much talked about
and conduct the first rehearsal yourself a week from
and often accepted for a phase of true music; they
Wednesday.
assert they have arrived at the end of the musical road.
Do your pupils subscribe to a good musical maga¬
zine? Get busy and get a new subscriber at every ■ It is amusing to note that they do not agree among
themselves. One of the boasting manufacturers of
lesson you give this week.
great “smashing and distorted chords” and discords
which are of a sonorousness as disagreeable as they
Is your advertisement in the town paper? Send
sundered into parts, said of Schoenberg, “He is all
are incomplete, ought to be replaced by this one
it in now.
brain, no spirit. His music is mathematical; he does
All this sounds like a busy program—did you say?
not feel it.” We agree that all freak music is mathe¬
matical and never was inspired. There is an underly¬
Well, get your self-starter working and see what
ing basis for all methods of composition, and this basis
you can do.
can be formulated. Some music makers “come in a
night and pass in a night.” They may be active for a
decade or more, but because they are the expression
Rates of Tempo in the Past and
of a passing fad they are doomed to oblivion.
Present
That such crazes must have existed before, can be
gathered from the following words of Mozart: “Truth
which will thus form the unique basis of the method
Dr. William Mason in his Memories of a Musical
in all things is no longer either known or valued; to
of harmony—all the other chords, in use or not, being
Life, comments on the exaggerated tempos which are
gain applause, one must write things so inane that they
unable to be employed except by the arbitrary curtail¬
more or less in vogue with many present-day players,
might be played on grind-organs, or so unintelligent
ment of such and such an interval.
especially in the case of Chopin’s works. He says
that no rational being can comprehend them though
“In fact it will soon be necessary to complete the
“In recalling Liszt’s playing I cannot help noticing
on that very account they are likely to please.”
system by the admission of quarter and ha!( quarter
the marked difference in rates of tempo as compared
tones until something better turns up!
with those which were considered authentic fifty years
No Chance in Harmony
“Behold the abyss of progress into which the abom¬
ago. This is noticeable in many of Chopin’s compo¬
inable Musicians of the Future precipitate us!
Strictly speaking, a musical composition is only
sitions, especially the larger ones, such as the sonatas,
“Take care that you do not let yourself be contam¬
formed out of tones, because the tone-world has its
ballades, fantasies, etc., with all of which I am very
inated by this pest of Art!”
own natural laws. It must be accepted as a funda¬
familiar, having heard them played not only by Liszt
mental truth that certain chord successions and certain
In a letter to von Biilow, Wagner criticised in the
in Weimar, but in other German cities, and by artists
young composer’s Phantasie certain “unwarranted,
arrangements (positions) of the tones of chords will
of the highest rank, many of whom were contempo¬
always produce certain effects. Consequently there
rough and consequently cheap chord successions.”
raries and personal friends of Chopin. They all seemed
must be uniformity in the tonal world, and laws gov¬
Wagner always aimed at harmonic euphony, and how
to adopt a certain rate of speed, as if in conformity
erning it. Every effect is the result of some cause.
particular he was in this may be gleamed from the fact
with the composer’s intention, and it was in agreement
There is no chance in harmony.
that he wrote one chord succession in “Parsifal” over
Conceiving the tone-world as a grand unity, possess¬
thirty times before he was satisfied with it.
with my own intuitions. Dreyschock and Liszt had
In spite of his exalted position as a creative artist,
ing a rational order in all the variety of chords and
often heard the composer play his own pieces and must
their changes, and accepting the idea of uniformity of
Wagner always displayed a great interest in educational
certainly have been familiar at least with his rates
the
mind,
we
must
admit
a
co-ordination,
selection
or
and technical problems, which many lesser composers
of tempo. I was very close to the Chopin day, having
intention
in
the
composition
of
all
art-music.
Regard¬
consider beneath their notice. Just six days before his
been in Germany only a few months when he. died.
ing the technic of composition, Wagner wrote: “The
death he wrote a letter to the theorist Tiersch. These
Two of my teachers and nearly all of the musicians I
technic of composition is the joint property of artists
remarks ought to dispel the idea that great composers
had met were his contemporaries and had heard him
of all times, one inherits it from the other, every one
do not think about the technical problems of their art;
play his own compositions. I certainly ought to have
increases it as well as he can.” We will add that har¬
their aim is perfection and beauty, and it is beauty
the Chopin traditions.
mony is nobody’s arbitrary invention, no gift from
that charms the world and lives forever in music.
Electrocuting Chopin
Have you a self-starter on your human machine?
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“The question is. Should Chopin be played in accord¬
ance with the spirit of the time in which he lived;
should his works be played in the tempo in which he
played them, or, because electricity has brought about
so many changes and has enabled us to do so many
things much more rapidly than formerly, should Cho¬
pin’s music be electrified, or, as it seems to me, electro¬
cuted? I think there is a general tendency to play the
rapid movements in Chopin, and, in fact, in all com¬
posers not of the extreme modern type, too fast To
play these movements rapidly and give the phrases with
absolute clearness, one must have such breadth, com¬
mand of rhythm, and repose in action that he can put
the tones together like a string of pearls, so that each
is rounded into shape, and the phrase is a complete and
definite series of tones, and not like a lot of overboiled
peas, so soft that they all mash together. In too rapid
playing the effect of speed is lost. The Chopin Waits
in D flat major is often played much too fast. The
theme is said to have been suggested to the composer by
a lap-dog in his room suddenly beginning to chase his
tail. Whether true or not, the story is suggestive.
Destroy the contour of that waltz by playing it at too
high a rate of speed, and the dog is no longer chasing
his tail, but dashing aimlessly about the room.”

Get Rid of Fear
By Florence Belle Soule
After a dozen years of music teaching, I am more
firmly convinced than ever, that the reason for many of
our failures is simply FEAR. Many of us are actually
afraid to succeed. Most of us are well fitted for our
work, being properly prepared, possessing intellect, tal¬
ent, love for our work and the earnest desire to do it
well, but we lack the supreme, gift, self-confidence,
which enables us to make a success of things. Fear is
a small word with a large meaning.
After hearing the great Madam Nightingale sing a
famous aria, little Miss Highvoice feels certain that her
voice sounds like a tin whistle, and never wants to
sing in public again.
Likewise, little Willie Pound-the-Keys, hears the
wonderful Maestro Forzando play his new concerto,
returns home in disgust, closes his piano, and goes on
a vacation.
How easy it is to forget that hard work for long
years, coupled with talent and great determination are
required to make a finished artist? How many of us

are afraid of the long years, the hard work and the
privations ?
My message to all artists and teachers is simply this :
love your work and think it the most glorious and
wonderful thing in the world. Be radiant with enthusi¬
asm. These two qualities make a splendid team and
cannot be beaten. Both of these attributes are con¬
tagious and will help you and your work immensely.
Be sure that you can do the things that you want
to do. Remember that you can travel only as far as
your self-confidence carries you.
What is there to fear?
What has been accomplished in the past, can be done
again. Success can always be won by hard work, plus
right thinking. Practice deep breathing.
Say to yourself over and over again:
I will succeed;
I shall not wait until tomorrow, or next month, or
next year, but I will succeed now.
Get rid of FEAR.

The Two-Fold Vitality of Anglo-Saxon Music
Especially Written for The Etude by the Eminent Pianist-Composer

PERCY ALDRIDGE GRAINGER
Private 15th Coast Artillery, U. S. A.
(See Special Biographical Note on following page)
However much the various English-speaking peoples
of America, Europe, Africa and Australasia may differ
from one another in many respects, I think it may be
safely asserted that in one matter they are all alike—
in that they are an active and instinctive rather than a
contemplative and studious breed. This dominant char¬
acteristic of their racial life is a determining factor in
their music as well as in all their other arts, sports
and tendencies, and to grasp the true inwardness of
Anglo-Saxon music and to judge with insight as to
our success or failure in the realms of music, I venture
to assert that our muse must be viewed first and last as
the muse of an avowedly active and impulsive race.
It is the active, unthinking, reckless, unstudious tem¬
perament of the English-speaking peoples that have
led them to become colonizers and pioneers. Not
only is the Anglo-Saxon particularly prone to leave
his native heath as soon as he is threatened with
commercial competition (or any other social stress
involving a life of great mental concentration), but
when he settles in the new land or new district or
State he chooses instinctively the out-door pioneer
careers (the hewing of forests, mining, ranching,
etc.) in preference to the more townified small trades
such as bootmaking, shopkeeping, factory work, etc.,
which appeal more naturally to most of the European
Continental peoples.
All this has its effect on Anglo-Saxon music, espe¬
cially in the earlier stages of its career. Singing is
more naturally the musical expression of pioneer
races than is involved instrumental music, and those
instruments that are favored by the. pioneer races,
such as the banjo, the Concertina, the ukulele, the
mandolin, are portable and durable. (“I travel ’mid
the cooking pots and pans,” sings Kipling of the
banjo), and adapted to the accompaniment of the
single voice; for the song of the pioneer is, very nat¬
urally, a solo song.
The military band and the symphony orchestra are
the musical counterparts of more highly socialized
and less typically Anglo-Saxon phases of life,
whereas the restaurant orchestras of America, with
their banjos, mandolins, guitars, etc., still reflect a
more native outlook, and suggest a kind of music¬
making that originated in picnics, outings, and unre¬
hearsed and unorganized gatherings in general.

pany or in loneliness, can bring with them the solace of
music to a degree unknown to the accountant in a bank or
a shopman behind the counter.
,
For the typical townsman, music is apt to begin only
after work is done, and this is, of course, the origin
of the popularity of opera, symphony orchestras, cafe
bands and male voice clubs in Germany and other coun¬
tries where town and village occupations by far out¬
number activities of a pioneer nature in the vast spaces
of more or less virgin nature. In our own Anglo-Saxon
lands, the passing of pioneer conditions and the growth
of large cities, with their factory and trade life, occa¬

Working Songs
But there is another very wide-reaching character¬
istic of Anglo-Saxon music; the fact that it is so
largely, in its origin at least, occupation-music—
Photograph Copyright by Aims Dupont.
music made to facilitate and enliven and spiritualize
Mr. Percy Aldridge Grainger.
the daily tasks of the race, whether the tasks be car¬
ried out singly or communistically. Plough-songs
sion a somewhat similar interest in choral singing,
and many forms of folk-songs originated in singly ac¬
orchestras and bands, and it is, of course, to the vastly
complished tasks,, whereas, on the other hand, sea-chant¬
growing facilities (throughout the English-speaking
ies (sailors’ songs accompanying work on sailing ships),
countries), born of the opportunity of massing together
Scotch “waulking” songs (the waulking of the wool, i. e.,
complex instrumental and vocal combinations (called
“driving of the sheep”), and many American Negro plan¬
“classical music”), that we owe the appearance of such
tation songs are instances of music adapted to the needs
musical creators as Arthur Sullivan, Ethelbert Nevin,
of folk working together in groups or communities.
Elgar, Delius, MacDowell, Cyril Scott, Joseph Hol¬
In judging the soulful value of Anglo-Saxon music, it
brooke, Ethel Smyth, Chadwick, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach,
would, I think, be very narrow minded to overlook the
Edward German, Roger Quilter, John Alden Carpenter,
spiritualizing import of such occupation-music. Viewed
Victor Herbert, Frederic Converse, Arnold Bax, Gus¬
from a humanistic viewpoint, perhaps no art has a more
tave von Holst, Arthur Whiting, Frederick Austin,
golden mission than just such music. While the body is
Horatio Parker, Balfour Gardiner, Charles Villiers
busy rowing, hauling, marching, digging, slaving in a
Stanford, Parry, Carl Diton, Daniel Gregory Mason,
thousand ways, the soul, not immersed in the labor in
Henry Hadley, Charles T. Griffes, Will Marion Cook,
hand, is able to soar away into the abstract and mystical
Nathaniel Dett, etc., within the last few generations.
realms of music, bringing untold relief and refreshment
There is, indeed, no lack of “classical” creative musical
to the worker. We must remember, further, that occu¬
genius in Anglo-Saxon lands nowadays. Take England
pation-music does not express musically the occupation
alone, excluding even Scotland, Ireland and Wales,
it accompanies, so much at it provides a reaction from
what other country to-day can boast of three such
that occupation. A plough-song, for instance, is not a
original, profound and emotionally significant living
musical picture of the sensations of ploughing; on the
composers as Delius, Elgar and Cyril Scott? Can we
contrary, its office is to cater to those emotional and spir¬
name in any one of the following countries—Germany,
itual cravings in the soul of the ploughman that the mere
Russia, Austria, Finland, Scandinavia, Holland or Spain
net of ploughing does not satisfy. How lucky is the
—any three living native-born composers of classical
pioneer, the sailor, the backwoodsman, the cowboy, in
these respects! His daily tasks, whether cast in. com¬
music that mean as much to the emotional life of Ger¬

many, Austria, England and America as these three
men? Any other race but the Anglo-Saxon would be
proud of such geniuses, and their names would be
household words in their home countries. But it is
apparently not part of the scheme or ideal of AngloSaxon races to admire over-duly their geniuses, or even
to be conscious of their existence to any real extent.
The Race of Activity
I say this entirely without resentment or regret, for
surely every race has a right to its own special artistic
viewpoint and destiny. And I repeat again that the
Anglo-Saxon apparently prefers activity to contem¬
plation in all matters. The race is exceedingly able
to produce great contemplative geniuses, philosoph¬
ical seers or mystical emotionalists, such as Walt
Whitman, Swinburne, Edgar Lee Masters, Bernard
Shaw, Delius, Elgar, Augustus John, George Moore,
etc., but having produced them, it profligately ig¬
nores their existence and their message. Would a
European Messiah of Walt Whitman’s transcending
size and quality have had less influence on European
Continental thought and morals than Nietsche had
on German thought? Are E. L. Masters, Shaw and
George Moore more likely than Whitman to have
any real effect on the national life of English-speak¬
ing peoples; any effect comparable to that of Tolstoi
in Russia, George Brandes in Denmark, Ibsen in
Norway, Multatulli in Holland? Though Delius,
Elgar and Cyril Scott are as typical of English
emotionality as John Alden Carpenter is of Ameri¬
can, yet it is in foreign lands that they harvested
most of their first and furthest-reaching successes.
This is not merely a modern phenomenon. Such old
songs as To Anthca (Hatton),- Old Black Joe (Fos¬
ter) and I’ll Sing Thee Songs of Arabce (Henry
Clay) are beloved by English and American singers
and audiences, yet how many people, “musical” or
“unmusical/’ in our countries, would think of talking
of them as works of genius comparable to Schu¬
bert’s Haidenroslein, Brahms’ Vergebliches Stdndchen, or Faure’s Serenade Tuscan (Apres un Reve) ?
Yet in what respect (as regards melodic invention,
harmonic fragrance and emotional subtlety), I ask,
are they inferior to songs of genius of their own
class from any country? These Anglo-Saxon songs
are beloved in their countries of origin, they are
sung and widely known, yet what typical, every¬
day, common-or-garden variety Anglo-Saxon asso¬
ciates the idea of genius with them, or knows, or
cares to know, even the name of their composers, as
a typical European Continental would in a similar
case? Anglo-Saxons are fond of sweet songs, but
the idea of genius (the thought of one solitary man outsoaring heroically his fellows) does not make any par¬
ticular appeal to their democratized natures—and why
should it?
The typical Anglo-Saxon does not feel himself called
upon to worship inactively at the feet of iconoclastic
world-storming genius such as that of Walt Whitman,
though he- is quite willing to be a loyal patron of such
gifted interpreters of life as Harry Lauder, O. Henry
and Charley Chaplin, provided the range of subjects
touched upon does not step outside the range of every¬
day middle-class existence, and always provided that
the attitude of the interpreting one reflects the already
settled convictions of Anglo-Saxon morality and does
not propose to exert any ethical “influence” of any
The Anglo-Saxon likes to impress the national
thought and morality upon his national artists, and
utterly refuses to allow his national artists to mould 6r
alter the national thought and morality if he can possi¬
bly help it. As aforesaid, the Anglo-Saxon is an active
type, enjoying in a healthy and whole-souled way the
doings of commerce, sport, “society,” pioneering and
politics, and not desiring or needing to be drawn aside
from these pleasures and occupations by what he con-
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siders superfluous appeals to his contemplative or con¬
sciously emotional nature.
.
,
Therefore the popular Anglo-Saxon music of to-day,
the music that really “counts” with the majority Of
English-speaking folk the world over, is no less occu¬
pation-music than were the British folk-songs, the Irish
reels, the Southern plantation-songs and the InterAnglo-Saxon deep-sea chanties of the past. Over There
and Tipperary are tunes to which one can really march,
and the fox-trots and two-steps and one-steps are music
to which one can really dance. The present tnushroomouick growth of community singing in training camps in
this country is a beautiful and convincing instance of
the living Anglo-Saxon need of occupation-music.
Though there is a constantly growing audience for
every form of classical music throughout the Englishspeaking world, it cannot be said that the average
Anglo-Saxon cares particularly to sit quietly m a seat
and listen to others making music. He generally pre¬
fers to participate himself in one way or another.
When he'is not actually dancing or marching to the
music he favors, then he wants a tune that he can
whistle in his bath, or a song that can help him in the
business of wooing or can add to his social attractive¬
ness. A great measure of the genuine success of such
Gilbert and Sullivan operas as The Mikado lay, no
doubt, in their supreme adaptability to amateur per¬
formances, in their “social” possibilities. Always, we
find the Anglo-Saxon eschews “art for art’s sake and
prefers it as a docile appendage to the actual deeds of
his life. Music-hall tunes as The Cosy-Corner Girl,
and rag-time such as When the Major Plays Those
Minor Melodies are not merely art, hut they are an
indispensable part of the after-work recreation hours
of British and American populations. Such art is as
truly national, in its own way, and as truly living
as a Norwegian Hailing, as an old German Choral, as
the Scotch bagpipers were, in their day and place. And
it seems safe to say that though Vienna and Italy
possibly have, Russia, France, Germany, Scandinavia
and Holland certainly have not, a living popular urban
music of such racy freshness and of such spiritual
salutariness as ours. For it is in our music that the
very sweetest, purest and most ideal emotional in¬
gredients of our national life shine forth, now as m
the past.
A Fund of Sentiment

These primitive, non-European tnus:‘^p^nce’'from
the Anglo-Saxon do not prev t t
musical geniuses
out of his midst of world-wide creat
of the first magnitude
the Englishmore than the gorgeous
P
(whether
speaking public towards a s
Judes the adnatrf° Bashaw hwlltPSLPanorEdgar Lee

Empire, but these geniuses w U, m the future
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of the artistic thought and feehng of the Angl S f
race, as Walt Whitman, Byron or Turner dtar
past ; as Masters and Augustus John and Delius and
Cyril Scott do to-day; to a greater degree than Debta y
stands apart from French national artistic feeling, o
Richard Strauss from German national artistic feeling,
S0AndTdo not know that this aristocratic separateness
of he chain of geniuses from the popular music: ofthe
race and the normal man’s almost complete ignorance
of the existence and achievements of the musical giante
of his own people is such a bad thing in the end. viewed
from a certain standpoint-the standpoint that prizes
untrammeled inspiration and vitality and vnnetyabove
many other things. It is consoling for a democratic
Anglo-Saxon to think that our composers of genius are
not in any particular danger of overshadowing and
influencing their fellow-countrymen as Beethoven and
Wagner did theirs in Germany, as Debussy appears to
his in France.
,
' ,
Is it not a blessing to know that no bouquet of
Deliuses, Elgars, Carpenters, Cyril Scotts, or any
amount of musical education of whatever nature seems
able to quench the steady flow of untutored racy
popular music that gushes forth from America and
Great Britain in an unending gamut of variety that
suggests an act of nature rather than an effort of man.
Viewed merely from the standpoint of the individual
genius (ignoring for the moment the attitude of the,
musically speaking, uneducated great majority of the
race), it is no little advantage to have behind one a
musical background of such local fragrance as that
of the folk-songs of Scandinavia, Britain, Ireland or
Russia, the Gypsy music of Spain and Hungary, and
the improvised part-singing of American Negroes. And
we must not forget that it is no lesser a thing than a
body t)f music comparable to this that the Anglo-Saxon
popular musical taste to-day is building up for the
future by dint of concentrating its attention solely upon
its own native instincts and pleasures : and that this
task, demanding the self-consciouslessness of creative
inspiration, could not be adequately performed if the
national musical proletariat listened in respectful awe
to the dictates of individual geniuses, past or present,
native t^r foreign; if, in short, it listened to aught save
its own inner spiritual voice.
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Anglo-Saxon public life has not lacked its harsh and
sinister sides, its press-gangs, its lynchings, its stern
frontier life, its Western-American willingness to wield
fire-arms ruthlessly. Yet the songs of - our countries
have for centuries overflowed with a unique honeysweet gentle melodiousness, an adorable freshness ot
sentiment and purity of soul. These keen and practical
races stubborn and contentious in their religious
and ’political arenas, fiercely self-suppressive in
their every-day manners, have a strangely rich fund
of sentiment and tender emotionalism tucked away
inside them that overflows most appealingly in their
[Mr. Percy Grainger, probably the most original and one of
music, which art, in its freedom from actual ideas in
the most gifted of the present day composers has now lived
in imoHoo for over three years. Shortly after his arrival
its farness from contentious issues, must have proved a
r, both h
nerica enteredpriceless spiritual haven of refuge to the hard-headed
...
.'ecMiTthe Fifteenth Coast Artilbut soft-hearted Anglo-Saxon temperament.
'lerv Band adopting the Oboe and the Saxaplrone as his
The very fact that the national occupations and out-. instrument's. Recently the government allowed him a three
months'
furlough
to
play
for
Red
Cross
concerts.
Thus ho
look were, for the most part, practical and unemotional,
turned over a very large income and his services to the
have tended to drive the sentiment and high-strung
government. lie has now returned to his military service,
n 1 Ito
Resta, one of the most brilliant of the younger
emotionalism of the race into its poetry and music, ac¬
“.A—sters of the U. S. A. Since Mr. Grainger's arrival
counting thereby for the welter of almost over-wrought InAn ica he has produced many of his ablest works, includSuite In a Nutshell, performed by most of the laring t
feeling in such poets as Keats, Swinburne and Whit¬
xsrn»g of Democracy, produced
man, and the strange wild-flower-like tender fragrance
thur hiees atfhe recent Worcester Festival (Massastupendc,..., imagination
—
Thc W arriors, a„ work of stupendous
of British folk-song (no less in its Kentuckian and
__j produced at the Norfolk (Connecuother American survivals than its home-land ver¬
i Festival.' The Merry Wedding, One More Day, John,
bate to Foster The latter work was commenced some
sions), American Negro spirituals and Foster’s incom¬
time before Mr. Grainger's arrival in America. He is also at
parable songs. We can see, if what I suggest is true,
work upon a Death Song for Bjalmar Thuren, the Danish col¬
lector of Faroe Island Folk Songs. Mr. Grainger is an
that Anglo-Saxon music has gone far to keep the
accomplished linguist and speaks the Scandinavian tongues
emotional balance of the race, in that it has been chiefly
as well as the customarv continental languages. Born in
Australia, brought up in Europe, and now becoming an Amer¬
an unconscious or at least untutored expression; for
ican citizen, he is the most versatile of all the present day
the determining influence in Anglo-Saxon music has
composers. He has added numerous instruments (most peicussion and plectral types) to the orchestra. His teachers
been the unwritten music (the songs and dances that
have been his mother, t.ouis Pabst, Professor James kwast
were remembered without even being written down)
Ferrucio Rusoni. as well as his friend and admirer, Edvard
Grieg Mr Grainger’s larger works for orchestra and chorus,
and even to-day the music that means most to the bulk
which have been developed in America, have surprised even
of the English-speaking world is that produced by
his enthusiastic friends by their scintillating originality,
force and character. He has, in many instances, taken
musicians of no (or at most slight) musical education
instruments which other composers might consider claptrap,
or studiousness.
and through artistic application produced new and exceed¬
ingly effective art results. Perhaps the outstanding quality
Americans and British are,to my mind intensely
of his compositions is the fact that they are based more pre¬
musical races, especially from a creative (compositional)
dominantly on musical Instinct and purely musical emotions
than the works of most modern composers. A recent Scotch
standpoint, but we are musically primitive races when
writer on Music. D. C. Parker, has said of Mr. Grainger s
viewed in the aggregate; at bottom closer allied to the
music: “He Is bringing Music back to Orpheus.” As a vir¬
tuoso pianist he has developed a peculiarly original tech¬
musical instincts of South Sea Island Polynesians and
nic and his playing is sane and unaffected, but at
African Negroes than to those of Hollanders, French¬
time is filled with the impassioned spirit of yontl
with far-reaching experience.—Editor’s Note.]
men and Germans, for instance.
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the development of muscular co-ordination, and jj
this defect showed marked
we would
temporarily subordinate other important obje«»Mtat
this case was exceptional, and the special corrective
would no, I* needed for the
He said we must both have patience and Pe”eve™“’
for it often takes a typewriter six months to acquire
complete facility, and we were going to apply
touch system to technical exercises at the piano.
As the habit of watching the hands is involuntary,
a screen of light cardboard was held in place by heavy
books on the music rack, so it projected horizontally
over the keyboard without hampering the action of the
hands. First we learned how each interval feels by
playing every interval from the second to the octave
in different keys with all possible pairs of fingers.
These were followed by little melodics within easy
reach of the hands together with scales and broken
chords.
Arm Spacing
After some facility had been gained in these finger
spans, we next tried arm-spacing, or skips beyond the
reach of the fingers. Play C-E-G, then raise the hands
from the keys and strike the same chord an octave
higher without looking. This is the simplest illus¬
tration of exercises which may be varied indefinitely,
and is a movement much used in left hand accompani¬
ments.
After all these exercises were mastered, they were
transposed into other keys because the act of playing
one set of notes while looking at another, was a most
valuable discipline. A few carefully chosen studies
from Heller, Opus 45, were practiced with the screen,
as they presented abundant application of all these
principles. But it was impossible to play them with
much expression, so our screen work was kept sep¬
arate and distinct from the practice of pieces, which
were studied and memorized in the ordinary way.
While no one would try to play without looking, for
the pleasure of listeners, yet the fact that fingers and
arms have acquired a sense of space-measurement
greatly increases the player’s feeling of freedom and
facility, and is a most valuable aid in sight-reading.
Daniel Gregory Mason treats this subject much more
fully and ablv in his little book, A Neglected Sense in
Piano Playing. It is also treated in The Development
of Accuracy in Piano Playing, by Gustave L. Becker,
and The Science of Pianoforte Practice, by Perlee V.
Jervis, as published in The Etude.
A student is a poor judge of his own work, and
one of this unfortunate class can at best play but
very imperfectly. I can only say from personal experi¬
ence that a winter devoted to this work pointed out
the way towards overcoming my greatest difficulty,
and that all further study has been pursued with fresh
interest and enthusiasm.

Tiira
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Success with the Adult Beginner at the Piano
By MORDAUNT A. GOODNOUGH
V'

In every piano studio we meet the diffident but sin¬
cere music-loving pupil of larger growth, who has not
had the opportunity of instruction when a child. She
wonders if it is too late for her to learn: and it is only
by the mustering of much courage that she has brought
herself to interview the teacher. She states she would
like to become sufficiently proficient to play song ac¬
companiments, operatic airs and moderately difficult
pieces for her own amusement. She does not expect
to become a professional musician. She has the laud¬
able ambition to play acceptably, in private, among her
own friends, but has no public aspirations. She asks
the very human and reasonable question, “How long
will it take me to accomplish what I desire?” The
teacher who is prepared to give an encouraging, yet
honest, answer to her can greatly increase his class,
because one pleased pupil of this type will bring in
many others. If we can open the world of music to
these adult beginners, we have accomplished no small
Meeting the Pupil Honestly
It should be recognized that advancing years do bring
limitations, both physical and mental. It is a most
foolish and futile thing to try to convince sensible
people to the contrary. Yet all active teachers know of
cases of pupils who have started somewhat late in life
and by dint of exceptional effort produced somewhat
extraordinary, if not virtuoso, results. When the pupil
first enters the studio, he is, in all probability prepared
to ask the following questions:
Is it trite that it is impossible to secure successful
results unless the training of the hand, the mind, in
music is begun in youth?
Will modern methods of instruction enable me to do
what was thought impossible a few years ago?
What will be the price that I shall have to pay in
time in order to play the piano zvell?
None of these questions can be answered (definitely,
as they depend on individual cases. Given the right
conditions and the right pupil, the right will, and from
one hour to one hour and a half a day practice, the
pupil should be able to play a few pleasing pieces at the
end of the first year: song accompaniments, tunes from
the operas and parlor pieces at the end of the second
year: real pieces by the masters at the end of three
years. By that time the pupil should also have acquired
sufficient reading ability to be able to read music in
a manner that will give considerable pleasure.
If you meet a pupil with the ambition to become a
virtuoso pianist despite an age of thirty-five, forty or
fifty, without previous study, the teacher would not

be justified in encouraging the pupil. Not one pupil
in a million would be likely to reach such a goal under
such conditions and it is wrong to raise the hopes
of such a pupil. If the pupil can perform the miracle,
do not be afraid of any discouragement upon your part
as it would he little more than an incentive to work
if the pupil has the divine fire. However, when the
pupil sets out to accomplish the limited amount of work
we have indicated, there are certain steps which lead
to success if taken rightly. They might be taken in
the following order:—
I. Work confidently and patiently—letting the pupil
know that moments of discouragement often come to
beginners. Difficulties that seem insurmountable one
day are laughably simple a month hence. The pupil
must wipe out all “fear thoughts,” all doubt, uncer¬
tainty, haste, impatience, just as the road builder must
remove all obstructions before he can go ahead. This
requires great tact, and patience upon the part of the
teacher.
II. Explain Foundation Principles thoroughly. Do
as much as you can away from the keyboard. The
adult is accustomed to working away from the key¬
board and he will do his work better under conditions
with which he is already familiar. Give table exer¬
cises to secure conscious control of the fingers, hands
and arms. With the mind focused upon securing con¬
trol rather than upon the new territory of the keyboard,
results usually come quicker. Correct poise in stand¬
ing and sitting is very important.
III. Secure Keyboard Familiarity. If you began
music when you were a child you probably have for¬
gotten how difficult it is to get your hands so accus¬
tomed to the keys and the “feel” of the keyboard. For
the adult this is still harder and one of the most diffi¬
cult things to teach an adult is that he must not stare
constantly, either at notes or keyboard. To play with¬
out looking at the keys, is to him like stumbling around
in a dark room. Scales played with the keyboard con¬
cealed or with the eyes shut are a great help. Of
course, finger exercises should precede scales. Prac¬
tice in skips should be taken up as soon as feasible and
should be done now and then with the eyes shut.
IV. Teach the Adult Pupil to Listen. Tell your
pupil that his own ears are a pair of teachers quite as
important to his success as yourself. He must listen
constantly and correct himself all the time, just as a
gun pointer corrects his aim until he hits the mark
squarely.
V. Supervise Some of the Pupil’s Practice. Have
practice lessons in which you encourage the pupil to do
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in the studio just what he does at home. Save five
minutes at the end of the lesson to tell why and how
his practice methods can be improved. Keep a written
card record of the pupil’s progress. This makes a
lot of work but it is very important work and should
be done.
VI. Secure Progress through Encouragement. This
does not mean flattery, but the quick observation of
little successes and comment upon them. Remember
your pupil is an adult and will not take criticism or disci¬
pline as kindly as a child. It is to be assumed that
the adult who is paying for his own lessons is just as
anxious to advance as you are anxious to have him.
He will therefore resent the adverse criticism which
is sometimes necessary in teaching children. All that
is required is to explain the problem and then let him
see how near he comes to solving it. Be prepared to
explain it in two or three different ways.
VII. Make the Lessons Pleasant. The adult pupil
takes up music study because he expects that he is
going to add a delightful thing to his life. This must
be encouraged by doing every possible thing to make
the pupil look forward to the lesson with great and
pleasant anticipation. It should be the bright spot in
the week for him. Therefore give plenty of pieces
as soop as they can be given and give them in graded
order. Suggestive Studies, by Caroline Norcross, is a
book gotten up expressly to take the place of the
average child’s instruction book which teachers of
adults have for so many years been forced to give their
adult pupils. Suggestive Studies is a beginner’s book
for adults who do not want to wade through “Little
Pet’s March,” “Dolly Spasm” or the “Fairies’ Picnic,”
before they come to real music. Although the fitle
cannot make any possible difference in the music itself,
avoid titles that suggest the perambulator. Keep a
regular card catalog of pieces and studies and keep
your pupil’s records so that you know just what has
been given. Your publisher will be glad to send you
a complimentary Graded List of Studies, which will
help you in selecting and securing materials of all kinds
for each of the grades.
VIII. Be Frank with Impossible Pupils. Once in
a while the teacher will encounter a pupil with large
ambitions and willingness to work who after one year’s
honest effort has failed to grasp more than a fraction
of what the child would grasp in the same time. In
such a case tell the truth unflinchingly and get rid
of the pupil. No teacher is rich enough to accept fees
that will ultimately damage his-reputation.

Do Not Attempt the Impossible
[Editor’s Note.—The following reply was prepared by
Mr. Theodore Presser in response to a number of requests of
a. similar nature. It is a personal opinion upon an impor¬
tant matter and is a decidedly interesting sequel to the pro¬
ceeding article by Mordaunt A. Goodnough upon “Success
With the Adult Beginner at the Piano.” The Editor has had
many pupils who have attained the success described in Mr.
Goodnough’s article,—at the same time Mr. Presser is
unquestionably right In discouraging any person over the
ty-nye from attempting to become a great concert
ft*1
,
,oat advanced
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light music
ago guided only by ea/r and which

was praised, by teachers in music who are also composers.
I feel that I should not neglect this natural inclination /
have, now that I can devote my time to it. I am located
where I cannot get lessons from a reliable teacher and there¬
fore I have to study piano by myself. Do you think I can
do itr—A. S.
In a general way I cannot give you much encourage¬
ment. If you are now thirty-five years old, your mus¬
cles are rigid and firm and they are very much like the
mortar in the wall, which has been allowed to set. The
hand has to he made to the piano while it is forming.
We have never heard of a pianist who has learned
much after he was twenty years old. Generally, pian¬
ists at eighteen or nineteen are what they are going to
be at any time.
Your appreciation of music, your love of it and your
knowledge of it can deepen, but you cannot become an
expert on any instrument at your age. We believe we
know whereof we speak. The writer started about ten
years too late himself, and has regretted ever attempt¬
ing to become a pianist. But he did not give up music,
and he would not advise you to give up music.on this
account. It will be a great solace to you and a great

comfort in your life. It does not matter about your
lessons and your teacher.
We think, after all, education comes from within
and not from without. We cannot tell definitely at this
distance. Some hands are naturally soft and pliable;
others are bony and hard. Again, there is a difference
in minds. We have known persons who could not
make impressions upon their minds in any subject
after they reached the age of thirty-five. They seem
to have stopped all progress. You cannot make a dent
on their brains for some reason or other. They are
just what they are and will always be the same. If
they happen to he carpenters, or school teachers, or
typists they can- do that one thing well, but outside of
that everything is a blank to them. They cannot take
up anything new.
We would not like to see you give up your education.
Nor do we mean to discourage you. You can tell for
yourself after you have devoted a year to it, but then,
after assiduous application, you ought to know whether
you have made progress enough to warrant your con¬
tinuing it. We would give the matter a thorough
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THE ETUDE
Hands! Hands! Hands!

Some Interesting Facts for Teacher and Pupils About the
Pianist s 1 oois
By Dr. Leonard K. Hirshberg, A.B., M.A., M.D.
y
(Johns Hopkins University,

nested in or under th^‘b’ b°”«•. ’“f bJoT'tream.
other little pockets and he c
cIeaned out such
Until the focus or nest is toun
time. To call
stiffness may be expected from £s ^ hdp the cure.
it “rheumatism or goui
, ■
Refer the pupil'to the ^t'st 'ir p y
^ knotted
Clubbed Fingers
Clubbed fmge fflaladies of the
muscles may suggest three o

Ritbyasd Kipling in his famous military poem called
Boots!” pictures the soldier who goes

bTotstnh
f'Wttftteacher who. day after day, year after year, ^watches
with minute care the incessant
^ “y
Hands! Hands!” up and down the ivory and eDony
boulevard of the piano. Hands are among the mos
interesting things in the world. Imagine a «n
world' Think of how impossible all of ouf pro°re*f
would have been l.ad men been fitted out with a hoof
instead of his marvelous ten fingers. No matter how
brilliant the brain, without hands art, science and
hundreds of great industries dependent upon them

lisss
cause is excitement or tear.

W°ot 5rthebfiTstConsiderations of the teacher should
be the hands of the prospective pupil. From these he
may learn much that will enable him to shape his
course.

By E. Hardy
teacher desirous of making his
The conscientious t
“
jans„ knows that he nnt
pianoforte pupils g°
subjects than just pla;H
train them in many mo«-.WW ,g the short |pace of
the piano, and what w
^
Success in this lie9
time there ist°° nity cropping up in the lesson.®!
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a great

be of considerable help to bin, »bc

are bound to make the condition worse
Irritated Skin. Teachers now an
pupils with some form of eczema

Ef.^Si*
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Hands and Character Study

While it is true enough that palmistry and other
pretended kinds of occultism in reading the hand ^ a
lot of bunk and rubbish, it is equally true that there is
a modicum of truth behind some of the ridiculous
superstitions °which charletans use to extract money
from dupes. For ages the hand has been ooked upon
H means of reading character. Shakespeare n
“Hamlet” says, “The hand of Fttle employment hath
the daintier sense, and again 1
g
“There is no better sign of a brave mind than a hard
hand
The shape which effort, work and accomplishment
lave given to the hand also indicate the trend of the
assessor’s thoughts. Thus long tapering fingers are
frequently found* linked to persons of artistic tempera
ments while those with short, stubby fingers are often
stolid and sluggish. A broad hand may often be taken
o indicate determination, while a narrow one may
signify a weaker will. Obviously the person who show
nails that have been bitten indicates nervousness, while
"e whose nails are perpetually dirty certa.nl,^ indi¬
cates slovenliness, carelessness and general indifference
The handshake is also indicative of character in
marked degree. The limp, cold, unanimated hand¬
shake indicates, as a rule, a narrow, selfish, superficial
person of indeterminate disposition. The opposite
dkates frankness, sincerity, honesty and breadth
Various trades may be detected by hardness in differen
parts of the hand—a useful guide for the detective.
The seamstress has a callous on the
while the wood polisher has a callous at the base ot

“
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'"aS Tn toning

“»Se e piece. JOU can aid

11 ,h' con<‘i,i°n

it is better for the pupil not to practice until recovery
1S Dixolored Hands. White patches on the back of the

s

*'

few bars at ,h'“d

can be taught by pointing

ottoheir '"div^ (h"‘J"“Jb’y a'Sie'wMe'to
For Keeping the Hands in Good Condition
There are many lotions which seem desirable in keep¬
ing the hands in good condition. Massage with a good
cream keeps the" skin pliable and soft, at the same
time fostering a good blood circulation. If the hands
are rough and inclined to be moist from perspiration an
effective remedy is found in the following:
Fine almond meal .
.
’
Finely powdered borax . 6 drams.
Oil of bitter almonds . 3 drops.
Oil of lily of the valley. 3 dr°ps
Finely powdered orris root. * ounces.
Finelv powdered pumice stone. o drams.
On the other hand, when the hands present a cracked,
parched or dry appearance—when they are in this con¬
dition they are even more difficult to move
kevs than when they are moist—great relief
obtained by the use of glycerin and rose water in
equal parts When you use this at “Jgj*
mixture into old woolen gloves and put these on. The
bed linen will in this way not be soiled by the greasy
lotion. For its bleaching effect this peroxide cream

thAll"these matters are important to the teacher who
may have to work with the pupil s hands for some
time to get them in the best condition for the kind of
piano playing without the pupil’s zone of ac¬
complishment.
.
_
Since the piano teacher is a hand-trainer as well a
brain-trainer, the subject of hands and everyth.ng pertaining to hands may come up at any time in me wore,
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them and ash: the pup 1th
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j
elementary facts of!

meet in his teaching practice:
Puffed Fingers. When the fingers are puffed so that
the rings cannot easily be removed the student should
be advised to see a physician at once. This may be a
serious danger-sign of troubles of *e stomach and
intestines and may ultimately result m dropsy. A. Puffy,
waxy condition of the fingers may also denote kidney
and heart trouble. Don’t alarm the pupil, but a word
of caution might be desirable.
Purplish Nails and Finger Tips. If this condition
is found in a pupil it may indicate heart trouble, in¬
halation of bad air or poisons. Sometimes it is caused
by taking headache drugs or other coal tar remedies.
Stiff Fingers.
When fingers are found to be
Abnormally stiff (before genuine old a«e) the cause
’is very frequently to be found in the teeth. This is
an important fact for the teacher. Many a teacher and
many a pupil has tried to loosen up stiff fingers with
See, when the real difficulty is m the mouth.
Many different kinds of “toxins” or bacteria become

may be tried:

ounce.

5S5TSSi
Oil of rt almond.............

ounce..
jounces.

Chlorate of potash . 30
^ams.
While such a sweeping statement as
tapering
fingers always indicate artistic temperament and short
stubby fingers a stolid, unemotionaltemperamentis
not quite true, in the great majority that goes to make
a rule this is so. Tapering fingers, however, some¬
times like astigmatism “against the rule and really
occur in unemotional people. Similarly those with
Sy. blunt ones now and then are high strung and
artistic, but only now and then. These are simply the
exceptions that prove the rule.

Irregular Groups that Baffle Pianists
How to Play Combined Accents, Times and Rhythms in Pianoforte Composition
By FREDERICK CORDER
Professor of Composition at the Royal Academy of Music of London
Following on my previous article upon the combina¬
tion of duple and triple accents I desire now to afford
some help in acquiring the methods of:—
1. Playing 3 notes against 4, S, 7, 8 or more.
2. Playing irregular numbers of notes together.
3. Playing alternations of duple and triple or triple
and quadruple time.
4. Playing incompatible rhythms, or patterns with
the accents not falling together.
Three notes against four or more in the other hand,
at a high rate of speed, presents little practical diffi¬
culty. So long as the first of each group of notes
coincides, this alone need receive conscious attention,
the muscles automatically supplying the other notes
evenly and independently. The well-known FantaisieImpromptu of CJiopin is a typical and delightfully easy
example. A much more difficult one may be found in
the Finale of the B Minor Sonata of the same com¬
poser. '

Yet here, if we have soundly learned how to play two
against three, we might adapt the formula
surmount the present difficulty.

Try

JlU‘o

The secret of success in all cases is to think only of
the triplets, whether these be the melody or (as here)
the accompaniment. Twos or fours can adapt them¬
selves to threes, but threes can never adjust themselves
to fours or twos. The highest stage of our difficulty
is when the passage is very slow, so as to require
actual dividing up. The L. C. M. of three and four is,
of course, twelve—that is, we must divide up thus:—

weak beat-the last of the 'neasi.re the Gavotte i
% time and starts on a semi-strong beat-the nan
° On another occasion the characteristic rhythm, femj
inine endings, etc. of the Mazurka and I olonaise could
be demonstrated.
.
How uninteresting it is for a young pup U toJea™
in the Book of Rudiments all about Embellishment*
but what a difference if these—the mordent-upper and
lower‘the turn, trill, etc., are brought into practical
use by giving the little pieces of Bach, where these are
frequently found.
These are just a few ways-^and the teacher can soon
invent more-in which you can develop musicianship in
your pupils, and at the same time make the lesson more
interesting. The information imparted is given just at
the right moment, in just the right quantity, and a
practical use is made at once of the theoretical instruc¬
tion, thus strengthening the memory and interest.
Herein lies the road to success.

patiently readjust it. This quite slow three against
four is not of very frequent occurrence in music—ex¬
cept in the works of Scriabine—for more than a single
bar, but such a single bar can be very disconcerting.
There are two instances of great importance in Cho¬
pin’s G Minor Ballade. The first can be conquered thus:

Here the tempo is not quite' so rapid and the right hand,
instead of a stream of even triplets, has notes of varied
length. Yet, apart from the actual difficulties of the
passages, which are considerable, the combination can
be kept even by firm concentration on the principal
accents of each measure. The same principle will carry
us through all those nunferous “flourishes” in Hummel
and Chopin where a melody is floridly embellished, or
a scale is made to increase in speed as it goes along,
as in the following:—

when it will be found that the rhythmical pattern
formed by the combined accents is just as striking as
with two against three, being thus: auw
To get this rhythm into one’s head and thence into
one’s fingers it is necessary to practice a preliminary
exercise, which might take the following shape:—

but the second is extremely troublesome. It is best
played by imagining, for once, the fours to be the nor¬
mal accent and the groups of quavers to be double trip¬
lets instead of sextolets. It then becomes a bar of
four twos against four threes.

rrmrTfrfrrb^
As in the case of two against three the difficulty of
playing four against three is considerably increased
when either hand has a rest instead of a note anywhere
in the groups. Such passages as the following are only
to be found in music intended for very advanced
players :—
Chopin,Bb minor Son.L

(W
1
u?. g*'

-* J-

etc.
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What Should a Teacher Know?
By T. L. Rickaby

The teacher should know not only everything of
something, but something of everything musical. It
will not only be necessary to learn a little theory and
the technical command of •some one instrument. . A
practical knowledge of Musical History is imperative.
A thorough knowledge of harmony, etc., will be
essential, and in addition to the mastery of one instru¬
ment it will be advisable to know something of all
other instruments. Then psychology—the study of
the mind and its functions—must have some place in
the equipment of the teacher of the future, to enable
him the better to study .the characteristics of pupils,
their mental capacity and grasp. A little knowledge
Accent Scales Right
of physiology would be useful—at least to the extent
of knowing something of the form, nature and func¬
By Grace Busenbark
tions of the muscles, bones and joints of the fingers,
hands, wrists and arms. Most important of all is a
When one first begins to practice accented scales
knowledge of pedagogy—the art of teaching effectively
difficulty is sometimes experienced. Have the pupil
the art of imparting knowledge to others in the best
write the scale in one or two octaves, and write under
way, probably the chief thing in the teacher s equip¬
the note to be accented both the name of and fingering
ment Much of this seemingly extraneous matter can
be learned from books, and the books ought to be read
f°Those who cannot yet hear or feel the acce"t
anyway. But many conservatories have a teachers
thus read, and write it. The groups of notes between
course in which all matters pertaining to the peda¬
the accents are easily grasped in their relation to the
gogical side of music are taught and exemplified in
actual work. So before beginning to teach a person
3CI have always found this helpful as an object lesson.
should endeavor to obtain a course in the principles of
If the letter name and finger number are written in red
teaching and kindred subjects if it is available, and it
the accent idea is emphasized and the accent scale called
ffenerally is.
our “color” scale.

»f,
If Czerny puts a whole Etude on this point among
his simple Velocity Studies it is clear that he had a
slight opinion of its difficulty, yet I cannot help thinking
that in this particular instance he was injudicious. The
pupil for whom the Velocity Studies are most suitable
generally has to omit this one.
As soon as we attempt to really play four against
three—that is, when the passages are consciously di¬
rected—we find that an actual division of the time is
only possible when the notes are very slow indeed. At
a moderate pace the difficulty of adjustment is so great
as to be beyond the power of some learners. The
following, from the Adagio of Beethoven’s First So¬
nata, often has to be given up and the R. H. part
adapted to the left, thus:—

“odey /g.

GS
Having acquired it, proceed to apply it to the Chopin
study (No. 2 of the Three Posthumous Etudes), which
generally gets spoilt by the player’s inability to main¬
tain a sufficiently slow tempo. By the aid of our
formula you can play it as slowly as you please.

It will not, of course, be necessary to consciously apply
the pattern the whole way through the study: after a
few bars have been steadily practiced thus the hands
will probably get accustomed to the combination, but
at the least sign of unsteadiness the student must

L

=^=
,'ff liiis

The last section of Chopin’s great C Minor Nocturne
(Op. 48, No. 1) has a number of groups of four against
three slow enough to be played by the application of our
formula, but this is rendered difficult by the fact that
the melody is otherwise in broad common time with
numerous syncopated crotchets. The composer evi¬
dently did not expect that players would be equal to
the rhythmical problems presented to them and has
printed his quavers to be played unevenly (J j> to
the great detriment of the melody. But just these
points present the least difficulty and all good players
play as indicated by the dotted lines in the following:

FEBRUARYJ

but passages like the flowing -particularly baffling
works of Scriabxne. This onef ‘I P left-hand part,
because of the waywardness of the ien
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As before remarked, the principle to be kept in mind
when playing three against two, four, or any othe
number of notes, is that the three is the
aCC6 ’
whether it be the melody or the accompaniment.
In reasonable music there are not many importa
examples of five against three, which is about (he mo,
difficult and uncomfortable of these mixed accents
because there is no least common mul iple. One ca^

SSI

“drag” evenly-distributed.
IT - -Je n-ly-dis-tri-but-ed
There is your right-hand accent!

Combinations and Alternations of Duple and
Triple Time
when very rapid, can seldom be •
U—fP'T'ion o( 3,
S !U, I. the familiar inaianc,
,h, TKh.,ko»-|
_ . ' . ,

none but
an accomplished artist would attack, but ^-sjeay
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ttvely ea°sy Nocturne in A fiat. (Op. 32), such a pas¬
sage as this

»

1 he Case or Richard Wagner vs. Democracy

ssrs * ststbi sI

To be Tried Before
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Readers as a Grand Jury

isTand 2’throughout, but llicre are many cams where

Should the Operas of Richard Wagner be Debarred in America Now?

It generally gets performed by the amateur as though
. he (or she) were intoxicated. I hnd the only way
to deal with it (for ordinary pupils) is to make the
second semiquaver of each group a huaver’ ^ ^s “
make a sextolet with a syncopation in it When tne
pupil has learned it thus you can generally get her to
reduce it to evenness, syncopation being always a weak
point with amateurs.
„
_
When we come to groups of 7, 8 or more notes
against three—specimens of which abound in the Thi d
Nocturne above-mentioned—the groups are never so
slow as to require subordinate accent and therefore do
not present very great difficulty in the fitting.
is
not so much actual independence of finger as evenness
and fluency that is required. Scale passages or arpeg¬
gios in all these different combinations may be prac¬
ticed, but it does not seem to me that they help appre¬
ciably. Each fresh passage requires always to be mem¬
orized by the finger muscles, and that «= all.
More Complex Combinations and Irregular Groups
Where a group of five notes is treated as unit of
rhythm no subordinate accent is generally intended by
the composer. There is a study by Ozerny in his Intro¬
duction to Velocity (Op. 636), which is intended for
pupils of grade 2 or 3.

It commences and, thanks to the admirable way in
which it is made to lie under the five fingers, is both
easy and profitable to the juvenile pianist. But occa¬
sional groups of this character are to be met with every¬
where and it is necessary to think of them as one strong
accent followed by four weak ones, a rare, but by no
means impossible rhythm in the English language, as
witness the words
’
...
naturalizing supercilious notabilities.
The almost unique and rather unsatisfactory example
in Chopin’s F sharp Nocturne (Op. IS) is only too
well known:—

Rut save in such a straightforward scale as this or
a Smple turn as in Schumann’s Eusebius. I defy any¬
one^ feel seven notes as a possible unit. A similar
instance to the above might be culled from Beethoven s
32 Variations in C Minor, where no particular difficul y
is found, but Scriabine’s arpeggios of seven^ notesr n
his Etudes seem to me very unrhythmical As to still
larger groups of notes—11 and 13 are to be me wi
in Chopin, and here is one case m Beethoven:

The Managements of the Grand Opera Houses in America have Announced that all German Operas shall he debarred during the IF a
consecutive bars have the same time-signature, this
being changed even for. the last bar, wh.ch contain,
only one note ; but one cannot regard such a Pr<*ed“"
as anything but a freak. A common and very real
difficulty is the close and irregular succession of duple ,
and triple time or accent, as in Wagner s Mcistersinger.
22

which is hard to get e

n a trained orchestra to execute

C°Thetsecond subject of the Allegro in Chopin’s F Minor
Fantasia has the same difficulty, intensified by the pas¬
sage at a high speed. The tendency to convert all the
ito | Tand all the threes into m is quite curi¬
ous. There are several of Scriabine’s later pieces which
seem quite devoid of rhythm, the composer having so
mixed up both the note-groups and the time that there
is nothing left to take hold of.
Discordant Accent and Rhythm

these cannot be imagined as without subdivision, and
are accordingly broken up as occasion demands.
There is one important case of irregular combination
which demands mention here from the frequency of its
occurrence. In a useful American book on Paying,
two against three (Playing Two Notes Against Three,
Chas. W. Landon), a passage is quoted from a study
by Concone, containing the following:—

The simplest example of this is syncopation in one
hand and ordinary accent in the other. This was a
perfect mania with Schumann, who sometimes tied
notes up without rhyme or reason. Those who know
the last of his-Kreisleriana or the Allegro motto of lvs
Humorcske, will know what I mean when I speak of
a drunken bass. The vigorous bass-notes are synco¬
pated and tied in the most unexpected manner, forcing
the accent a little earlier than it wants to be, with gro¬
tesque effect. But in his pretty piece. Evening (No.
1 of the Fantasie Stiicke) he combines % and 94c times
with very perplexing result.

The Etudf. has carefully refrained from entering into
any discussion bearing upon the propriety of discon¬
tinuing. the services of German musical artists in
America during the present war.
As an American publication, educational in its aim
and contents. The Etude pursues a consistent policy in
all such matters.
There is a difference, however, between the music of
German masters of the past and the musicians of the
present who may or may not be helping Germany''
through their earnings in America.
When Bach and Handel were born, America was still,
to a very large extent, the land of the Redman. Shall
Americans deprive themselves of the music of those
masters who could hardly dream of any conflict between
unexplored America and their native land ?
Moreover, the music of the great German masters of
the past is admittedly the result of phases of civilization
far different from those which inspire the Germany of
to-day.
If we were at war with England would we repudiate
Shakespeare, Milton, Scott, Dickens, Thackeray or
Tennyson?
Is it a part of our patriotism to renounce all the beau¬
tiful music that has come from Germany in the past in
order to combat the enemy of the present?
The Etude is not deciding these questions. It merely
propounds them. We would like to have the great
number of our readers render a decision in
THE TRIAL OF RICHARD WAGNER

Six of Wagner’s Great Music Dramas (Tannhauscr,
Meistersinger, Rheingold, Walkure, Siegfried and Gottcrddmmerung) are monuments of German life, tradi¬
tion and mythology-. His other operas (Die Feen,
Flying Dutchman. Lohengrin, Tristan and Isolde and
Parsifal) are laid in other fields.
In England, some extremists have gone so far as to
say that the works of Wagner are responsible for the
present world unrest,—that they have been the ferment
which have been the greatest German psychological
influence upon the present generation.
At the same time, Wagner concerts have been given
in London during the war with great success.
Again, this son of a Police Clerk was at one time so
wholly democratic that if he had had his own way
Germany would have been a republic as lobg ago
as 1840.
The suppression of the May Revolution in Germany
(1849) caused the exile of many of Germany’s bravest
thinkers. Among them were Carl Schurz and Franz
Sigel, who became Major Generals in the United
States Volunteer Army in the Civil War. Wagner at
the same time was forced into exile and penury (for
eleven years) because of his emphatic attitude against
what we now know as Prussianism.
It is true that in his later years he was forced to
seek the patronage of a Bavarian King, but at the same
time he was essentially a Democrat with infinite vision.
Mr. Henry T. Finck in his two-volume Life of
Richard Wagner says: “On June 14. 1848, Richard
Wagner printed in a newspaper extra a fiery address
containing some lemarkably bold statements. In it
Wagner demanded, besides general suffrage, nothing
less than the complete abolishment of the aristocracy
as well as the standing army, and the proclamation of
Saxony as a Republic by the king himself, who was to
remain its president.
One of Wagner’s biographers, R. Pohl, who was

The Etude does not hold a brief for or against
Richard Wagner. Richard Wagner, was unquestionably
a German. He was born at Leipzig, May 22nd, 1813.
His parents wene German.
It has frequently been contended that he was a
Hebrew,—that his maternal ancestral name was Adler.
Mr. Oscar Sonneck, formerly Librarian of Congress,
has gone to great lengths to show that Wjgner was
not a Hebrew.
Wagner’s education was
typically German, — Day
School, Gymnasium and
ultimately the Leipzig
University.
Practically all of Wag¬
ner’s youth was spent in
“ It is interesting that, upon an outbreak
the country of his birth,

called by Wagner “The oldest Wagnerite” states that
Wagner did not stand musket in hand on the barricades,
when the Prussian troops came to suppress the revolu¬
tion, but that he had charge of the “musical direction”
of the revolution,—the sounding of alarm bells and the
giving of signals. Pohl also states that Wagner or¬
ganized the convoys coming from outside and gave
them encouragement to fight.
However .serious Wagner’s offence against the Ger¬
man aristocracy may have been, it was sufficient to
cause him to seek flight disguised as a coachman and
deprived him of the support of his fellow-citizens for
many years.
Allowing that Wagner Operas could be given in the
English language in America, without rendering per¬
sonal assistance to dangerous alien enemies, should they
be debarred from our stage at the present time?
This is the question we wish our readers to decide.
Is it necessary or advisable for the safety of our Gov¬
ernment and the satisfaction of the feelings of the
public to forego for the time what one well known
American critic has called “The grandest and most
original musical dramatic compositions of all times?”
In a forthcoming issue of The Etude we zuill print
the best brief for and the best brief against this issue.
For each brief we shall give
A PRIZE OF TEN DOLLARS
CONDITIONS

All briefs must be received before May 15th, 1918.
All briefs to be in the form of personal letters to
The Etude and no brief to be longer than 500
words.
Vituperative, irrational, fanatical answers will not be
considered. The Etude wants the sane judgment of
as many of its readers as possible.
In presenting the Prize letters in The Etude The
_
Etude will withhold the
names of the prize win¬
ners if desired.
The number of replies
pro and con will be count¬
ed and the number given
in The Etude. If you
secretly delighted if the Germans receive another
are interested and do not
care to compete for the
sound thrashing. Bonapartism is an acute, a pass¬
prize you are requested to
ing ailment for the world- but German-Austrian
cast your vote, “yes” or
reactionism a chronic, an abiding one.”
“no.”
Letters for this Contest
must be addressed to The
Etude ‘‘Richard Wagner
Trial,” Philadelphia, Pa.

Richard Wagner Wrote in 1859 after Ten Years’ Exile

Now this n was never thought of as anything but

J

, and it'may be said that until the time of Chopin

even the greatest composers considered j”^ andjj to
be, for all practical purposes identical. The confusion
came about, easily enough, when a piece in common
time occasionally drifted into *%, or perhaps was really
in 1%' altogether. In all the compositions of Bach,
Mozart, Schubert or Beethoven, where this combina¬
tion occurs with tolerable frequency, it may be affirmed

The idea is that the melody shall appear to be synco¬
pated all the way through, but the ear refuses to ac¬
cept this and after a bar or two we cannot help feeling
the bass is

[against a melody in three time.

Similarly, in the Scenes of Childhood, No. io—Almost
too serious—the ear refuses to believe that the melody
can be syncopated throughout; such a thing is self¬
contradictory; consequently the bass always seem*
wrong.
(.Continued on page 88)

Saxony. Saxony was long
the arch-enemy of Prus¬
sia in many wars. Sax¬
ony did not join with
Prussia in the German
Empire until Wagner was
fifty-seven years of age.

between Germany and France, I should be seeking refuge in the enemy’s country. I am much
afraid of losing all my patriotism, and being

n^7ryfr^DE "°,tr wh0 s°desi™ is/’irstrd <° cast “

in Ms Trial. // you oppose the production of Warner's
Operas under the conditions mentioned in America at this time note “No.”
If you would allow their production vote “Yes.”
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Hints for the Progressive Teacher

(Continued from page 86)

By Virginia C. Castleman

that to MM r
'
. Hm M S
„e two ,«a,m m the f- ^ “ 'J“'hile tbl, „f the

The progressive music teachers £?*sne“SpUSh her
young and enthusiastic one
foundation-laying,
pupils on without proper regard ° found

J rathe,

the one who to »*£,“ J “e.eher «a,
opportunities by means of
the musical centers.

L- " '
““The » «»“ »«™»«»t this difficulty
™*.e to. preferably, write «•) «he riph.-ha.d
part :—
The Eclectic Method

instead of

^

“What method, d,° bvy°Uladyawho tadUstudied under
method,” I was asked b> a
y
herself a beginner
* *'T™in“ihPrrrffiet“Sichs™«mr wjs my
UuSing reply, though mr method.

if .the accented note were a

V

Recital, The Flower
heautiful presentation of the
of March, 1911. gives ^^ndant flowers. I have
varying seasons with *
the mus,c journals to
also used music adapted
oosition in connection with
fairy songs of my own
Herndon Seminary
an original play written
^ giyen wilh
pupils, including my o
course, in making these
considerable local succ
•
muSt be catchy, either
selections, the melpd** a,?z P r ,he popular dance music
marching time or
^ cllil{lren may readily fall
being preferred,
students will enjoy the
into the step. High seno
7/,* Pennant.
America First
Since patriotm tmisic has^com^to tlu^ ^

% ™,e
at any time, and to-day

.j,
I on tumble through them alter a fashion.

tistical statement,

t0 '°n> nofThar°i feel myself largely indebted to the
were 't » “
e
have constantly been given
rSSSrSSl. and similar^

_

My own experiences, nevernbefore were there more
twenty years prove *31^ q{ music_the progresand better aids to the
.
Tlie requisites
sive teacher—than at the p
'appreciativeness,

recital purposes in c

„ „There s Magic in

Indeed, there is such a

“ “I to 'Hi.

tcacher has no

««

snd mud,
the pleasant helps along the way.
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Forcing a Child lo be Musical
and!UoCfe course, musical ^Instant communication
By Cora Young Wiles
^SV”St“ob.»s O, teacher and

Lookinc, over my Etude numbers I find in 1912 an

article with the foregoing title in which
‘
*
to force a child to be musical if the child oojecis
A few years ago I agreed entirely with that idea, bu
time has changed my opinion.
h
I find that often in later years the child resents th
‘ mu£gis to'uke aTvttage°of the Advance of publkafact that he did not learn anything of a nius.cal char¬
Hon offers of certain leading publishers, which occur
acter
while
young,
forgetting
that
he
h>mse
f
was
usu
rfr°equent intervals
ally to blame. Strange to say. it 1. often the boys Ot
JSi
taking advantage
the family who have this feeling. They do not remem
ber their rebellion over the practice-hour their shmk
nf the very moderate prices Ustad.
ot tne
y
particular pupil and
ing of music lessons in order to enjoy boys games
Sometimes I have in mina some f
arriv_i.
and their conviction that it was all nonsense, anyhow.
tlie niece or book immediately upon ts arrival,
I have in mind a brother who regre.s exceedingly
that he cannot accompany his really good voice in sing¬
ing. Another brother is now determined to have his
small sons learn to play the piano because he thinta!he
himself did not get a fair deal and the chance to learn
History of Music
as his sisters did. My own sons have the conviction
It was through this medium that I
that their sisters have been more favored than they M
a History of Music as a text-book, long Wore it cm T
cause the girls can play agreeably and the boys cannot.
to be a general custom among teachers, an
All of these youths forget that they objected stre"a
would not feel satisfied to have any o
^PP
The first is from a very
ously and had to be driven to the piano and other
leave me without some knowledge of this import a
% time whieh l have v«n o
without writing
instruments and seemed to take so little interest
music that they were finaily allowed their own way
although in each case an attempt was made to give
them musical instruction, perhaps not so earnestly
the L H. is adoeo u
(and crazier) work,
example is from a m
* time-signature and they
for the girls who needed less urging.
Nearly every bar has a f resh tone 5 S
I believe that children do not always know what is
best for them and if I could do it over again I would
take more pains with the boy’s musical training in
spite of his antipathy—hoping that he possessed the
ability to learn enough to play good wholesome music
and the songs of home and ordinary occasions. And 1
•’■S* do no. study this
“«“L™ilv
would trust in his talent because a bo>''Js ‘o sho^
W don’t thevasked her companion so earnestly
off and does not always appear as mtelhgent as he
that f felt repaid for all thei hours of
l£~
applies to my readers.
really is. I would not feel obliged to make an artist
If space allowed, I would be glad t0 8
,
of him, and I would insist on some knowledge of the
the new material for the kindergarten grade, for the
Sign-Posts in Piano Practice
piano even though another instrument would be also
beginners’ grade, for the junior grade and for ad
.,Do ,ou practice on the day of the con,^ Von
vanced pupils, with which I became acquainted.nth
StWhfn I realized that my sons loved music and had
wav
I
have
often
felt
a
great
inclination
to
write
rniffd^nTlihe”-^ ■b..‘,i“s\ldr I owe
reached an age when they could not have time from
to the composer and publishers of some specially useful
school and work to study it I bought a pfayer-p.ano
f
neition For two weeks I shut myself up, and
and attractive work, my thanks for their aid m de¬
pi’Sr That is my preparation; I do no, practice
and it has helped to satisfy their craving and to amu%e
veloping the technic and musical taste of those un<ler
them Yet nothing could be so satisfactory as for them
my own compositions.
_
mv care, but lack of time forbids. It is, mdeed, a
to be ible to sit down to the piano for a little music of
*n know of new music which may be introduced
-Modern piano ?>*?'« "'^'X^r'of.ou^
at the proper moment,'to correct some c^ild’s P®cul^l
^I^deprecate^he spending of large sums of money
ity or deficiency or awaken interest and lagging
**r°Z «°anntoow. the hand, forearm and upper
on an indifferent child with mediocre talent, and the
often consequent family sacrifice and depnvation, but
biOne word about the value of easy operettas and
that is far different from giving each child apprecia¬
wh"! jm,”' Triceps muscles rule the big tonal effects
cantatas for the exciting of class interest. It is wise
tion and pleasure in a knowledge of music.
to have a few of these on hand to use upon occasion.
STour S>- L““ .di“°,t"'1
>,l0'-lA““
Huneckf.r. in Franz Liszt.
PUPl1'
Advance Publications
One of the surest and most helpful methods of
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and t\ic Highwayman, at
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sicai pastime. For a number
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operettas The Fairy
of younger boys
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Musical Futurists of the Past
By A. S. GARBETT

Exponents of musical “futurism” are fond of point¬
ing. out that all the great composers in turn have at
times used musical effects which failed to fit the “rules”
laid down by the theorists of their day. Nevertheless,
it is but fair to the much-abused theorists to point out
that while the older masters used unusual dissonances
with great reticence, only departing from recognized
harmonic laws when special esthetic reasons called for
something out of the ordinary, the modern "futurists”
seem'unwilling to give the ear any rest whatever, as
if they were bent on the intensive culture of ugliness
for ugliness’ sake. This is far from the practice of the
masters. Haydn insisted that a melody should be beauti¬
ful enough to stand alone, without any harmonies at
all; and Mozart has declared that music “even in the
most awful situation must not offend the ear, but
always please.” Even Wagner, iconoclast that he was,
admitted that many of his most daring passages, de¬
signed to fit dramatic needs made apparent on the
stage, would have been out of place in the concert
Recognizing a fundamental difference in the matter
of artistic restraint between the so-called “classic” com¬
posers and the modern tonal impressionists, it is inter¬
esting to note that some of the very latest “cacophanies”
that modern music provides are a reversion to old
ideas rather than an introduction of something new. In
fact, extremes meet, for nothing is so modern as the
use of consecutive fourths and fifths, yet in the tenth
century these were in constant use,- actually being pre¬
ferred to thirds and sixths. For the uninitiated it may
be observed that the difference in pitch between tones
is measured by scale steps—A to B being the “interval”
of a second, A to C a third, A to D a fourth, A to E a
fifth, A to F a sixth, A to G a seventh, and A to A an
octave (eighth). Consecutive fourths would be found
if, for instance, the fourth A-D were followed by an¬
other fourth, B-E. Schonberg, most advanced of mod¬
ern theorists and composers, outlines a system of har¬
mony built on fourths, and this system is actually em¬
ployed to-day. How the future is linked with the past
in the use of the interval of a fourth is clearly shown
by the following contrast between a passage from Hucbald, a Flemish monk of the tenth century, and one
from the modem Russian impressionist, Rebikoff:—

Tu

pa - tris setup -1 - ter - mis es

ft

li - us.

It will be observed that Hucbald uses no bar-lines,
and in this also is he closely akin to some of the most
“advanced” futurists of the present day.
When the polyphonic school of England and the
Netherlands came into predominance, the flexibility of
sixths and thirds was realized to the full, and a corre¬
sponding prej’udice grew up against the more harshsounding fourths and fifths. Consecutive fifths espe¬
cially were forbidden. Many rules encumbered the
use of fourths.
Fourths in succession were permitted
for example when they formed part of common chords
written as at (a) in the following example; but if
they occurred in different arrangements of the same
chords, as at (b) and (c), they were regarded with
extreme disfavor.

No.2 a)

If f ff IJrrrr
J jj I

chords on different degrees of the scale in succession,
yet here is a quotation from Chopin’s 21st Mazurka
which might have been written yesterday by Debussy:

Nevertheless, that scandalous old futurist, Johann
Sebastian Bach, while still at the beginning of his
career, wrote the following in an organ prelude:

(
I
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Nor did he repent, for similar passages may he found
in later works.
As for consecutive fifths, most all composers have
used them at times with more or less openness, but few
of the classic composers used them with the boldness
found in the following passage from Schumann’s
Faschingsschwank, Finale, Op. 27:

l

>

3

—

^

elc'K
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In this example it will be observed that the fifth
formed by F in the bass and C in the alto is followed
by G in the bass and D in the alto—a very glaring case
of consecutive fifths.
Unprepared Dissonances
It is reported that a rather thick-witted British re¬
cruit on being quizzed by his drill-sergeant, after a long
lecture on tactics, what he would do if an enemy scout
suddenly appeared on the horizon, replied, “I should
at once adopt an attitude of deep suspicion.” Some¬
thing of the same attitude was adopted by the theorists
when Monteverde dared for the first time to use an
unprepared dominant seventh chord. Previous to his
time, the dissonant interval of a seventh (as from D to
C) could only be used after preparation; that is, the
C had to be heard in the previous chord as part of a
consonance (as from E to C). Monteverde, however,
decided that preparation could be omitted if he desired,
and acted accordingly. The following quotation from
his madrigal Cruda Amarilli is particularly interesting
because it contains an unprepared ninth as well as
seventh:

-rl
f

T
Precisely what the theorists of Monteverde’s day
would have said had they come across the following
passage from Chopin cannot be imagined. Frederic
Chopin was extremely original in his harmonies and
even to-day can hold his own in contrast with some of
the most daring innovators. Conservative composers
still hesitate to write a chain of dominant seventh

Speaking of sevenths, however, here are two “melo¬
dies” in sevenths, side by side; which of the two is the
more “modern” ?

The first is from a sacred madrigal by Guillaume de
Machault, a fourteenth century writer, while the second
is by Scriabine (Etudes, Op. 6$, No. 2).
The fact that certain modern composers work in a
scale of six whole tones in preference to the twelve
half-tones of Bach has occasioned much comment—
so much, in fact, that many people imagine that the
sole difference between the ultra-modern and the classic
composer lies in a free use of this scale. This, of course,
is nonsense, for the whole-tone scale is only one of
many devices employed by the modern musical thinker.
Nevertheless, the whole-toned scale has brought into
favor a new “ambiguous” chord, in the chord of the
augmented fifth. This chord, which is built out of two
major thirds super-imposed (e. g., C-E-Gf) just as the
diminished seventh chord was built out of three minor
thirds super-imposed (e. g., B-D-F-Ab), has a special
dramatic value in that it may be used to destroy all
sense of tonality, or to give a “creepy” effect, just as the
diminished seventh chord was previously used. But
if it is used more freely to-day than formerly, its
dramatic value was not unknown to the futurists of
the past. The following passage from King Arthur
indicates that Purcell knew very well what he was doing
when he used chords of this nature to illustrate the
text. Note the wavy line to indicate that the chorus is
to sing as if through chattering teeth. This in itself is
in keeping with the modern tendency to add to the mys¬
tery of strange harmonies by the use of strange orches¬
tral tints:
No.*

Tho’ quiv-er-ing with cold

we

chat-ter

n. p p m
As a futurist of the past, however, probably Beethoven
has more to answer for than any composer between
Bach and Wagner. Not only did he, in his very first
symphony, start off with a dominant seventh chord in
a way that would have astonished even Monteverde,
but he was continually making tentative advances into
harmonic regions which we fondly regard as “ultra¬
modern.” One of the favorite devices of modern im¬
pressionists is the simultaneous use of chords dissonant
to each other yet related closely to the same common
chord. Beethoven hinted at the possibility of doing
this effectively in the famous horn passage in the Eroica
Symphony, in which the horns carry a melody based on
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By Viola Albright
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will be complete.
;
and does much
of self-expression and nner activity
This
to stimulate the menta

n

cd to make a composer
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".'exp".'? ?££

snsa
develop Itself until late

’

»y
^ZS^STSST"- .o comprehend ,h,

pcrh.p.”’a!m, t E
£
T!u. harmoniza-

“VElXtaffocd. one of the «»•*■££
applications of a knowledge of chords and their _
ment’
Not a Waste of Time
It may be objected that the busy P*.£
to° fifTeenminuTes out'of each .caching hour -aid
suffice for them, and

t

production

'"’Another excellent way of intere.ting » young P»g
• tn >..,1 h;m to write notes precisely as he writes
words in the primary school after he has been shown
how to fashion musical notes and signs on ruled paper
with the pencil, before attempting the pen, let him take

wouM

^/Xr^ll^e^Ac would be bright
aI,BothVtiie,nworak of Siting and that of^ tone produc¬
tion will add a charm to piano study which w.l mak
this so agreeable the pupil will practice for h.s o n
pleasure and neither teacher nor parent will have the
slightest difficulty about his work.

Practical Thoughts on Modern Pianoforte Study
Mme. Helen Hopekirk

^

repeated:—

In the first case, a sure
tive break between the last
last, thus:—

Tn the other case, practice of the left hand singly,
together with a little added muscular alertness, will
serve to correct the error.
Delight in artistic work is the greatest need of our

wss&imm
in the world which ha, so great a reward.-CHA*« W.
Eliot.
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The Phenomenon of “Blind Tom”
The Most Remarkable Instance of the Operation of the Sub-conscious Mind in Music
New Information Upon the Subject Supplied by “Blind Tom’s” Teacher

thawkey it'begins, hehe hL'TpelleTout'the varirs^nt^vr^r causing them as he writes them

By the Noted Pianist and Teacher
“£t, those consist, in l**t <•» “
staccato notes become legato.
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now a patriotic song woul
for instance), sing it softly

thenPpick it out on the P‘^n°q write down the melody.
As the next step ask h
,e to him, but after
At first, this seems quite W and again and Earned
he has played the
and on what note o

srurtss
interesting exercise, and when, applied to the meioai
ous exercises now readily obtainable, opens up a vast
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,S '"ran ever-greater challenge and an ever-increasSinclSc »
««* to gcP more and more of it.
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,
musical thinkers are
imagine
Ve^dark. ^ ^ Eaglefield Hull,
working blindly
Modern Harmony: Its
from whose remarkable work, Moaei ^ exafflples
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, article in the ETUDE for last November.
ETUDE readers are advised to read Mme Hopektrk s excellent arttcle
Pedaling
The Art of Fingering
As to pedaling, which cannot now be considered, it
The Art of Fingering is a most fascinating study.
is well to remember that it, as well as hands and
It gives the greatest opportunity for inventiveness
fingers, has a technic of its own. and a knowledge ot
how to obtain effects with it is indispensable. If it
fingering must be devised to help the Phasing to he*
be felt that the way to artistic performance is thus a
the rhythm, to bring the strong fingers to the fore fo
long one, it is well to keep in mind that' there are
accentuation. A good, strong position of hand mus
two things which greatly shorten it. These are En¬
also be aimed at in choosing fingering; avoid o
thusiasm and Reverence. We must not only love but
that stretches and strains it. Fingering thought ou
know that there is no true love without reverence.
in this way does not leave one, but becomes part of
Many of the old masters had to copy out laboriously
the piece studied: so that, as long as the notes are
the music they needed. It was not easy to get Bach s
remembered, the fingering will be also. Oi
works until Mendelssohn’s time. Nowadays, with all
do this, one must disregard all the various fingerings
the cheap editions we perhaps get things with too
of the various editions, which are sometimes good
little effort.
, , ,•
I like to see a student with some old, mended edisometimes very bad; hut as a rule not thought out
tion, because it has memories for him and he prefers
on musical and pianistic lines, except by composers
it to a new one. I have some that I studied from
such as Edward MacDowell, who happened to be a
when I was a young girl, and I confess to having
pianist as well. The fingers can do much; but it is
almost a thrill every time I take them in my hands
not a question of doing passages, but of doing them
and touch the well-used, mellow pages that recall so
as simply and beautifully as possible, so that piano
many beautiful sensations to me. By these I was in¬
playing is natural and free. Again it is the principle
troduced to new worlds, full of loveliness and charm,
that must be understood before it can be practiced.
and I feel for them as if they were sentient and faith¬
ful, wistful for affection and for care. It is loving
To always take the fingering marked *n ed,t,0JJ “
reverence that makes us long for closer understanding
mere laziness; one learns nothing doing that. Much
of a composer, so as to share in his spirit and be
more might be said on this essential side of P'amsm,
grateful for what he has given us. With that, we are
but perhaps the suggestion here given may be helpfu
armed against superficiality, in attention and hurry,
to some. Ellen Terry says there are two classes of
which have no place in the atmosphere of the greal
students, the one only learns what it is taught, the
ones in music, whose inmost, deepest thoughts am
other in an individual way, works out the merest
feelings are free to all who have an answering vibra
suggestions of his own accord. Perhaps some of th.
tion in their souls.
latter may be reading this.

MME. ANNA AMALIE TUTEIN
The editorial in the October issue of The Etude,
entitled “The Dream Mind in Music,” created so much
interest and correspondence that the following fresh
information upon the case of “Blind Tom” will surely
give The Etude readers much to think about.
This information was secured through Mme. Anna
Amalie Tutein, who has resided in Philadelphia for
many years as a, teacher of music. Mme. Tutein is
the grand-daughter of a former French Ambassador
to Copenhagen and was brought up in Denmark. She
is a pupil of Niels Gade, Edmond Neupert and Franz
Liszt. She first heard Blind Tom when she was five
years of age. Tom was touring Europe at that time
under the management of “General” Bethune and was
exhibited as a phenomenon. He was then seventeen
and had a considerable repertoire.
Before going to Mme. Tutein’s narrative, it may be
interesting to recall some of the unusual circumstances
surrounding the life of this historical musical freak
who has since been the subject for discussion of both
psychologists and musicians. According to published
accounts, Tom was a little pickaninny thrown in the
bargain when General Bethune purchased the boy’s
mother at a slave mart in Columbus, Ga.
The boy was taken to the general’s plantation and
first attracted attention by crawling to the house when¬
ever the piano was played. According to accounts, he
was already blind, and had caused his own blindness
by poking sticks in his eyes. He developed a remark¬
able ability as a mimic and could reproduce in an
amusing manner most of the sounds he heard. When
music was heard at the Bethune home, the little black
child would creep up to the verandah and hide under
the rose bushes until the music was over.
At the age of four, he ventured to the piano and
commenced to pick out tunes. His master then got
one of his daughters to teach Blind Tom. At the age
of eight he was exhibited and thereafter he was taken
to all parts of the world by his master.
When the young negro reached Louisville, his mana¬
ger exhibited him before William Henry Palmer.
Palmer was an accomplished musician and was better
known as “Robert Heller, the Magician.” His show¬
man’s instinct led him to see the possibilities of Blind
Tom, in a day when freaks of any kind were valuable
assets. Accordingly he spent a great deal of time in
coaching Tom in a larger repertoire. Thence, Tom and
his master went to Washington, where Colonel Henry
Watterson became interested in the youth, and with his
Southern enthusiasm, did much to advertise the phe¬
nomenon. When Tom died in 1908, Watterson was
moved to write the following eloquent account of
him :
What Was It?
What was it? Memory? Yes, it was memory with¬
out doubt, but what else? Whence the hand power
that enabled him to manipulate the keys, the vocal
power that enabled him to imitate the voice? What
was he? Whence came he? Was he the prince of the
fairy tale, held by the wicked enchantress—nor any
beauty, not even the Heaven-born Maid of Melody—
to release him?
Blind and Black—black even as
Erebus—idiocy, the idiocy of mystery, perpetual frenzy,
the sole companion of his waking visions and his
dreams—whence came he, what was he and where¬
fore?”
It should be explained that Blind Tom was at that
time astonishing people with his vocal imitations quite
as much as by his keyboard imitations. His natural
voice was a deep “gutteral” bass and his favorite song
was Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep. He had, how¬
ever, a very good tenor voice, from all accounts, and
could imitate a soprano with amazing tones. He is
reported to have heard many of the leading statesmen
in Congress and could thereafter repeat their speeches
with the vocal inflexions so accurate that the result

was very ludicrous. At that time he was also reported
to have had in his repertoire Thalberg’s Home Sweet
Home, some of the Mendelssohn’s Songs Without
Words and a Liszt Rhapsody. One of his feats was to
stand with his back to the piano, play the Fishe/s
Hornpipe with one hand and Yankee Doodle with the
other while he sang Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the Boys
Are Marching.
Here we will continue with the narrative of Mme.
Tutein:—
“When I first heard Blind Tom in Copenhagen, I
was too young to retain any definite impression.
Negroes were quite rare and a negro was in itself a
curiosity for a child—much more so then in Denmark
than a Chinaman was in America. I recollect a tall,
thin man, very black and very much applauded. I paid
little attention to Blind Tom'until he came to Philadel¬
phia to give a concert. I had heard of his idiocy and
his wonderful ability to reproduce any piece of music
he heard.
“The day of his concert was in mid-winter—snowing
and raining and in every way disagreeable. I went to
the hall clad in rain clothes and rubber boots After
his concert the audience was invited to play anything
before Tom for test purposes. Several people went up
and played little trite pieces of a popular tvpe which
Tom readily repeated without difficulty. One sceptical
friend induced me to go to the stage and play some¬
thing really difficult. I played the Third Concerto of
Beethoven, in part and found, as I supposed, that it was
absolutely impossible for him to repeat it with one
playing. This aroused the interest of the Bethune
family, who then realized that their protege would have
to have a larger repertoire, if interest in his public
work were to be continued. Thereupon I received an
invitation to teach Blind Tom daily for the sum of five
dollars a lesson, which was then considered a huge fee
for musical instruction.
A Difficult Work

totally ignorant of all musical relationships, as may have
been claimed. He would ask me whether a note was
a whole note, a half note, a quarter note, an eighth
note, a sixteenth nqte, etc. He also knew the names
of the pitches A, B, C, D, E flat, etc., and had absolute
pitch of unfailing accuracy. It was impossible to hold
an intelligible conversation with him upon any subject.
He spoke mostly in monosyllables. After some experi¬
ence with him, I came upon a peculiar manifestation of
his mental operation that surprised me. If I asked him
a question and saw him smile blandly and roll his white,
sightless eyes and answer politely “Yes,” I knew that
he had not the least idea what I was saying. But if he
uttered harsh, hissing sounds like the escaping steam
of the locomotive, at the same time apparently under¬
going a great emotional and nervous strain, I knew
that he understood and that the music I had played
had been photographed in that musical camera stored
somewhere behind the screen of imbecility.
“When he was not engaged in playing or listening or
eating, his favorite pastime was drawing circles with
his hands upon the floor. Time and again he would
draw circle after circle in a manner that was pathetic.
During this he would stand upon one foot. He rarely
said anything except what pertained to music. He
was a full-blooded Negro. His name was reported to
have been Thomas Wiggens.
Blind Tom’s Compositions
Blind Tom s own compositions and improvisations
were astonishingly interesting and often very beautiful
He played a piece called The Rainstorm, which was
very suggestive and far from ordinary. His playing
was expressive and for the most part very accurate
He never seemed to forget and could play such pieces
as the Sonata Pathetique (which he studied in Ger¬
many) with surprising skill. His technical exercises
were limited to a very few simple things that General
Bethune s daughter had taught him. His playing was
by no means a mirroring of the playing of others. He
put m his own expression and exhibited much indi¬
viduality. His octaves were very fine and clear and
his great physical strength and elasticity made his
playing forceful. It is a great mistake, however, to
compare Tom with Franz Liszt. Liszt was, of course,
an incomparably finer talent and intellect than Tom
and his playing was accordingly finer. Tom, however,
did play well and even better than many white contem¬
porary pianists who made great pretentions and who
took years to learn what Tom could learn in a few

“The proposition was a very distasteful one to me, as
Tom was himself very repulsive in many ways. At
that time (1886) he had grown enormously fat. He
was a great gormandizer and ate prodigiously. More¬
over he was far from clean. His managers were not
at fault for this, as they had an imbecile on their
hands and one that fought ferociously when they at¬
tempted to have him bathed. It will be seen from this
that the beautiful music that came from Tom was
not unlike the wild flower that grows in a filthy
barnyard. The case interested me very much from the
pedagogical and psychological standpoints, particularly
after I had learned from his managers that Tom had
had in Europe no less a teacher than the great Moscheles
himself. The legend that Tom was entirely untaught
t 1 „a g • u ,
■
LdLigm nun myseit. When
was fiction. He was taught, but, of course, along en¬
1 had finished teaching him the solo part of the
tirely different lines. It was more coaching than
Beethoven Third Concerto, he amazed me by turning
teaching.
h.s back to the keyboard and playing the entire
“I must also dispel the idea that Tom could repeat any¬
Concerto standing ,n that position. In other words,
thing after having heard it once. The lessons were
his right hand played the left hand part and his left
two hours in length, and it was often necessary for me
hand played the right hand part.
to play over the compositions fifty times before he
“In his day, people regarded Tom merely as a great
would acquire them. He could, however, remember an
astonishing number of measures. I would ‘feed’ him
Sr he
eed wa?,' Xowada>s- people realize that
his case was principally interesting because it was a
eight or ten measures at a time and then he would play
marvelous
manifestation of the sub-conscious or dream
them over several times and we would go on with
m
nd
as
differentiated
from the conscious mind. Tom’s
others. After he had a fair impression of the piece I
mind that ,s, his conscious mind, was just about suffiwould play it as an entirety and he would listen in¬
tently. In this way I taught him—
oni
step fr°m thc
imbeds
who has to be fed and cared for. I have told of the
“Beethoven’s Third Concerto in C Minor.
great struggle to keep him clean. He was indeed re' v
“Liszt’s E Major Polonaise.
“Beethoven’s Sonata Apassionata.
cTuId ta!kyn„ 7 degre£S fr°m the animaI’ in
'
Wh
° a,Very,circumscnbed fashion), could
“Chopin’s Polonaise Op. 53.
“Mendelssohn’s’ Concerto in G Minor, etc’., etc.
Which huma/beings'train ttms^es toda^When^thU
“It should be remembered that at that time there
were only limited means of teaching the blind, and that
Tom was also an imbecile. He was not, however,
mind the diamond in the swine’s mire. That it was
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From Mechanical Foundation to Artistic
T riumph
By AUBERTINE WOODWARD MOORE
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U1 minute
ui.oit.ee discussion
iterest in these days of
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touch.—Editob of The Etude.1

*£cop.4o,no. i.
see thlS passage .-

There is an old story of the learned man who went
The mistake, of.'jJ^’tSTta
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n<lB an arrangement of Brinkmann’s Kmv^r Mr wr
boatman as he swam off to the land
Very often teachers make a great p

oyer the

find this passage:—
of ifie" »” '^EHcBSrllo

other fingers are piayms

fineers, and

fcr,sxti^S«« « -th'
first page this measure
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Should he employed, while the fingers not in use must
remain in quiescent stroke position.
tn mv experience I have been particularly strict m
• ^ortaS^otf iM^amenfaUechnfcaf fining, with
the result that the most rapid progress consistent with

The position of the hand is changed jn.t before the
r-VamrH_in the time of a thirty-second note. It will b
seen that the thumb has to make a very quick jump
from E to Gh. Most pupils, if this fingering is used,
Sd be likely either to play the chord too ate, or to
play the chord incorrectly or to leave out “** ~
,
P The improvement I would suggest would be to p J
E with the fourth finger instead of with the thum _
iU that case, the hand would have more time to move
down-changing its position in the time of * dotted
sixteenth instead of in the time of a thirty-second.

HlSSlr^s
Maxims from Masters
much oT ttatime. The whole trouble had its begin¬
ning its continuance and its end m the hand.
y

sagged or broke inward at the knuckle joints and when
a particular digit or set of digits were not engaged in
actual playlng they sprawled over the keyboard, turned
,
,kp oaira or waved fantastically in the air, the
correcting of Sis" al by no means an easy task. How¬
ever when properly trained, her piantstic progress was
rapid and her health improved (due to the elimination
of neAous strain), so that she gained both ,n art.stry
and physical strength.

■‘When sufficiently advanced, do not stop h.s playmg
nn account of little mistakes, but only point them out
at the end of the piece. I have always^fcUowed th^s
system, which quickly forms a musician. -Beethoven,
in a letter to Czerny.
“Use no mechanical aids in practicing, not even the

,;z wE.'ui»n»«^

A PERSON who is not acquainted with the 'atest works
in literature is considered devoid of culture. Oh, that
in music we were equally advanced!—R. Schumann.
“Give up the practice of extreme stretches^ Too
much practice on very wide stretches enfeebles the
muscles and the power of the hand and fingers. Teachus£e great vimKmx,
----prudence, --and only gradually

time: *•

not try to hurry nature.”—Friedrich VVieck.
“The left hand is the conductor, it must not waver,
or lose gtund; do with the right hand what you will
and can.”—Chopin (speaking of tempo rubato).

“Music would have no right to exist as an art, if that
which it expresses could be painted in oil or rendered
in so many words.”—Ferdinand Hiller.

Very few students realize how firmly fixed upon a strong mechanical foundation is all artistic achievement. Whether this is acquired intuitively, as
rome geniuses seem to acquire it, or whether it is acquired after long and laborious practice, as Beethoven and Paderewski
acquired it, makes little difference—the foundation must be there before one can climb to artistic triumph.
Many theorists draw a distinguishing line between
mechanical dexterity and technic. To the requirements
of the former they assign the training of all members
used in pianoforte playing, and to the latter the appli¬
cation to musical composition of the skill acquired.
In his valuable work, “The Aesthetics of Pianoforte
playing,” Dr. Adolph Kullak expresses his doubts of the
feasibility of this distinction. He esteems it unneces¬
sary, as well as impracticable, to attempt any sharp
demarcation between two forces which are so dependent
upon one another.
“Where does mechanism end?” he asks, “where does
technic begin?” His answer is implied in the statement
that he considers the two inseparably connected. To
attempt to part them, he affirms, would make it incum¬
bent upon mechanism to abstain from practical ex¬
amples, because in the smallest combination of tones
lies the germ of a musical composition. A course of
practical studies without examples for application would
be unstimulating, therefore unprofit¬
able. Mechanical training is indis¬
pensable to pianoforte playing. To
technic it stands in the same relation
as form to substance, neither of
which can be conceived of with a
separate existence. Correct mechan¬
ical training is a prime essential.
Where there are stiff joints and awk¬
ward movements, the most exuberant
fancy cannot transform mechanism
into technic.
Commenting on the views of Dr.
Kullak, here given in brief, A. F.
Christiani, in his highly to be com¬
mended volume, The Principles of
Expression in Pianoforte Playing,
makes some illuminative remarks. In
reply to Dr. Kullak’s queries, he says :
“Mechanism ends where thought is
added to it. Technic begins where
mechanism has already attained a
certain degree of perfection.”
He tells of a critic who defines tech¬
nic as the ability to strike the great¬
est number of notes in the smallest
possible space of time, and quotes
Kohler as saying: “Even bad pianists
can play quickly.”
Then he recalls to the reader’s mind
how many public performers can ac¬
quit themselves creditably in some
brilliant bravura piece, yet are un¬
able to play decently a quiet Noc¬
turne, because it requires the finer
details of touch and tone which are
beyond the player’s grasp. The most
accurate technic needs to be qualified
by the refinement and poetry of touch
and taste, he affirms, before it be¬
comes artistic. In other words,
thought vivifies mechanism into tech¬
nic, and technic becomes artistic when
it is exalted by the warmth and glow
of a beautiful tone, produced by a
touch that cannot be fully explained.

What of Touch?
Touch in its vulgar sense, according to Mr. Christiani, is mechanical, teachable, and an inalienable part
of technic. In its nobler sense, it is a gift, quite as
much so as native talent. There is a certain timbre
in an inborn touch (as in a voice), an indefinable some¬
thing, emanating, as it were, from the fibres of the soul,
and appealing directly to the emotions. Inborn touch
has an inherent power which, to a certain extent, can
move and charm the listener, even when not allied to
brilliant technic. When such a touch has had superior
training, it becomes the most.notable characteristic of
the cultured artist, and constitutes the aesthetic side
of technic. Where this gift is lacking, the best devel¬
oped technic cannot supply the want. Mechanism and
thought may unquestionably elevate technic to the
standard of the virtuoso, but without the rich and
varying effects of the mysterious inborn quality of tone
to supply the spiritual and emotional element technic

must ever be deprived of the highest manifestation of
beauty.
It is an interesting fact that this inborn quality of
touch is wide-spread among pianists of Slavonic origin.
Curiously enough they are little inclined to recognize
it as peculiarly their own. Those among them who are
teachers are apt to find no reason why they cannot
lead their pupils to produce the same tone that glorifies
their own playing.
A Polish virtuoso whose touch produced the most
entrancing effects, said to a pupil: “Your tone is
bad. Why do you not cultivate a touch like mine, as I
have shown you.” After faithful effort the pupil suc¬
ceeded in gaining a pretty fair imitation of the master’s
touch, yet it was but an imitation, no more the same
as the original than a spurious stone is like a sparkling
first-water diamond.
Quality of tone in piano players depends not alone
on the manner of striking the keys, it demands the
tender fostering of the Divine spark,
which is implanted in every human
breast. In some natures it seems
well-nigh impossible to kindle it into
a flame that all may feel. Still, one
can never tell when a vivifying
breath may awaken dormant power.
Let everyone strive to the utmost to
develop the deeper inner life, and
the results may prove surprisinglygratifying. Whoever cherishes within
something to express will find the
demand for self-expression impera¬
tive. Even though a glowing, won¬
derful tone may not be attained,
much that is delightful may be real¬
ized. The experiment will certainly
be found worth trying.
Mechanism — Technic — Tone.
These three are essential to the best
pianoforte playing; but the greatest
of these is Tone.
Dr. William Mason, in his famous
work, “Touch and Technic,” lays
more stress upon tone as elicited by
a beautiful touch than he does upon
anything else. Practically all of the
masters of pianism of the past have
realized that beautiful tone was after
all the combination of a fine musical
sense combined with careful and con¬
tinued attention to all the necessary
phases of touch and technic. Doctor
Mason also speaks of the “GodGiven” tone, but at the same time he
infers that this is not to be secured
in its perfection without a great deal
of intelligent practice.
The most important thing, how¬
ever, is to realize that without a
beautiful touch all piano playing is
meaningless. How it is based upon
mechanical foundation is symboli¬
cally shown in the accompanying
illustration.
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intellect three requisites, viz..
of victory. (Introductory s>™pU°
eclogues,
idyls and
hymns,
etc.,
are
wr
*
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and beauty.
observance of rhythm
G major, considered the ideal y
Accurate reading and Vj1*
Correct
would co^e nndcr t
erally surmised; every
A minor expresses gentleness and g»lety.
D minor, “the
despair,
c minor jeveaiTtender reproofs, declaration of love, anxTHE ETUDE
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Musical Expression
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l0E ndnor!atfexpresslve of sorrow, funeral lamentations,
groans, etc. (Gluck.)

mockery of heaven and earth.
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an impression.
Make Every Note Distinct
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Beethoven
EtodE for this month shows an
The cover of 1«
thoven conducting a rehearsal
excellent Pictu/*fR*Sian Count Rasoumowsky W*.
in the home of the Rpss
gen£rous cuiture«l and
out doubt one of ™
-s noble patrons. Conn,
wholly likeable of ““Russian ambassador remain**
Rasoumowsky, w
twenty years. meanwMt
his post m Vienna
^ the encouragement ot
devoting his leisure £
dedica,ed three of his
musical art. To him Be® ^ j 2, 3)> in winch the
finest string
^ thcmes from Russian folkcomposer em,ploy^liment to his patron’s nationality,
songs, out of compbmen
exce„ent players met regnFor several years a party
dence t0 practice stnng
larly at the
rty included Schuppanzigh_ first
quartets. In 1808 this party
^ while the Conn,
violin ; Weiss, viola ,
,
from time to time
himself played second
’onnel In the picture on
there were changes 1
Etude the cellist is Kraft;
the cover of this m
Romberg. One Sina, too,
on another occasion it was
^
^
the CouK.
occasionally played second
all lhe players.
Beethoven was
he often bantered
and with Schuppanzigh i P
^ rouRh ordcr For
jokes, sometimes of
absurd )ittie comic so*
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point: the words began
“Schuppanswhtst etn Lump■
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to us, saying that they have not received their Portrait Supplement for
such and such a month. The Etude

j
;
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°f Se fingering of the Wo

4

wS'ot'offt any'sensational difficulty to a pro-

merely because the cost mould be too
treat, but because they supplement
special articles in The Etude itself
and these are not published every
month. They mill however appear for

:
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a time nearly every other month. 1 he
portraits that have appeared are
Beethoven {Dec. 1916) Mozart { Jan
1917), Mendelssohn {Mar. 1917),
Wasncr (May 1917). Handel (July

I

does not pretend to give these hand¬
some supplements every month, not

1917), Chopin (Sept. 1917),.Verd,

§
•f^jl

worthless ^tu^ that should be buried in the bare com-

whether the tonality is as of yore or y
the PaciAc Coast Musician.

„„»fiwted scenes ; It modulates

d q{ natural expression,

Can You Tell?

, nfrinitv

The <*reat composers—not necessarily
il *« following key. .b. inten-

tions assigned to them.
What the Keys Suggest
c major suggests innocence, simplicity, the artlessness of
childhood.

1 What a passing note is?
2. How is a musical tone distinguished from noi
3 What does the word Maestro mean?
4 Who wrote the “Domestic Symphony”.
5. What is the nationality of the following c
posers: Scriabine, Joachim, Busoni, Yradier?
6. What is a glissando?
7 What is meant by tempo rubato?
8. How does a Sonata differ from a Suite?
(The answers will appear next month.)

E flat major, the key oi love

fvJr^tUute^wLt'1would’8be properly termed.'

parts of the stringed instruments. .The true i w
Quintet, of which Schumann has given us so nome
an example in his work of that name m E flat,
was a later development.

Constant Finger Activity
By Wilbur Follett Unger

a collection.

sh^rp‘
minor conveys the language of penitence.
C sharp mi >r
.
always languishing after
JSuCof A* « »• triumpbnl beatitude of

^ J
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{Dec. 1917), Liszt {Jan. 1918).
Copies of these issues with these sup¬
plements can be supplied to those making

not liking it.
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Many Etude readers have mitten

pictures, which, becau
presumption, has
teur with more good sense man y

to Phrase the sPlrlt of *e P^al ;„ piano pieces to bind
The inaudible »
< fc *1 ^ords, to emphasize a
two successive smge tones
indispensahle in the
suspension, to sustain a s. g
additional aid to beaulegato polyphonic style
requirements
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Summed up in a few words, from a physical
standpoint, life consists of motion. Death is a cessation of motoin. Now to keep one’s technic alive,
it is quite essential to keep in motion those parts
of the body which are brought into play: .. e., the lin¬
gers, wrists and arms. When we rest for any length o
time between “practicings.” we all notice a resuhan
stiffness or rustiness in our technic. No machinery
remains long in idleness without becoming rusty an
stiff. Any engineer will tell you that it is good for a
machine to be kept in motion ; mind you, I do not mean
that it should be “run to death nor placed under a
strain, but kept to a normal amount of action, to keep
it in good order.
,
.
A once great pianist used to keep moving his hands
and fingers constantly between times,, ofactualpractice even going so far as to “practice on the back or
shoulders of a nearby friend while waiting to go on
the stage, just prior to a recital.
While it is scarcely necessary to make such familiar
use of the shoulders of our friends, it would be an
excellent plan for all piano students to conserve their
time (and, incidentally, the ears of other people) by
doing much chair-arm and table work between-times
The simple principle of the five-finger exercises, lik>
this:—

_u_

|

n

will help a great deal if practiced continuously as o
sits in a chair, at the dining-table, or riding in a c

The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “What to Teach,” etc., and not technical problems pertaining to
Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.
Recital Aversion
“I had such an aversion to concert playing that
I chose teaching In preference. Is It to mv dis¬
advantage not to play In public when asked to do
so? I have no pupils' recitals, and yet X have
managed to keep busy. 1 find my pupils do much
better when I omit the recitals. My teacher never
had them, yet he became famous. Of course, I
realize that teachers use these things as a means
of advertisement, but if one chooses not to, is It
contrary to the ‘ethics of the profession?' Could
private musical afternoons and teas be substituted,
and would they serve the same purpose.”.—■
Lizbeth.
The advantage of concert playing in your own com¬
munity is that it gives your public a first-hand knowl¬
edge of your ability and attainments. As to whether
or not you wish to give this knowledge is a matter
which you will have to decide for yourself. If you
have an unconquerable repugnance to it, as you describe
in detail in your long letter, too long to print, and you
find you have no trouble in keeping your lesson hours
filled, I see no reason why you should force yourself to
do an unnecessary penance. You are, however, letting
a phase of your talent go to waste, for you could
undoubtedly give much pleasure.
Public playing is of two kinds. A young man whom
I knew in Boston was in the habit of playing around at
musicales and concerts, and acquired a considerable
reputation as a fine pianist, and his business thrived in
consequence. He was really a player of very excellent
attainments. One season he engaged thq leading recital
hall where famous pianists were in the habit of playing,
and announced three recitals. The concerts were adver¬
tised, and of course the critics attended, for he had
placed himself in the same class with the leading
virtuosi. While the critics on the press pointed out
many merits, they also indulged in some rather harsh
remarks regarding certain faults, as it their wont.
Later I asked him if his recitals had been of advantage
to him in his business. He answered that they had
done him incalculable injury, because his constituents
did not understand how to take the criticisms of the
press. The concert playing that he had done when he
was not under fire had been tributary to his class of
pupils. One needs to measure his capacity very care¬
fully before braving the professional critics, for it is
undoubtedly true that the public does not know what
to make of their critical remarks, and do place a false
interpretation upon them. I do not blame teachers for
avoiding this sort of public appearance, for they have
not the time to properly prepare themselves for it.
But the semi-public performances that are ordinarily
heard are, in many cases, of advantage to teachers,
providing they are not overdone to the point wherein
they become too common. If you spent years in prac¬
tice to become a brilliant pianist, it does seem as if
you should have some outlet for that talent aside from
playing for people in your own drawing room, especially
when there seems to be an active desire to hear you, on
the part of the community.
With a thoroughly conscientious teacher the primary
object of a pupils’ recital is not advertising, although
as a secondary object that is perfectly legitimate and
praiseworthy. A recital is, first, an incentive for the
pupil to do better work. It is well known that the
average pupil will work more eagerly and industriously
for an occasion than for a lesson. Most pieces would
be the better for a great deal more practice than they
get, and students will work long and arduously to
prepare a number for the recital. Second, frequent
appearances assist the student in overcoming nervous¬
ness when playing before others. Hence it is generally
believed that frequent appearances in recital are better
than rare ones. Third, the spirit of emulation is
aroused in students when they listen to their compan¬
ions play. Each one desires to do as well as the others,
and in many cases they will approach their practice
with renewed energy after each recital. The recitals
are a good thing even if no one is present but the
pupils. The main thing is for them to listen to each
other. Fourth (not first) if parents and friends are

admitted to the recitals, they advertise the results that
a teacher is able to produce in an entirely unobjection¬
able manner. The manner in which you give the
recitals is something no one else can decide. Your own
convenience and judgment should guide you. Recep¬
tions, musical teas, etc., have some features that excel
the formal recital, for it brings all in musical contact
in a pleasant way. Although the attendance is limited
on such occasions, yet if people enjoy them they often
talk about them in a manner that is more effective than
the impression that is made in a formal concert room:
There is no “ethics of the profession” as regards these
things. Each teacher must decide them for himself. If
you feel that you do not need them, that your pupils
do better without them, then there is no reason why
you should give them, and it is no one’s concern.
“I have a pupil
i years
with me three seaso.
to take part in studio recitals every
played a little melody from
* “ . Tire second season
and made several
errors. Last week she broke d< wn completely and
wept. Did an over-anxious mo...,., and my continual warnings against breaking do:
Your pupil’s trouble is doubtless partly due to her
gradually dawning art-consciousness, and the self-con¬
sciousness that comes with it. Children do well when
oblivious of themselves, but the moment they begin to
center their attention upon themselves, then they begin
to realize that other people are looking too, and the
effect is disastrous in accordance with the nature of the
child. They are growing up, in other words. Many
of the great stars suffer severely from stage-fright,
and it is not surprising that young and incipient talent
should, be affected in like manner.
Children should be led to have as much confidence
in themselves as possible. To induce this state they
should be over-praised at first. They do not thrive
on being found fault with. It tends to discourage them.
They should be convinced they are doing well but that
they can do better. The principle of auto-suggestion
is very powerful with them, and if you create the
feeling that you are apprehensive, the same feeling
will take root in the child. There is no more useless
piece of advice than to “warn” a nervous child not to
break down. The directly opposite course should be
taken, that it is a matter of no serious consequence
if one does make errors or break down. That such is
simply one of the necessary accidents that goes with
training. After the breakdown has occurred the child
should not be reprimanded, nor made to feel that a
heinous offience had been committed. Such a course is
sure to shatter the nerves and fill the child with appre¬
hension, and result in another breakdown at the next
recital.
In preparing for another recital select something
that is very short and not so difficult as to be a tax.
It should also be very tuneful. Let her be made to feel
in advance that it will not do any harm if she does
break down, or make mistakes; that overcoming such
little troubles are only a part of her training, and that
by frequent appearances before others she will gradu¬
ally find herself once more, and in time will find no
difficulty in playing her pieces through from end to end.
It may be that the pupil’s attention’wanders while
playing, a very common fault. If so she should be
taught to memorize a good deal. The mind is more
apt to wander while reading from notes than when
playing without them. Let her feel, by observation, not
by direct statement, that she is in competition with her
companion pupils. Arouse the spirit of emulation in
any way you can. If any of her companions are playing
the same pieces let her hear them. She will thereby
note whether they do them better than she and will be
encouraged to increase her own efforts.

Superficiality
‘I have a pupil who plays fifth grade music with
feeling and technique. She has a distaste for scales
and arpeggios, will not learn the minor scales, and
knows nothing of harmony, and her work Is gener¬
ally superficial. I can only keep her interested by
giving her showy music. Says she is going to a
famous conservatory in a large center next fall.
I can imagine her chagrin and disappointment when
she is examined there. Is there anything I can
erest?"There is nothing more widespread than superficiality.
• Its ramifications penetrate everywhere, adding difficulty
to the prosecution of every serious work, or the
endeavor to interest the public in anything that is on a
higher level. It is universal and overwhelming, and is
a sort of quasi-disease which can only be overcome by
internal coercion. The only external force that can be
applied is the awakening of a strong ambition to
encompass some desired result, something on which the
mind is fixed.
In your own case you seem to be suffering, so far as
this pupil is concerned, with a lack of respect for the
opinion or advice of anyone close at home. The trite
proverb about the honorless prophet at home is based
deep in human nature, and during all the ages no way
has been found to eradicate the feeling. There are
many things in human experience that every person
has to discover for hemself, and this seems to be one
of them. Enormous sums are wasted, and unlimited
time spent, in foreign elementary study that could
just as well be done at home. Heavy living bills and
costly tuition in order to learn things that should have
been acquired from the home teacher. Many students
have gone to Europe with just enough money to last
them one year. When they return home, in attainment
they have just reached the point at which they should
have started in their first foreign lesson, and all of
which could have been acquired at small expense. It
ooks as if your pupil was going to render herself
liable to the same uncomfortable experience. She will
go to the “famous conservatory,” and pay a high price
to some teacher to give her the information, and train
her in the technical passages that she should have
learned at home, besides having to meet all the living
expenses. The most valuable information and training
she should receive from that teacher will not be touched
upon for the reason that she will not be ready to
receive it. Advanced aesthetic training is what she
should he ready to receive when she leaves you. I
have had so many musicians say to me:—“If I had only
had sense enough to attend to all preliminaries before
I left home. Then I could have spent all the little
time I had on advanced virtuoso work. As it is I had
to come home just as I was ready to begin on the sort
of work I thought I was going away to obtain.” Thou¬
sands have delivered themselves of this cry of woe and
regret.
I know of nothing you can do for your pupil except
to put her in possession of these facts, try and make
her realize their truth, and also the necessity of being
thoroughly versed in all the technical routine of
ordinary piano playing, such as scales, in all forms,
arpeggios, octaves, etc. In selecting music for her try
and choose pieces that are of a high character, even
though "showy.” The development of her taste for
Bach, Beethoven. Brahms. Schumann and others will
have to be very gradual. The most superficially attrac¬
tive pieces from such composers will have to be selected
first. If you can accomplish nothing after all your
efforts, and you have done your best, your responsibility
is ended. You are not to blame for what the pupil will
not receive. If, as many others have done, she takes
the most expensive way in which to acquire her educa¬
tion, that will be her loss and not yours. You have
put out the warning signals, you can do no more. The
consequences she will suffer will not be yours.
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Success in Teaching Sight Playing
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GERARD TONNING

A delightful,characteristic folk dance, fresh and original. Mr. Tonning is an American teacher and composer of Norwegian extraction. Grade IV.

By Dr. Henry G. Hanchett
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Will There Always be Pianists?
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the soft tones of a flute, carried into the
Just at the present day, there is a fad
tenor and bass compass in the larger
he rarely, if ever, has use for all four
for the Ukulele. A few years ago the
sizes, but it, too, was too soft for ef¬
rules in any one hymn-tune.
..
The key of C is not, strictly speaking, Mandolin enjoyed a passing, popu ar fective use. The Viola da Gantba, Viola
a flat key, but it fulls under these rules vogue; and going back some twenty- dl Amour, Flageolet, Harpsichord and
five
years,
we
find
the
Banjo
greatly
in
and must be included. The scale of
favor A generation earlier the Guitar several other instruments of former good
new key (7 sharps) falls on the *an?
piano keys as the D flat scale but in was most affected. These lesser instru¬ standing (we have grouped them re¬
transposing into it we must think m C ments come and go, but the piano the gardless of classification), were all too
organ and the standard orchestral_ in¬ soft to hold their own in the presence of
Sh\Vhen raising from F to F sharp every struments hang on forever. Aside from violins and other more incisive-toned in¬
note of the scale is sharped except B
the piano and the organ nothing but struments of the modern orchestra.
This is the exact reverse of the F natural
There appears to have been a sort of
permanent professional use m the or¬
scale, where B is the only altered note.
Practice first on hymns containing as chestra seems capable of keeping an in¬ survival of the loudest as well as of
fittest.
Who
shall be
bold
few accidentals as possible. When rais¬ strument in vogue. Many really beauti¬ the
ing a hvmn-tune from flats to sharps ful instruments have become obsolete enough to predict immortality even
always think up hill when accidentals along with others less worthy of per¬ for the pianoforte? The only thing in
1. Cancel all accidental fiats, i. e., read
occur and it will help to fix the rules in petuation. The Clavichord, of Bachs musical composition that seems practic¬
them as naturals.
day, had some special beaut.es of its ally certain to go down to future ages
2. Double all accidental sharps.
m In every case, to find the new key, own, such as the control of a tone after unchanged in its medium of performance
3 Cut in two all double-flats.
subtract the signature from 7.
the key was struck, but was too feeble
Bv exactly reversing all these rules, one to be heard in a large hall. The Re¬ is music for unaccompanied human
4. Sharp all accidental naturals.
may transpose equally well from sharps corder (now found only in museums) had voices.
These rules may seem complicated at
to flats.
first sight, but the student will find that
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From Flats to Sharps
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Occasionally one finds it necessary to
transpose a hymn-tune: that is wg »
flats, a half step higher. To illustrate
how it is done let us take a tune in the
kev of B flat and raise it a halt tone.
The first step is to learn the signature
of the new key. To do this we subtract
B flat’s signature (two flats) from / and
get S. This means that the new key has
five sharps and is called B natural.
Second step. Mentally change the sig¬
nature from two flats to five_ sharps and
proceed as though written m the new
key, then, if any accidentals occur, con¬
sult the following rules:
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M.M. FELTON

SCHERZETTO
movement. A good study in style and delicacy and valuable for rectal use. Gr
An attractive scherzo.i ...
Lively and lightly M.M. J = 144

_

CODA

LULLABY

“Hush, my dear,lie still and slumber,
Holy angels guard thy bed!
Heavenly blessings without number
Gently falling on thy head."
A dainty and well-written cradle song by a successful American woman composer Grade III;

MARY HELEN BROWN
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An unusually effective duet

Maestoso
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PAUL WACHS
u an excellent specimen of
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Vivo assai M.M.J-=i44

DANSE GROTESQUE
A tasteful characteristic piece in semi-classic style. Grade III.

* from here go back to * and play to Fine; then play Trio.
Copyright 1911 by Ed. Hatnelle fils
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To Mr. Clarence Eddy
__
THE ETUDE
jSw. Full to Reeds to Gt.
. |Gt. Diapasons
Registration^
n)Ch. Full to Reeds to Gt.
FOR THE ORGAN
(Ped. 8'and 16' to Gt.
A splendid patriotic postlude or recital number introducing and combining Bed, Whi e an
icult.
|
posing but not difficult.
Tempo di Marcia e molto marcato M. M. d ~ \2Q
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1st time
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11 last time only
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To Melville Bradley

HEATHER BLOOM
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william e.haesche
character of the violin. Play it daintily

A taking and original inspiration, with a singularly effective rhythmic treatment jost suited to
and trippingly.

Allegretto m.m,J=108
VIOLIN

PIANO
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THE MERMAID’S SONG
J = 80
^-----—-

J. HAYDN

The Twelve Canzonets by Haydn were written in London in 1796. The Mermaid's Song is No. 1 of the set.
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“The Play’s the Thing”?
ALBERT FRANZ

A tuneful teaching or recital number, affording good practice in tone production. Grade III.

Andante cantabile M. M.J = 72

Is the play “the thing” in opera? Is
it possible to have a really successful
opera with a poor libretto?
The average comic-opera manager will
not open the score until he has satisfied
himself that the “book” is good enough
to hold its own even if the music is in¬
consequential. In grand opera, however,
the reverse is true. It is also true that
a few operas with ridiculous plots are
kept alive by their perennial melodies.
On the whole, however, many of the best
opera plots are susceptible to being made
into really good plays (or shall we put
it as one wag did, “dramatized”). Most
opera plots have come from plays or
romances that have previously been
played or printed. The librettos them¬
selves, however, require very special and
skillful treatment. Comparatively few
men who have made reputations as play¬
wrights have turned to libretto writing,
possibly because the profession, if it may
be called one, has a reputation for being
unremunerative. Many of the librettos
of operas have been written by as hungry
a crowd of hacks as ever peopled Grubb
Street. The librettist’s career, for the

most part, is as inglorious as that of the
scene-shifter. The good people in the
plush and gold chairs who enthusiasti¬
cally applaud the chain of famous singers
as they bow before the red velvet curtain
rarely bother themselves with the identity
of the librettist. They know, perhaps,
that Madama Butterfly first sprung from
the poetic mind of John Luther Long,
and that Faust follows in many ways the
play by Goethe; that Wagner wrote his
own librettos, and that Carmen is a stage
version of the Merimee novel—but who
wrote the libretto of Lucia, Trovatorc,
Fidelio, Cavallerio, Pagliacci, Freischiits,
Thais, Hansel und Gretelf Since much
really does depend upon the book of the
play, would it not be fairer to give the
libretto more credit and announce “A
new Opera by Verdi and Boito”? Are
not the Metastasios, the Illicas, the Hofmanstahls, all entitled to a little more
credit? Might not our opera dramas be
much better if the librettists received as
much credit as, for instance, George
Coban would demand if he were writing
the script of a new musical show?

tra-Quality PIANOSand 'Player Pianos;
To the real music lover the
gloriously superior tone of
a fine grand piano contributes
inspiration and profound sat¬
isfaction that more than
compensate for its slight additional
STYLE A

PARLOR GRAND
Kranich 8s Bach reputation for world-leader¬
ship in the manufacture of ultra-quality
grand pianos is founded largely upon this
full-size ever popular model. With its new
scale, giving unusually large vibratory sur¬
face of sounding-board, this magnificent
instrument will satisfy the most exacting
requirements of musicians
who desire a parlor grand ~r

The Russian Invasion
By James Frederick Rogers
It has been but a day (and a day not
quite in the wholesale sense intended by
the writer of the book of Genesis) since
it was hinted that the time would come
when the Slav would overrun Europe and
perhaps set up his kingdom on this side
of the Atlantic. And while we have
been fearing this eventuality and hoping
against hope, it has come, but in a most
agreeable manner. We were conquered
by Nazimova; we have paid tribute to
Tolstoi and the host of lesser leaders
of Russian literature; we have been captivated, if not led captive, by Borodin,
Moussorgsky and
Rimsky-Korsakov;
we have passed under the yoke personally presented by Pavlowa and her horde
of dancers, and we have bowed the knee
under the spell of the Russian cathedral
choir.
The Russian spirit, as expressed in art,
is ascendant, in this country and powerful abroad because it is worthy so to
be. Russian art has arisen from those
depths of human experience which are
the source of all great art.
Russian music is fresh music, the expression of deep and genuine feeling
in a language adequate but not overdone,
That there should be something of the
barbaric about it is to be expected from
what we have been led to believe of
the Russian, but barbaric art is better
than effete art, be the latter never so
elaborate. The language of art is expressed with a force and vivacity,
whether in composer or interpreter, that
•neans vitality beneath it. Russian literalure is characterized by its savor of the
primitive but genuine and the rude
strength with which it presents its message. Indeed, music and dance are much
better means of' expression of Russian
experience than are words, whether as
prose or poetry.
Nor is that expression confined to
classes in Russia. The richness of folk

song and dance
the foundation of the
more elaborate
t forms produced by
those of more leisure and training than
its peasant, and with the financial help
of the State. In what country but Rus¬
sia are men at the head of the govern¬
ment superior composers of music? Cer¬
tainly not in our land. .
Attempts have been made ir
country to limit the playing of members of symphony orchestras to symphony-orchestra playing, but in no country, we believe, save Russia, are church
singers expected to sing only in church,
Russians are religious, their music is
religious and why should it not be considered a lowering of the standard of
worship to devote the voices of the choir
to less dignified performances? The average church music of this country verges
on the irreligious, and the singing, is
not for the glory of God, but of the
singers. That Russia is religious, one
does not need to be told who has been
thrilled by the performance of one of
its choirs.
Experience has made the
wonderful voices, as well as given depth
of meaning to what they utter.
Tolstoi defined art as “a human activity, consisting in this, that one man
consciously, by means, of certain external
signs, hands on to others feelings he
, has lived through, and that other people
are infected by these feelings and also
experience them.” And this is the secret
of the conquest of this country by Russian art in many forms. There has
been depth of feeling back of it, all of
a genuine primal sort, and the external
signs by which .that feeling has been
expressed are of a most superior nature,
The foundation is strong and the super¬
structure magnificent. And this feeling
with which we have been infected is
the expression of the experience of the
Russian people.

relative to the Style A Kranich &
Bach Grand Piano, just received.
* i any judge, it is altogeti
The scale, the lovely sympathetic
quality, the body and fullness of
tone, the touch, the responsiveness,
s_
■ Hij —“■—' ensemble, have

Choir-Master, Organist of
All Saints’ Church
Brookline, Mass.
Write for catalog and paper pattern (A) shtrwing floor space covered
KRANICH €s? BACH
235 East 23d Street, New York City

phere. The wild soulful message
s sung by Julia Culp, Alice Nieln, Christine Miller, Henri Scott,
Francis Ingram, Oscar Seagle,

Vocal
-of Minnetonka” (Sioux)
High and Low Voice, Flute and Viol
Obbligau.
“By the Weeping Water*” (Chipper
Medium..
“Rue” (Pueblo Love Song)
'ueblo Ceremonial)
r»g Song)
Low Voice
THEO. PRESSER CO.

onized, without losing their s
High, Violin and ’Cello ad lib.60
“At the Foot of ihe Mound”
(Group of two Songs with Flute)
1. “The Red Birds sing o’er the Crystal
2. ‘‘•'fheOw'rs Bleak*Cry’’.50
This is a pretentious group for coloratura Soprano
with iiute ad lib. The second song is based upon
the cry of the Owl and the scale of an Indianflute.
Folio of Nii« American Indian Song. ...... 1.25
and legends. This volume is exceptionally useful
for campfire girls, and the songs can be used in
“By the Waters cl M
“By the Weeping Wa
“Cheyene Flute Call
“Indian Suite” . .

Folio of Four American Indian Songs°.75
■l®
Arranged by Forest Schultz and Harold Buck.
a Cheerfully Sent on Approval to Any Musical Person
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

AN IMMENSE SUCCESS
Sung by Mme. Julia Culp and Other Great Artists

By the Waters of Minnetonka
To Preserve Your Voice, Keep Your Temper

Copyright 1918 by Theo. Presser Ci
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‘I have known many singers who
spent much of their time and money going
3gam and again to throat specialists to
have their throats treated. If the same
hme had been expended in an effort to
control their own superficial thoughts and
emotions, their throats would have
required n o such physical treatment. For

throat specialists depend for their practice largely upon those who give way to
irritability and other superficial emotions,
There is nothing that will disturb the
singing voice and produce irritation of the
vocal cords to the same degree that anger
and irritability do.”—(From The Rhythm
of Life, by Charles Brodie Patterson.)

An Indian Love Song
By THURLOW LIEURANCE
High Voice, in A (with Violin or Flute ad lib.) Low Voice, in G flat (with Violin or Flute ad lib.)
Price, 60 cents
Also for Piano Solo—Price, 40 cents
. Mr. Thurlow Lieurance has had remarkable euccess in transcribing the various tribal melodies havonginaf melodies and harmonizes a)id accompanies ^them in’such a^ma^rmrr^mC^oapreme^vea^^^^^!£0^
all their original atmosphere. By the Waters of Minnetonka nrrmi Lv/ t, t** ** ao*jenhance,
o^m:il^^.lb~r.The mel0dy *» «-*■*.**—"»
and the accom^nY rip°pil
Send for a Circular of Mr. Lieurance’a Complete Works
THEO. PRESSER CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Simplicity of Breathing
By Dr. Roland Diggle

Department for Voice and Vocal Teachers
Edited by Well-Known Specialists
|| “The Human Voice is Really the Foundation of All Music.”—-RICHARD WAGNER V
A Lesson from the Life and Songs of Robert Franz
By Dr. Herbert Sanders
Franz’s real name was Robert Franz friends began to ignore and desert him. quality of marble or material. It is (e) The emotional scope must incluii
the whole gamut of human feeliif
Knauth, but he dropped his surname for But into the. darkness appeared a light: worthy of note that unlike many other
heaven-hell; pain - pleasure; ft
e euphonious middle name. By a Liszt came to his aid—(did anybody ap- composers, Franz’s instinct for good
idyll of the lake; the drama of ft
curious coincidence, name and music both peal to Liszt in vain!)—and with Joachim poetry was unerring, and he was wise
storm.
link him with the other two song-writers arranged a series of concerts, the pro- drawing n the acknowledged masters for
The
late Dr. Swinnerton Heap,
who rank with him in the quality of their ceeds of which, together with monetary his supply,
the best known English musicians of his
work—Robert Schumann and Franz Schu- gifts from Mr. Otto Dresel, of Boston,
bert. Franz was born at Halle, the birth- Mass., placed Franz in comparative com- (b) Words and music must be appro¬ day, dropped the remark during a lesson
priate and give rise to the same on composition that the deficiency in the
place of the mighty Saxon, Handel. His fort for life. It is worthy of note that
emotion, the one Ztensifringlhe musi<i °[ tke lat* Stenuhh Benett (wh
father was fond of music and it is re- Franz had a warm spot in his heart for
looked on
as the coming
other; the words must be translated was looked
on by
hv many a*
~s“
corded that he sang music of a religious Americans. This was due to Mr. Frank
second Henry Purcell) was its lack of
into music, or, to change the figure,
nature, such as chorales, to his son every Osgood, and still more to the late Mr.
, ,
t ..
ciramauc
me music
dramatic’ power.
power “The
music reflects the
evening; an atmosphere which doubtless Dresel, who has been described as Franz’s
one must be a p to ogr p i of
charming gentlemanliness of the n
helped the growth of a love for music, in "most devoted friend, his best critic, and
other.
lacks temper and passion; it is too selfthe boy, as well as assisting in forming his staunchest and most ardent admirer
The master with a supreme gift in this possessed.” The same may lie said of the
his taste. If the work of a man is an and advocate.’’ Mr. Dresel was the first direction
Schubert, who could read music of Franz except that with Franz
expression of his personality and tern- 10 make known the songs of Franz in
poem through and set it to music forth¬ we do not wish for force; it would rob
perament, the son must have inherited America, and, as a matter of fact, Amer- with. Franz had the same impressionable it of that spirit which leads us upwards
recorded that it was so and heavenwards. The music of Franz
his father’s religious disposition as well *ca was die hrst to recognize their worth gift but
ready. As a matter of fact the result of
as his love for music, for though the and genius.
is human nature without its base alloy;
the slower process will often stand a
more famous of Franz’s songs are not set
i,ranz wrote two hundred and fifty-i
it is a glimpse of heaven without a mem¬
to religious words (that is employing the sp"gs, of. which' fifty are generally
searching analysis, and in the setory of earth to mar the vision.
word according to common usage), yet f^dered masterpieces. Mr. Louis Elson ting of words to music ~ inz never re¬
The position of Franz as an art-master
his music is essentially religious in spirit. in !lis German;Songs and German Song- peats ’
fer garbles a lias been admirably summed up by Mr.
Notwithstanding his father’s powerful lvritcrs has compiled a selection: My sentence or muddles a phrase, a procedure
Edward Dannrcuther as follows:
opposition, young Robert—like the other Love is Here ;
of which the
"Without Schubert’s dramatic passion,
Robert—decided to enter the musical pro- Abends; an
f a s’t e com¬
or Schumann’s concentrated heat or ec¬
fession. Fortunately, or unfortunately, Ave Maria,
poser is some¬ static sentiment, with far less specifically
the father was no more the head of the which he de¬
times guilty.
musical invention—(melodic, harmonic or
household in 1815 than he is in 1915, and scribes as a
rhythmic—than Schubert or even than
if Robert couldn’t win his father he could tone-picture
(c) The ac- Schumann, F ranz impresses himself nevwin his mother. Accordingly at the age of religious
compani- erthelcss as a rare master—a marked
of twenty he hied to Dessau to study exaltation;
individuality,
complete and perfect in its
organ, piano and theory under.Frederick the folkSchneider. As Schneider had been or- songs. The
ganist at St. Thomas’, Leipsic, (and so Thorn-Bush;
Before the Concert
probably sat on the same organ stool as jyv Mother
Father Bach) he must be credited with Loves Me
By Hermann G. Watrous
possessing enough insight and knowledge Not - Roseto prescribe a healthful music fare; which mary; In AuAll sorts of remedies and beverages
he did. His prescription was:
are mentioned as desirable to take just
companiment before singing. Here are some of the
Bach
Handel
Schubert
is a sine qua famous ones:
and it is reasonable to suppose that the
non for arA raw egg.
pupil gained his general efficiency from
i c song
White of a raw egg.
his sfudy of Bach while his melodic in¬
7/' 1 "fT,a
A raw egg with sherry,
stinct would be strengthened and quick¬
tact readily
Oysters.
ened by dieting on Bach and feasting on
the dramatic arias of Handel, and the sung of lovettor,Vpedwhby
Effervescent (carbonated) waters.
°
hampagne.
atmospheric songs of Schubert.
sing the songs
A pinch of salt.
At the end of two years he returned
Raw beef juice.
home, when he devoted most of his time
Hot
beef tea.
to composition, but being dissatisfied with
rd,
Lemon juice.
the result, he destroyed most of his
Robert Franz.
Hot water.
manuscripts. In 1843, however, he pub- scas> of night,
fished a dozen songs: this was made pos- °* gild, w
this
Cold watcrsible by the encouragement of Schumann. death and to these subjects his work has Franz falls short of his contemnoreries
,i
sensible, experienced singer knows
His recognition as a writer of art-songs given
stimulants are bad in the long
given a subtle charm. . . . All his work Schumann, Schubert and Liszt
’
‘ a" Stimu,a"‘s
run and that unless the throat is in prime
was instantaneous and Schumann’s ar¬ has a divine spark and the larger number
of
them
are
master
works.”
tistic valuation of Franz’s work was con¬
(d) The composer must have a large condition through right practice it is a
In order to estimate the work of Franz
firmed by Mendelssohn, Liszt and Gade.
mistake to take anything. When there is
harmonic, melodic, rythmic and
While his reputation in the big world was and its probable ultimate position in musiany inflammation it often happens that
modulatory resource.
_
cal art it is necessary to state some of
steadily increasing his local influence
lozenges approved by long popularity with
In the matter of modulation
Franz was the public afford important and tempo¬
respondingly
and he — appointed
of cu
art-songs.
_ . grew
„
_ tke essential elements
.
i-ouwga. .TV
..WdS
head of the Singing Academy at Halle
analysis is, of course, beyond the the eclua* °* Schumann, who is really the rary
- relief,
-, but when
WUC|, the
t
throat is well
and later the Musical Director of the scope of this essay, but we will give a few father of modern modulation; his ryth- tlu’ Best thing to take is a few sips of
University.
and apply them to the songs of Franz as m!c resource, too, is small when compared co,d water and nothing else. Alcohol is
In 1868, shortly after his marriage to concisely as possible:
to his contemporaries and later writers a,“ra™
—•
always inadvisable.
Even though youare
Marie Heinrichs, who was an excellent
like Gr>eg and Strauss. But when we Caruso or Melba you can not afford to
musician, he became deaf through the (a) The words must be worthy of the come to aptness or beauty of rnelodv he make a practice of drinking champagne
shriek of a locomotive; he lost partial
music.
eclipses them all, for here our analytic before > our performances.
use of his hands through paralysis so
In the art-song words and music are faculty fails, it ceases to work; his music
-that he could neither write, play nor hear; one; the two combined make up the work came from heart and not from brainLong-continued exertion should not be
his mind as well as his body weakened; of art. An art-song can no more be per- from heaven, not earth The man
1 ’ exacted of t,le voice at first: even if the
his purse became lighter, his reputation feet with indifferent words than a piece could write such melody must ha
t j effects of it are not immediately felt- a
waned and, perhaps worse of all, his of sculpture can be perfect with a poor heaven in his heart
iad (lamaRe is done in some wav.-LiuJ
Lehmann.

It has been said, and wisely so, that
more voices are ruined by breathing fad¬
dists than by any other type of vocal
charlatan. These victims can be told at
a glance. One forces his lungs down¬
ward into a space where they have no
reason to be; another merely tills the top
of his lungs and consequently suffers
from shortness of breath. Others do
equally ridiculous things.
Really healthy breathing is one of the
most simple things imaginable. Because
of this simplicity, pupils are imposed
upon; like the man of old who was told
to wash seven times in Jordan, they
want to do something more difficult. The
most important thing is to lift the chest
as high as possible and to keep it there

while singing; this not only gets it out
of the way and gives free play to the
lungs, but materially increases the reso¬
nance of the voice. Now, having the
chest high, breath in slowly, with the
lungs full, hold all taut for a few sec¬
onds, then breathe out just as slowly as
ever you can, remembering that long
phrasing depends, not on the amount of
breath taken in, but on the small amount
given out.
Breathing should be neither seen nor
heard so don’t be disappointed if the
amount taken in feels small. Having
your chest raised, you have no chest to
push out when you breathe, hence the
lungs fill automatically without any effort
at all.

11VERS & POND
PIANOS

Specialists in Voice Teaching
By John D. Carey
The average business man fails to real¬
ize how it is possible for a singing teacher
to give all his time to training the voice
and not pretend to teach sight-reading,
songs, oratorios, etc. He feels that one
man should do all. Indeed, he is not
far out in this, as the man who is capable
of being a good singing teacher should
know all branches of his art. However,
the teachers who frequently earn the
largest incomes are those who give their
attention almost entirely to the following
matters:—
Securing a beautiful tone.
Securing a full tone.
Securing a good pianissimo.
Securing vocal flexibility.
Securing evenness of tone.
, Securing perfect legato.
Securing the widest attainable range.
Securing good phrasing.
Securing perfect breath control.
In other words, their job is distinctly
that of making the vocal part of the
singer. All the material they use is sub¬

servient to that. They are glad to let
others teach the singer harmony, sight¬
singing, songs, oratorios, operas, stage
deportment, etc. Many of the greatest
singing teachers who have ever lived have
been men and women who have given
their attention almost exclusively to voice
training, as it is called. Many have an
unmistable gift for this. A good ear,
common sense, immense patience and a
wide acquaintance with all of the best
experience of the past are needed by all
who would become “voice specialists.”
I know of one teacher in an eastern
city who rarely ever teaches a song. In
fact, -he cannot play song accompani¬
ments and gives over that department of
his work to another person. His work
is solely training the voice. When the
singer has been coached in singing the
song or aria, the voice specialist takes
the singer in hand and points out where
the voice is not used properly. This
man has a handsome income and has
turned out many successful pupils.

Why the Coloratura Singer Failed
By Emmet Skidmore
There are now a few excellent colora¬
tura singers before the public, keeping up
the high traditions of an art that other¬
wise might have become detadent. The
reason why the public lost interest in
coloratura singing was largely due to the
coloratura singers themselves. They de¬
manded that everything should be sub¬
servient to their vocal gymnastics. The
case of Catalani was a notable example.
Catalani was born at Sinigalia, Italy, in
1/80, and died at Paris in 1849. She was
known by some as the Empress of Song,
and the way in which she ruled all those
who surrounded her did not make her
title a dubious one. Among her achieve¬
ments was to sing complicated pieces
originally written for the flute or for
the violin and then brag that her technic
excelled that of the best violinists and

the best flutists, as indeed it may have
done. Her voice was one of enormous
power, and another feat was to sing so
loud that she would be heard above large
choruses and orchestras. She would have
no rivals and refused to sing in companies
where there were either male or female
singers who might secure applause that
would approach hers. She demanded that
she skip on her vocal tight-ropes entirely
alone. The claims and artificiality of the
coloratura singers were such that they
served to disgust sensible people and when
a more sincere art demanding higher in¬
tellectuality appeared, the coloratura sing¬
ers naturally passed into the background.
Only the singer with exceptional gifts
and a wonderful technic, sympathetically
and .artistically directed, can succeed in
coloratura at this time.

Nasal Resonance
By Fred Green
Nasal Resonance does not mean a
nasal sound. It is the ringing, rever¬
berating tone that gives carrying power
to the voice. The following exercise, if
practiced five or ten minutes a day will
help greatly in cultivating this resonance:

THE PRINCESS GRAND
A MUSICIAN’S PIANO

W

HEN musical critics select an instrument they
are not influenced by sentiment, name or

hearsay but demand intrinsic quality in tone,
touch and structural detail.
The Ivers & Pond is
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We early foresaw the artistic possibilities of the
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Hold the g in ring, cutting short the
first three letters. The resonance of the
g should be felt quite distinctly in the
nasal cavities.
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That Top Note

Take the Ocean Route
By Erik Swanson

TO FLORIDA
St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami,
Tampa, St. Petersburg, Belleair,
Havana
U8o t° Carolina and Georgia Resorts, via Charles
on, S. C., and to Texas and the Pacific Coast.
Water and Rail Circle Tours

Miami—12 Days—$65.40

Jacksonville—5 Days—$51.05
Going by steamer and returning by rail with stc

CLYDE-MALLORY LINES
Pier 36, North Rim, New York
Borton:19Z Washington St. Philadelphia: 701 ChestnutSt.
New York: 489 Fifth Aye., at 42nd St.

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
Broadway, 32d st., new york
Taylor
Baths
600 Rooms
One Block from Pennsylvania Station
Equally Convenient for
Amusements, Shopping
157 Pleasant Rooms, with
$2P50VPER DAY
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southern exposure,
, $3.00 PER DA^

Your Music Is Torn!
It will Take One Minute to
Repair it by Using
MuItum-in-Parvo Binding Tape
5..ynr.l roll of white linen or lo-ynrd
roll or paper, -l* cents each, postpaid.
Transparent Adhesive Mending Tissue
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Learn Harmony and Composition

Wilcox School of Composition
lox E. 225 Fifth Ave., New York City, N. Y.

lEDAGE’S
I— I GLUE SE

A wise writer has said that the things
which the public most remembers about a
song are its dimensions. That is—its be¬
ginning, its end, its top note and its
bottom note., Of course good singing
teachers know better than that. They
know that the general impression that the
song leaves is influenced by its artistic
presentation and next by the vocal qual¬
ity and the intelligence of the individual.
However, there is no getting away from
that high note, particularly when it comes
upon a climax near the end of the song.
In a recent visit to the studios of several
of my confreres I have collected some of
their prescriptions for the high note and
I pass them on to teachers now for what
they are worth.
“When you are approaching the high
note try to avoid any suggestion of fear
or dread. Feel as though you were going

= Schomacker
Style F
ARE YOU A SPEAKERAn Entertainer, A Musician?
Would you like a career upon
the platform? The first step is to
learn what other i have done — and to
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Who Are the Ten Great Masters of Opera?

The Desert Suite
ingsby
_.
Beautifully illustrated i 1th d.__
nous Indian painter W. E. Rollins.
11.25
Special Price *1.00
I ART OF SINCINC

The constant playing of single tones
or chords on the piano when one practices
vocal exercises is wrong. It is enough
for a musical person to strike a single
note on the piano when he practices alone,
or perhaps a common chord, after which

Pocahontas, Evangeline, and many out¬
standing American figures have been
transposed to opera plots, but not yet
have we had any opera upon an American
plot that has equalled in popularity The
Girl of the Golden West. Belasco’s very
effective play and the Puccini music are
a rare combination, but the American gift
of humor makes it difficult for some of
the more material members of the audi¬
ence to sit through this with proper re¬
spect—the respect that one gives to
Madama Butterfly, or to La Boheme.
It is easily conceivable that with a
really beautiful and romantic stage story
with the scene set in some part of Amer¬
ica in the same decade as La Bohlme,
an American opera book might be evolved
that would prove effective with out audi¬
ences. However, we are hardly yet ready
for an American Louise; that is, a genre
play of to-day translated into opera
Meanwhile American audiences are con¬
stantly being educated to become seriously
accustomed to things that only a few
years ago they would have ridiculed. Is
this an advance or a retrogression?
the body and hands should return
,t, •
quiet, natural position Onlv
* he',r
ing posture can a free deen W Vk ",
drawn, and mind and hbreath be
prepared for the exercit? >C proper,y
follow.—Lilli Lehmann • rG sonR. to
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American Operas
Mr. Brander Matthews in his Book
About the Theatre, points out that “We
enjoy the opera because it is not ‘natural,’
not ‘real,’ in the ordinary meaning of
these words, and if the plot and the peo¬
ple are aggressively modern and matterof-fact, our attention is necessarily called
to the unnaturalness of their incessant
vocalization.” Here he has hit upon one
of the main reasons why there have been
few American opera settings that have
been in any way acceptable to American
audiences.
The Spanish, English and French cav¬
aliers that came to America did, it is
true, lead a more or less romantic life:
a life with a savage shadow constantly
hovering over them; but therein little
may be found that falls under the defini¬
tion of romantic. The Puritans are as
much out of the question for operatic
purposes as would be the Pennsylvania
“Dutch,” because of the dull and sombre
costumes of our Pilgrim Fathers. Nev¬
ertheless,. the legend of Miles Standish
has been put into operatic form more
than once, but with no more than mild
success.

r
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Musical Questions Answered

to enjoy singing it. ^ Relax both y
throat and your body.”
“As you are coming to the high note
never forget to smile gently. I here is
nothing like a gentle smile to relax all
the muscles so that there is no over¬
effort.”
...
“As you are approaching the higher
notes think of the feeling you natural y
have when you sing the vowels ee and eh.
Note that this is just above the roof o
the mouth and, no matter what vowel
you are singing on, try to feel a rever¬
beration there.”
“Feel as though the tones were per¬
mitted to soar directly upward from the
throat. That is, don’t try to direct them
forward but feel as though they floated
straight up unimpeded by muscular effort.”
Scientific or unscientific as these ideas
may be, they do seem to produce results
when properly applied.

America casts her eyes toward pinna- whose accomplishments indicate what
cles. We are a people of superlatives greatness he might have attained with
and when we do not take it out in sky- other works had he lived to do them,
scrapers we hunt around for the great Rossini must surely not be omitted, al¬
and lofty in other directions. We want though the ,atter part of his life was
1° ^W WrhP are the real*y sreat in all given to the entertainment of himself
tl e
n,6b fVOn ^U“’ rather than his public.
Donizetti and
X SeTt
°Uj ,Meyerbeer,
despite
stx
great mX?
masters oft music and named
J
‘ . the
,, ,latter’s
. , spectacu, .
,
them in the order: Bach, Handel, Gluck, lar artlficia,,ty- shou,d be ,nclud?d; °f
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. Two of modern masters of opera, Puccini certhese would unquestionably go in a list tainlY has the biggest claim. Surely wc
of the ten great masters of opera—all cannot omit Gounod. Now we have in
opera-goers will identify them: Mozart the possible order of their operatic popuand Gluck. Beethoven, with his Fidelio larity of to-day: Verdi, Wagner, Puccini,
(a really splendid work, still performed Mozart, Gounod, Bizet, Rossini, Donioccasionally), and Handel, with his large zetti, Meyerbeer, Gliick.
number of forgotten operas cannot be
What of Bellini, Mascagni, Leoncaincluded. Verdi and Wagner certainly vallo, to say nothing of the great Italian
must be admitted to the list as they were fathers of opera, Neri and Monteverde,
the greatest of operatic composers, if the or that group of operatic Italians who
concensus of musical and popular opin- sought their fame in other lands, Sponion is to be taken. Next, one wouldprob- tini, Cherubini and Lully?
What of
ably include, at this time, Bizet, the com- Massenet, Berlioz, Thomas, Strauss, and
poser of Carmen and the Pearl Fishers, Humperdinck? Who shall decide ?

’
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ind address. No questions will be answered when this has
Always send your fw
been neglected.
lom de plume will be printed.
Only your Initials or a
Make your questions
I to the point.
netronomic markings, etc., not likely to be of Intel
Questions regarding
mber of ETUDE readers will not t
i, of course, a kind of
Q. Should the notes of a cadenza he di¬
vided? of^ into measures and played. in strict
n the audience, If
A. No, not unless the composer has done
this expressly. The very idea of a cadenza is
<?. Is it true that Raff wrote some of 1
that the notes are without fixed or definite
value. The player settles the matter of the impositions in jail!—X. Y. Z.
A Yes Raff was a very impecunious p
speed of playing the notes himself, unless the
->■
no idea whatever of the val
composer has ■ attempted to give an idea of son, who
—---l ran in debt frequently. I
approximate length, as did Chopin in many of
whole thought was to be able to compo
There is little doubt that his great talent w
orchestra ever much^hampered by the fact tt-‘
- s forced
___ . to write pot boilers. He did
■ t_ the best he could under the circumstances.
In his young manhood he possessed a brokenlot know of any orchestra mak- down metronome, with which he attempted to
of this. Of course, many of Put on the metronome marks on bis compost
tras could doubtless play some turns. The result was that they are market
of the^shorter^ masterpieces that have been
tofjail^i/is sald
done time _
Bulow when he _j conductor of the Meinin- that ho fared much better than many times
_ Germany had his players when he was out. That is, he had better
memorize their parts for the sake of addi¬ food and better quarters. William Mason
tional security. Whether they made a prac¬ and Franz Liszt took it upon themselves to
tice of playing without parts in public, the see that he was supplied with paper, pen and
writer does not know. Von Bulow had such ink so that he could compose to his heart’s
had content.
_ -,— memory himself that
little s npathy w
e player who had a
What is the meaning of “comodo”t—
j.ii.
Is the Italian musical ti
c explain to a layman interested
mieresieu
composure. This term _ __
...
.... following
n any good musical dictionary,
terms: Tracker organ, pneumatic organ, elece likely to encounter
trie organ.—S. E. D.
and. “l
A. The terms refer to the mechanism em- ?’,CP
ployed whereby the pallet or valve admitting , 1 a
air to the organ pipe is opened when the key
or the keyboard Is pressed down. In the ls a eoc
tracker action organ this is accomplished by
a series of levers, rods and rollers. The speUing
pneumatic organ is provided with air tubes
What is meant by a double sonata f—
running from the key to the pallet or valve
opening of the pipe. When the key ls de¬
A. A sonata composed ft
pressed the air condition in the tube is such
as the piano and th
changed and the valve opens. In the electric appears
more frequently i
organ, the pallet is opened when the key is the concerto
such -r
pressed down through an electric contact. Brahms for violin
In large organs the tracker action often called
for enormous pressure at the keyboard—but
it by “ par tit Ur”
What
if
in the pneumatic and in the electric organs
H| *—*■ Is often as light as a feather, even Italian partitura,
meaning -full s
par---when the full organ isis being played.
__ is the manuscrlnt used by a conduc¬
including in parallel staves the parts
Q. Please explain the trill, and also why tor,
played by all performers in an orchestra, a~
pianists use three and four fingers sometimes, well
as the vocal parts in the case of ai
instead of two, as is usual.—K. L. F.
A. The above question is printed as re¬ opera or oratorio. An ordinary modern seor
ceived. The Etude desires to be as accommo¬ has from 20 to 25 staves on each page.
dating as possible within the limitations given
Q. Have the churches abandoned haring
at the top of this column, but our readers precentors
f—B. II.
must realize that the first half of this ques¬
A. Quite generally. There was a time
tion could not be answered In such a depart¬ when
were very much In vogue.
ment as this. We fake this opportunity to In oneprecentors
fashionable New York church four
ask our readers who use this department to lusty singers
In unison In a choir loft.
place their questions more definitely. In The custom ofsang
a precentor is by no
other words, In such a case as the above, the means confined having
to
the so-called dissenting
second half of the question is excellently pre¬
It is indeed a very old custom.
sented, but the first half could only be an¬ churches.
In the religious street processions on the
swered by referring tire reader to such a --"-ent
the precentor always goes
pamphlet
npmet as now
How to i-iay
Play me
the Trill, wnere
where
„„sr
~
>
_out the hymns. Possibly the
inite information can
_an°f 1 «ru71T°V,
definite
— ’he' secured
-" upon all
‘Billy"t Sunday and Community
the significant phases of the trill. The
to the revival of the preobject
in using three and four ifingers instead ■riSri*.nlani n’.’
ect In
run m
— churches. ■
two. in trill playing,
nlavintr. is to st__
secure evenness ttutor plan in
of two,
and endurance. The writer finds that he can
trill for a very long period when using such
a combination of fingers as 1324 or 2435.
is a force trill! How is a
Rayed!—K. L. F.
ishing trill playi
A. A force trui i
hands, alternating.
hand melody note played! Is the ti
employed. Some virtuosi, notably
melody note or the preceding
anon, uusenthal, d’Albert Carreno, Bachaus, S. R. M.
Grainger, Bauer and Hutcheson, achieve
A. The best n lodern authorities concede
startling results through, the use of this
..._„ _ote should come u
powerful and effective trill. A vanishing.. - and the arpeggios in the
heUforI1mtof
It is attributed to Franz fine notes take up a fraction of the t_
long decrescendo from the preceding note. Such arpeggios are
note of the trill played so rapidly that their time value is
played ever so very slight.
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How to Write Music. By Clement .
This is._
Harris (H. W. C*—
* n"~‘~
- k~
sical orthogon composing n.- raphy, giving instructions a
proper forming and placing of notes, rests,
signatures, bar lines, etc., and explaining all
things necessary to understand in order to
copy music legibly and correctly, or to pre¬
pare a manuscript for the printer. In one
or two places we have a feeling that the
author is inclined to insist too pedantically
on certain rules which are not yet universally
accepted, even hy good editors (for instance,
forbidding the use pf a dotted half-note to fill
a measure of 6/8 time, and demanding In
its place two dotted quarters, tied), but it is
a fault leaning toward virtue. The tyro in
musical composition, even when his harmony,
etc., is perfectly correct, often reveals his
inexperience to the publisher's critic by his
Ignorance as to certain conventions of musi¬
cal orthography. To such, this book will be

a godsend, while even the most experienced
musician will find valuable suggestions here
and there which will well repay him for

interesting collection of stories of the South.
They have the true flavor of one who has a
sympathetic interest in the land of his birth
and also a keen eye for the humor that was
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“You Never Play But Once’

_

By Sibley G. Pease
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Suggestions for the Improvement of Organ Accompaniment of the Church Service, and Also on Use of the Stops
By Henry Hackett, F. R. C. O.
Many books have been written on the
subject of organ playing and' valuable
advice given for the use of students who
desire to gain skill in the performance of
organ solos; rarely, however, do these
books give advice as to the best methods
of accompanying the Church' Service.
Every type of service calls for the play¬
ing of hymns; many of them employ
chanting also, so the following recom¬
mendations are given for the practicing
of these branches of bn organist’s duties.
How to Accompany the Hymn and Chant
Some of the various methods of play¬
ing hymns and chants are here outlined ;
the student should work on these rules
with the special list which has been se¬
lected for his following Sunday services:
1. Playing on the manuals alone, two
voice parts to each hand, except where
the distance between any two voices is
so great that one of the hands is com¬
pelled to play three parts.
2. The soprano and alto played by the
right hand, the tenor by the left hand,
and the bass by the pedal.
3. The playing of the soprano part by
the right hand, the alto and tenor by the
left hand, and the bass by the pedal.
An extension of this method may also
be made by playing the soprano part in
octaves—useful also for keeping voices
up to pitch.
4. The pedal part played detached, and
the three other parts played legato on
the manuals.
5. The hands played in a detached
manner, and the pedal part legato. (By
this means the, rhythm is well maintained,
and the voices kept well together.)
6. The right hand detached, and the
left hand and pedal legato.
7. The melody only legato, and all the
other parts detached.
In addition to the practice of the above
methods, the playing of the tenor part
only with the left hand—in its own oc¬
tave, and also an octave higher—will be
of great assistance in acquiring that inde¬
pendence between these two parts, which
is of such great importance to the or¬
ganist.
As most changes of stops are made at
the ends of the lines, the student should
acquire facility in playing the first and
last two or three chords of each line
with one. hand only, thus leaving the
other hand free to change or draw dif¬
ferent stops on either side of the console.
This latter recommendation is of great
importance, as the regular practice of
such a method would help to dispose of
some of the awkward pauses, often made
by inexperienced organists.
Stops and Their Management
This applies both to accompaniment
generally, and also to the playing of
organ solos, for it must be understood

that skill in the use of the stops can only
be obtained by constant practice.
Get well fixed.in the mind, the position
of the various groups of stops belonging
to the different keyboards; also the couplers; also the particular direction in which
thee combination
combination pedals
pedals or
or pistons
pistons work,
work,
and the exact place where swell to
great,” “great to "pedals,” and “swell t
pedals” are to be found, it being very net
essary to have the locality of these three
stops well impressed upon the mind.
Organists would manipulate a strange
instrument with greater ease if they only
mastered well these simple principles,
for it should be remembered that it is
quite an easy matter to increase or decrease the tone—even on an unfamiliar
instrument—without knowing the names
of the different stops.
Avoid adding stops to the swell organ
at a time when the box is fixed open,
but make a crescendo until the very
moment a new stop is drawn, then shut
the box at the same instant, reversing
the process when a stop is put in again,
This device is a very important one if
an artistic method is desired for the producing of either a crescendo or a diminuendo, and applies particularly to the more
powerful reed stops.
The 4-ft. flute stops are often effective,
and make an agreeable change of tone
color when played an octave below either
chords. The 8-ft. flute
played a } octave higher, gives one another variety of 4-ft. tone.
Try the full swell organ without the
8-ft. diapasons. You will find the tone
very much cleaner.

Soft 16-ft. and 8-ft. stops with superoctave coupler in passages where the music lies fairly low, will be found a very
effective combination
For a sllggestion of brass instruments
p]ayed quietI tr 16 8_ and 4_ft. reeds
- on the swell organ, but, should the
tt,,,
afon'e
instrument possess only g_ft reeds, use
them an octave lower with superoctave
coupler and a 4-ft. stop, taking care,
however, that your left hand parts are
t t0° dose together, in which case the
tenor Part might be played in your right
hand chord.
Tim addition of an 8-ft. reed to 8and 4-ft. stops on the great organ, produces a very massive effect.
Should your pedal organ contain only
one stop, use that department less in
accompanying, than you would if you had
a choice of louder and softer stops. You
can, however, often make use of the
pedal board only coupled to the manual
you are using, either in its proper octave,
or (if you can keep the line of the melody), you may use it an octave lower,
The higher you get on the pedal board,
the more assertive is the tone; some pedal
stops can therefore often be used low
down, but would be found too prominent
in a higher position. Eight-foot stops on
the great organ, without the use of the
“swell to great” coupler, are not tiring
to the ear, and a good open diapason
makes a useful solo stop. Manual 16-ft.
stops -may be used i
: frequently in
large buildings than i smaller ones, the
16-ft. tone being moi
readily absorbed
jn larger spaces.

Why do We Exist as a Choir?
By F. P. Leigh
Why are we in church at all? What
is our business there as singers? What
is the object of our work? These are
the questions which most naturally arise
when we pause to examine the reason
of our existence.
Many and various are the answers that
are usually given to these queries. However, to me, the answer to all of them is
the same and a very simple statement,
viz., to further the cause of religion.
This, then, should he the one considerati°n to be kept in mind at all times in
our work and should he the criterion by
which our work should he tested.
As our part in the performance of our
duty, i.e
to further the cause of religion, let us carefully note that we have
two entirely different functions. One is
as a leader of congregational singing, the
other our work in special numbers, anthems, in particular.

Let us not forget that the first of these
functions is the more imnortant W„
should consider ourselves in that caoacitv
simply as a specialized segment of the
congregation set apart to aid the furtlw
activity of the whole.
The second function is a direct out
growth of the first. Naturally conurem.
tional singing cannot be expected to
beyond the use of simple forms 1 ke
hymn. There are times when the servire
of prayer and praise demands form!
which are technically unable to he offer?
by congregational expression It is he
that we as a choir step in and offer on?
acts of praise, through the voice of th?
choir, just as it offers its act of orave!
through the voice of the minister
The meat of
is that
that we as
ui the
me matter
matter is
we work
together, may realize more fully
to what end and to what purpose *
are working.

In changing from Great to Swell when
accompanying, keep the box open to some
extent, or the contrast will be too pro¬
nounced, and your congregation will lose
confidence. It is always wise to have the
1>?X °pe,n a ,ht,lc at l',e commencement
tune, if vi_
of the hrst line of aa hymn tu
are playing i l the swell organ alone.

William C. Carl
TEACHES THE

FRENCH
METHOD
i'ORGAN-

the pedal organ, but when supporting
men’s voices discard the pedals.
_|...,llt
Composers,
in suggesting the manner
Gf accompanying, frequently make
error in ibis respect
They should remember that higher voices sing with more
confidence when the lower parts arc properly represented; therefore, if men's
voices arc absent for the time, such omission must be made up by good support
from the bass of the organ,
How to Play Anthem and Vocal Solo
Accompaniments
Many of the present composers of an¬
thems arc experienced organists, and the
student, in playing these anthems, will
usually be safe in following the organ
part as written, carrying out the scheme
of stops given by the composer,
In the playing,' however, of vocal solo
accompaniment, and anthems by older
composers, the organist will he confronted
bv the problem of having to make these
accompaniments suitable for the organ,
as the music—especially in vocal soloswdI frequently have been written for the
PlanoRapidly repeated chords on the organ
are ineffective; the number of repetitions
of a single 'chord should in any case be
reduced. It should be noted that in in¬
stances of broken harmony where the
sustaining pedal would be'used on the
piano, ft will be necessary to hold the
harmony on the organ in such a manner
the ptUdl-CUCClS
pedal-effects Ul
of
.1 to approximate
* ‘ ..
be* nuJlu' -FaS! °ftave Plages should
ct P,' d ln s,n8le notes, and a 4-ft.
tr, P.dra'v.n (together with some of 8-ft ).
' K effect of the missing octave,
- Aote* common to a number of succesSlv<j cbor<L should be sustained in all
i?XCjPt ,the upper voice; on the
nit
, ’
Passag« containing defime od,c outlines must be played exmu 35 Wntten'
’C ^Petition of chords in various po(the latter part of Gounod's "Naz, ' , Wl11 l>ro'ide a familiar example)
”"R! . I>e niadc effective on the organ by
su*|a"JmR the harmonv of the first chord
,i
* ,e ,eft Iland a"d pedal, and playing
•*UppCr nnte °">y of each chord as
wr'tten, with the right hand,
Many
hints mav
may be
- •
. ' other useful nuns
uc obuuneAorm^ ,isterninS intelligently to the
'11ances
competent organists, aand
the student is advised
take every
opportunity of doing so.
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The experienced vocal teacher may
well pass this article by, but we trust it
may prove a help to musicians not spe¬
cialists in voice, who have to deal with
choruses composed of more or less raw
material, enabling them to avoid some
common errors.
The common and most obvious way of
classifying a new voice, is to have the
candidate sing from the lowest to the
highest tone of the voice, but this is far
from being a reliable test. There are, not
infrequently, contraltos who have a re¬
markable upward compass, equal almost
to a good soprano; dramatic sopranos
who have a few deep tones of contralto
quality, though lighter; baritones who can
sing as high as a tenor. Yet any of these
voices, attempting the wrong part, soon
become excessively wearied, iand if a
change is not made, suffer real damage.
The tessatura must be right.
There are certain test-tones which,
rightly used, are an almost infallible
guide. Suppose we have a soprano who
can sing to A above the treble clef, and
a contralto who can do the same. (An
unusual, but by no means unheard-of
case.) Have them each sing the follow¬
ing notes:—

I Hfc ME,UAL Uf
HONOR
ghest award in orga

'

RAG

How the Choirmaster May Classify Voices
KEND^ssREEN

BRANCHES:
Boston, New York, Phila., Chicago, Louisville, Dallas

v. STEERE A SON

those of the evening congregation are
just as deserving of the best music and
best preaching as can be given them.
I have heard singers say, “Oh, that’s
too good to be wasted on an evening
service. Save it for some morning.” How
narrow! Or else, how lazy! That kind
like to show off in the morning—then
loaf at night.
It is better to have a smaller repertoire
and be able to play those selections well
than it is to try to play new numbers all
the time in only a half-prepared way.
The organist who tries to play “at” every¬
thing makes me think of what Bill Nye
writes about Galileo: “He learned to play
several instruments, but not in such a
way as to arouse the jealousy of the
great musicians of his day.” Then read
Henry Ward Beecher’s “The Organ.”
Every organist will appreciate the hor¬
rors Mr. Beecher endured while listening
to some sort of a rendition of a Fugue.
Some would-be organist probably played
but “once” for him and that “once” was
evidently enough.
Therefore, we can see that the oft re¬
TIME
peated saying, “Whatever ■you do—do
well,” comes right home to us. The art¬
REVIEW
ist making a Victrola record may sing or
play several times before that innocent
looking recording instrument (we’ll call
those attempts his rehearsals) but the
CHRISTEN 8 KN( 8CIIUOI, or POPULAR MUSIC
finished, accepted, final recording is his
“but once” by which he will be judged
by the musical public.
STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
Next Sunday let each one of us imagine
by MAIL }St?ucMp|eo?',i"r!
that we are playing before a recording
instrument and that one particular ren¬
dition is the one by which our congrega¬
course^Bend ror^prcrciieclua »ml
tion and our musical friends will judge us.
ALFRED WOOLER, Mu:. Due.
Remember—we really play but once!
A 32Z W. Utica SI., Buffalo, N. Y.

1
|

Hook & Hastings Co.

M. P. MOLLER

No matter how many years you play
for one church you only play to a con¬
gregation but once. That congregation
with its same personnel, its same relig¬
ious mood, its same receptive feeling for
your music will never again be so assem¬
bled.
At that one service is the only chance
you will ever have to play for them and
it is the only time in which they will
listen to you in the same way. Yes,
there may be some one there for whose
funeral you will be playing before an¬
other Sunday rolls around!
Emerson has told us that “Music stirs
all one’s devout emotions and blends
everything into harmony.” I’ll grant the
“stirring” but do we always do our part
in a service to bring about “harmony,”
for
"As some to church repair,
Not for the doctrine, but the music there.’’
(Alexander Pope.)
There is a tendency with some to be¬
little the evening service, thinking that
the morning service is the all-important
one. This is absolutely wrong. Even if
some authorities of the church put the
emphasis on the morning service; even if
your music committee does not attend at
night; even if your congregation is nu¬
merically smaller; the real conscientious
organist will not relax nor slight his
work. These facts confront many of us
and should be the strongest reasons for
us to give just as much thought, just .as
good music, just as good renditions as
we endeavor to give in the morning. Just
because some of the church consider their
work ended with the morning benediction
is no sign we have to be afflicted the same
way. Also, you can look at it this way:

PANAMA PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION
10,000 equipments In u*<
Write for booklet.

—
THE ORGAN POWER CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.
ners of the GOLD MEDAL at JAMESTOWN)

addressing

The soprano will simply revel in her
high G, whereas the contralto will take it
with a certain caution, and sometimes a
tendency to pinch the throat. On the
other hand, the contralto will sing the D
with fine, telling quality, whereas in the

soprano, it will be perceptibly less strong
and resonant than her high G. (If the
soprano has F instead of G for her best
resonance-note, then she is a mezzosoprano.) For the male voices, the fol¬
lowing are the test resonance-notes:

This is tfle test of William Shake¬
speare, the celebrated English singing
teacher To distinguish a high baritone
from a robust tenor is not always easy,
but generally the possession of a few
good tones in this region is a certain

ATTENTION!
ORGANISTS!
Just the thing for

Special Church Services,
Patriotic Meetings and
Recitals

International
Fantasy
FOR THE PIPE ORGAN

proof of baritone. As a distinguished
church-musician once said, “The tenor
cannot ‘Praise the Lord’ below mid¬
dle C.”

By

JAMES
Price,

H.

80

ROGERS

cents

Undeveloped Compass
The foregoing directions take for
granted that the singer, even though com¬
paratively untaught, has a fair natural
control of his voice, but occasionally we
meet with some (perhaps later to become
good singers), whose compass of voice
is like undiscovered country, and who
through timidity or nervousness are un¬
able to respond normally to these tests.
In such case, one should act cautiously,
and allow them to use only the middle
compass of the voice, until its gradual
development has indicated its true future
character.

Introducing the National An¬
thems of all the Allies, closing
with “Star Spangled Banner”
Playable and Effective
Splendidly Arranged
THEO. PRESSER CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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Business Methods for Choirmasters
By Harvey B. Gaul

Inspiring Easter Music

T

HE following selection is made up of new and standard
numbers from our catalogue.
Every number is a gem.
Solos, Duets and Anthems all have the true festal ring.
In addition to our own large and comprehensive catalogue we have
a complete stock of the music of all publishers. We will gladly
send for your examination copies of any music we have.

UPLIFTING EASTER SOLOS
12948 Christ Hath Risen. High.
(Violin Ob.).Rockwell
14798 Christ the Lord is Risen
(New). Med.Delafield
12830 Christ’s Victory. High.
Neidlinger
12631
“
“
Med.
12532
“
“
Low .
8924 Come Ye Faithful. Med.
Min-ttf
12584 Death is. Vanquished. Hijjl
12535
..
Med”
Neid'i"
12721 Easter Triumph. High.
Shelley
12722
Glor; o God.

ighT.A. Rotoli
Med
Hail Glorious Morn. Violh
Ob. High.Geibe
Hail Glorious Morn. Violii
Ob. Low.Geibe
Hail Thou Risen One. High.
Ward-Steven:
Hail Thou Risen One. Low.
Ward-Steven!
Hail to the Risen Lord. High.
Hardtni
In the Dawn of Early Morn
ing. High.
1
— - Violin
Ob.
ShackleIn the Dawn of Early Mominor. Tow ViolinirlObM<
Ob.
Shackley
’ .Geibel
~
’
Light ofif Hope. Hi
High.
“
-r Low... “
*Lord• is• - . fIigh. violin
.Lansing
Lord'isRis i. Low. Violin
Ob.
Resurrectioi long.' High.''

5321
8046
8047
12748
12749
6891
8077
8078
8061
8062
6887
5372
9868

7692 Sing With ..
All the Sons
Glory. Low
They Came to
High.
5206 Victor Immortal. High.
Brack!
4715 Voice Triumphant. High.
Stir
5202
"
“
Low.

9447 :
14381 :
14403 :

Victorious.
(New.)
:. and Ten.) ... Roberts
Flower. (Sop. and

.TSchoebe!

BRILLIANT EASTER ANTHEMS
10240 Alleluia, Alleluia!
10796 Alleluia, Alleluia!
6086 As It Began to Dawn.Norris
10474 As It Began to Dawn..Stults
10513 Awake! Glad Soul.... Bridge
10910 Awake, Thou That Sleepest.
Morrison .12
10033 Behold,
Shew You Mys■ Camp .15
10009 Behold,' ' Shew' You Mys10920 Break
Christ
10475 Christ
10221 Christ
6086 Christ
6251 Christ

Forth with Joy.’ Dale.
is Risen.Brackett
is Risen.Morrison
is Risen.Wolcott
Our Passover. Shackley
the Lord is Risen.
Gilbert
e See t] Place.
10655 Come Ye Faithful.
'F. L. Percipf
Day of Resurrection.
Death is Swallowed U]
'PMarks
, Bohannan

10114 Easter Triumph..

sr-Adams
—itiful.
Schnecker
[now that My Redeemer.
Brackett
10629 Jesus Christ is Risen.
6244 King of Glory. . . . . .“coolfbS
10663 Lift Your Glad Voices.
Percippe
Morn’s Roseate Hues.
10115 Passion and Victory. Dress!e"
6026 Sing, Gladly Sing.... Wodell
10889 Sing, Ye Heavens.Starr

10389 Ti

Happy Morning.
Brackett
i0309 Why Seek Y<
. - the Living “
W. H. Eastham

WOMEN’S VOICES

10804
10807
10241
10934
10806

MEN’S VOICES
Alleluia, Alleluia! .Brander
Behold, I Shew You a Mystery.Solly
Christ is Risen.Minshall-Nevin
Hosanna! (New) .Granier
Sing With All the Sons.Brackett

EASTER CANTATAS
THE GREATEST LOVE
VICTORY DIVINE
By H. W. Petrie
75 cents By J. C. Marks
75 cents
DAWN OF THE KINGDOM
THE WONDROUS CROSS
By J. T. Wolcott
50 cents By I. Berge
50 cents
IMMORTALITY
By R. M. Stults
Any of the above Publications will gladly be sent for examination

THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street

::

Philadelphia, Pa.

Few choirmasters realize how greatly
their work can be facilitated by the em¬
ployment of a little system in their meth¬
ods. This is particularly the case with
ideas
boy choirs. Following are r
various
that the writer has triedi out
limes.
Have a written agreement with the
boys—not a verbal agreement, mind you,
but a formal, iron-bound contract. The
contract should definitely and specifically
state what is expected, what pay
chorister is to receive, when rehearsal:
are, and that both pay and promotion are
subject to the approval of the choirmas¬
ter. It should state that the boy’s services
belong to the church till the age of ado¬
lescence. It should also mention the fact
that the choirmaster retains the privilege
of dismissing a boy for inattendance or
lack of deportment.
A clause should be inserted that a boy
has no right to sing in music-halls, moving-picture shows or any other form of
amusement without the choirmaster’s permission.
,
It is practically deeding away a boy 3
musical rights, for which in return he
receives musical instruction and wage—
quid pro quo.
This contract, printed, of course, should
be signed by both the boy’s parents and
by the chairman of the music committee,
There should be two copies per boy,
for the parents and the other for the
choir files.
With a formal contract you are almost
certain to hold a boy till his voice changes.
His parents, being a party to it, will see
that he lives up to the letter of it. Indeed, the boy himself realizes his obligalions, takes an unwonted interest, and
throws himself into the work.
Next comes the world-wide problem of
pay. While the pay of a choir boy is
trifling, in dollars and cents, to the boy
it is vital. Every choirmaster has his
favorite method: all may be good, only
some ways are better than others.

By Mrs. N. J. Maginnis

j

Next, I wouldn’t pay a boy till ifo ^
teenth of the month. Not becaufc y(1! «
are allowed fifteen days of graq, ^ i
because your church may be one tftn
unbusinesslike institutions that
obligations whenever the treasurer
of it. If a boy is refractory you ^
some hold on him and he has fifteen^,
to renlember it.
jg unfortunate but the small boyis
mercenary biped From the crad,e ^
has learned the lesson of reward and®,
reward, so he naturally prefers rewarteven as you and I—and will work juslM
long—mule-like, if you wish—as a b
of oats, piece of sugar, or whatever symbol you like for “pay” is held before hit.
Consequently in choir work one m«
think often and long of hire and wag.
As in manual labor, in office work, i
the navy—so should wage be in the choir.
_ who
_ do the most
___
w
Those
and best wort;
“deliver the goods," as we have Amen,
can;zed it, should receive the most pay,
Those who labor least should receive the
slimmest envelope. Pay should be a
ranged pro rata, i. e.. on a well defined
grade basis. Beginners to get so much
(rather, so “little”),
the medium class
.
n,ore- and the «®««t
the maximum.
Rehearsals and Exercises
Choir boys should be paid for every
rehearsal along with services. The old
method of paying a boy solely for serv_ not counting,
___
ices, rehearsals
is ..
method and one which should be'discarded. In the army, drill is more important than dress parade. In the choir, rehearsal is really more important than
singing in service. To-day the majority
Qf choirmasters allow as much for rehearsal as for service: for instance, if a
young boy get5 five c„t, a ,ervice ht
draws, not three nor four cents a rehearsal, but the same amount as on Sunday.
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“Breaking Into the Game”
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A Payment System
Another good suggestion we could use,
First, I wish to mention a system that
thi\ tin’e il, is borrowed from the
is worked out on a kind of tontine basis. Pub*‘c sfho,°l ls the not« °f «cuse s^ed
This tontine system consists of withhold- J? t*le
s 1>arents* First, >’ou arc sure
ing one-third of a boy’s monthly pay and ,
farent, knows when the bo-v '* lbstnt
parent is not always certain
depositing it in the bank, the same to be (a thing
” the
.....
paid with accrued interest, wheji the boy’s of, especially when raucous cries of
voice changes. Thus, if a boy has sev¬ “Slide, Kelly, slide” are rife, or when fish
enty-five cents a month coming to him, are biting and the swimmin' hole’s cool).
twenty-five is credited to him at the bank. Second, it shows the boy’s people that you
Both you and the boy will be perfectly are alive and take an interest in the boy’s
surprised at the amount attained in three mus'cal welfare, which stimulates them.
four years. It can hardly be said „ A note from home when the lad is miss¬
leap but it certainly does grow tortoise- ing, minimizes future absences, which is
wise until a tidy sum has accumulated. sufficient excuse for its usage.
The next suggestion is borrowed from
I know of no better method than this
tontine system. It is not only possible the Credit Men’s Association.
where the music appropriation is slight cafd-index system of names and adw
justifies itself
but it is eminently -dresses,
practicable.
. a
- scheme
- which
---A boy is immensely gratified when he T°
casual view, it is a directory of
sees month to month how his one-third choristers; in reality it is more than that
arrangement of data that is I
swelling into an enviable sum. It has
's ani arr
positive grip on a boy, and retains his invaluable for reference. A card should I
read' like this:
interest, and brothers, you are wield- ~~
ing an unconscious club of undeniable
strength. The proverbial “Big Stick” is
Entered A*e Neme and Address Reieued
a sapling compared with the above tontine
timber.
Jan. 10 11 John Joaet
Dismissed Bad
1907
9 Jcnninf'* Place
Second, the choirmaster should use a
eod
printed pay envelope. On it should be
written the number of attendances, ab¬
sences and services. It should also give
the amount the boy might have received
if deportment and attendance had been
perfect. A line should be left for the
parent’s signature, as a receipt for the
choirmaster, to show that money arrived
home safe and well, and that it didn’
You will find a card-index system is j
stop off at Missus Snitch’
toy and candy as great an adjunct for choir work, U
librarians find it in cataloging books.

Some years ago the writer had a large
class of P'ano pupils but ill health and
family reasons forced her to give up
teaching. Going back to a large metrop¬
olis last year, she started "to break into
the game” against the advice of many
friends and relatives. This, must I con¬
fess it, was after I had past the fiftieth
of lifds milestones. Without influence and
withoijtprinted advertisements I have built
up a fine class that is increasing in size
every month. Perhaps some readers of
The Etude will be glad to know how it
was lone.
Fifst of all love your work and love
your-lessons. Go to every lesson full of
the joy of being privileged to teach, full
of enthusiasm for music and for the
pupil. This personal force will assist you
in getting everyone you meet interested in
music as never before.
You will find many homes where there
is no musical atmosphere and many where
the musical atmosphere is so fetid with
cheap music, bad instruments and bad
playing that musical progress seems im¬
possible. Vet without the parent’s inter¬
est in good music little can be done with
the pupil. Therefore one of the first
lines of attack I made was upon the
parent. The parent should hear good
music, well and sympathetically played
and should know why it was good music

This magic spot
ends corns

and why it was superior to the hack¬
neyed junk with which the tops of so
many pianos are littered.
Parent interest and pupil interest are the
basis for the success of most all teachers.
To get pupil interest I have endeavored
1. Teach in
t interesting n
ner possible.
2. Use the most interesting material
possible.
3. Have regular meetings, examina¬
tions, etc. of my pupils for purposes of
comparison and competition.
4. Keep myself and my pupils up to
date in musical matters through the best
musical magazines.
5. Make all the technical work, such
as scales, etc., as simple and practical as
possible.
6. Encourage friends,
sisters and
brothers to play together at home, using
the best duet books in all grades and
using plenty of duets. Teachers do not
seem to realize what wonders can be
accomplished with good duets.
When one is active, alert, conscientious
and capable the pupils often seem to come
by themselves. Your best advertisements
are your pupils. If you want to make
yourself a magnet for new pupils see to
it that your old ones are as fine as you
can possibly make them.

A Time Box

P

LACE it on your throbbing
corn tonight. It takes but a
second. Relief will come
I instantly, because the felt ring
) relieves all pressure.
The medicated spot of wax
soothes while it works.
You will wonder why you
waited so long.
Tomorrow your corn will not
hurt as it has today.
And within 48 hours the corn
will come out easily, painlessly.

Blue=jay
For Corns
Stops Pain Instantly
Ends Corns Completely
25c Packages at Druggists

By Grace Busenbark
A device to overcome faulty rhythm in
young players:—On ruled music paper
draw bars for several measures. Divide
each measure into three equal parts if
the time is 3/4 (or four equal parts if the
time is 4/4) by vertical lines. Within
these divisions or “boxes” the pupil writes
the notes. Each box represents a timebeat so that there is no question as to
which notes belong to which beat after
they are comfortably put into their re¬
spective “boxes.”
For triplets, dotted 16ths and the more

complicated time-values this method is a
speedy and efficacious way of illustrating
tjme problems.
Often it is a help, too, in the case of a
rather complicated measure, . to mark
directly on the printed page, dividing
the measure into beats by means of
lightly penciled or dotted lines. If the
pupil himself can be led to take the neces¬
sary thought to write in these beat-lines
correctly, the very act of doing so will
practically conquer the difficulty, but
even if supplied by the teacher, they
will be found useful.

Works that Please
I have found the General Study Book, by
Mathilde Bilbro, very Interesting and pleas¬
ing to my two boys, and the little girl is fond Kiblmark, Massachusetts.
of the songs. I consider It very helpful on
I am delighted with the Standard Brilliant
account of the tuneful selections.—Mbs. C. B. Album. The pieces are not too difficult bnt
Webbek.
are showy, and give appearance of being much
The Child’s Own Book of Great Musicians, more difficult.—MBS. Fuank Kem, Indiana.
by Thomas Tapper, is Just what I have been
Neidi.ixger's Songs for Children is in the
wishing for. The little stories connected with vein of all good things coming from his pen
£ pictures are so interesting and the space and mind, and is a great acquisition to good
music for children.—Maby E. Chase, Con¬
necticut.
The duet book, In the Greenwood, by
the Shown Parlor Al6«». i think it fills __
' r-f.-lt want for Mathilde Bilbro, seems to he Just what is
needed for the little ones. I am more than
•omethlng brilliant that does _
not require
etreat amount of technic.—O. E. Wbston, pleased with it.—Mbs. Wm. P. Hathaway,
Pennsylvania.
Canada.
Every selection In the Standard Brilliant
I am very much pleased with the General
Book, by Mathilde Bilbro, and am sure Album is good and is sure to please the
Ln*t J can make use of it to good advantage, average listener.—Josephine Retherman, IIfne duets are particularly interesting.—Miss
Bernice Havbrty, Minnesota.
I am very much pleased with Melodies for
oJAPPF^s. OhOd's Oxen Book of Great Mu- the Organ. 'by Landon. T think that every
f iS* ,s -ilist the work we have needed for organist who is looking for some selections,
teaching history to lieginners, and I shall short, simple, but beautiful, should have the
pleasure in introducing it in my class.— book at hand.—Miss Eloise Clarke, Ohio.
Claudia E. Wilson, South Carolina.
THE Child’s Own Book of Great Musicians,
nhvi{ Por,e than Pleased with the Standard by Tapper, is a delight, not only to my be¬
pliant Album. The pieces are just what ginners and intermediate students, but to my
advanced students as well. It is a novel Idea
PoWB^g.%^88 of listeners. Mrs. J. M. and
one that will Impress a young student
with the lives of our great composers.—Mar¬
JBE little songs in the General Study garet E. Travis, Wisconsin.
lBX„,a Ter-V pleasing change from the ' Fob the student eager for helps, Mr. Wil¬
Canaria 8 pieces-^Mfis- «’«• P. HathwaT, kinson certainly has done a splendid work in
his Well-known Piano Solos and How to Plan
Them. This book will prove a veritable find
hnltaea?’^
S?eak in
high accommodating
pralse of your in
methods
andt0°very
enlightenment of the detailed attention nec¬
tract,.; U ls cettalnly a boon to the country essary to bring out the content of these par¬
ticular compositions, and when the student
KATH.VvJnoV<‘J!
from
a
g00d
m,lsIc
market.—
th^ine G. Byington, Kansas.
learns what to look for and how to bring It
out
of one solo, he is much better equipped
Etudes Melodiques, by Geo. L. Spanldto know how to treat the next thing he takes
loni L5ust wllat we teachers and students up.—Eva
Fbances Pike, California.
58 nave waited for. They are melodious
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Department for Violinists
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE

“If All Would Play First Violin We Could Get N-o Orchestra Together.”

R ■ SCHUMANN

American Violin Makers and Their Accomplishments
The opportunity of the American violin
maker is right at hand. Imports of violins
and musical goods from Germany, the
greatest manufacturer of violins in the
world, have absolutely ceased on account
of the war. We are also getting nothing
in the way of musical merchandise from
Austria, and shipments of these goods
from France, Italy, and other European
countries are very uncertain, owing to
the difficulty and danger of making ship¬
ments, and also from the fact that many
firms and individuals have gone out of
the business of making violins and other
musical merchandise, and are fighting for
their respective countries at the front.
Japan and some of the other neutral
countries are giving their attention to
violin making, in the cheaper grades, but
it will be a long time before they will be
able to fill the place of Germany, where
violin making has flourished for two hun¬
dred years.
Violins Have Doubled
Violins have practically doubled in price
during the three years of the war, and
the famous masterpieces of the greatest
makers of Italy, France and Germany
have much more than doubled. Holders
of the most famous specimens of Stradivarius and Guarnerius have advanced
their asking prices for these instruments
to $25,000, and there have been actual
sales up to $15,000 or more. All genuine
old violins made by Italian, French, and
German makers, even of secondary im¬
portance, have advanced in proportion.
As an illustration of this advance which
came under my personal observation, I
remember that when I was a boy one of
my violin teachers bought a superb Carlo
Bergonzi (Cremona) violin in Berlin for
$950. In the latest catalogue of one of the
leading American violin dealers a Ber¬
gonzi is listed at $9,000. Many instances
could be given of even greater advances
than this. Some violin authorities predict
that we will see the greatest masterpieces
of Stradivarius and Guarnerius sell at

$50,000. This is not at all impossible
when we see paintings by the great mas¬
ters and other objects of art selling at
prices running into the hundreds of thou¬
sands. It must be remembered that there
is only a certain number of these violins
in the world, and there can never be any
more. Moreover, the number of ’ Cre¬
mona violins on the market is getting
smaller, owing to the demand of rich
collectors to possess them, as well as
concert violinists and rich amateurs. It
is a great advantage to a concert violinist
to own a Cremona masterpiece, not alone
from the advantage of playing on such a
peerless violin, but from the prestige and
advertising it gives him. It is a well
known fact that the box office receipts at
every concert where a violinist plays on
a historic Stradivarius or Guarnerius
violin, are swelled to a considerable ex¬
tent through the attendance of people
who come to see and -hear the violin, ..s
well as the violinist.
The advance in genuine old violins, the
difficulty of importing violins of all kinds,
and the decreased activities of modern
European violin makers must infallibly
result in an increased demand for high
grade hand-made violins made by our
leading American makers. The number
of violinists and violin students in the
United States is rapidly growing, and as
few can afford to pay the exorbitant
prices demanded for genuine old violins,
it is fortunate that we have here in
America some of the most clever violin
makers in the world.
Excellent Makers Here
Few people realize how many excellent
violin makers we have in this country, or
to what eminence they have attained in
the art of violin making. I have seen
and played upon violins made by our best
American violin makers, which are fully
equal to those made by the greatest mod¬
ern European violin makers. I have also
known of instances where concert violin¬
ists played on American-made violins,

when they were supposed to be playing on
genuine Cremonas, and neither audience
nor critics distinguished the difference.
An amusing instance of this occurred
some years ago. A well known concert
violinist, who is the owner of a fine, old
Cremona, was much struck with the beau¬
tiful tone of a copy of a Stradivarius
made by a New York violin maker, and
promised to pay him the compliment of
using it at one of his concerts. He did
so not long afterwards. As it happened
an acquaintance of his, a man who has
a mania fhr old violins, and’ who has
never been able to see the slightest good
in a new violin, was in the audience.
After the concert this acquaintance went
back to the artist’s room to compliment
the violinist. “You played superbly,” he
said, “and your Strad! How sublime it
sounded! I have never heard more beau¬
tiful tones come from a violin; how
people with ears in their heads can pos¬
sibly mistake the tones of a genuine
Strad for that of any other violin as past
my comprehension.”
“Well my friend,” said the violinist,
“for once you are mistaken. I did not
use my own violin this evening. The
one I played was made by Mr.-, and
is scarcely a month old, but it is a mag¬
nificent instrument notwithstanding.”
The friend collapsed and has since
materially altered his views in regard to
American-made violins.
The public generally and even musi¬
cians would be surprised if they knew
how many high-grade violin makers we
have in the United States,
excellent instruments they arc turning
out. The very best of these makers are
producing violins of the best selected
wood, made on the most approved scien¬
tific principles, and with the finest tone
qualities. Their varnish is superb, and
the lines and finish of the violins of the
highest artistic beauty.
Many people make the mistake of be¬
lieving that all old violins are good.

Never was there a greater mistake. Sou
genuine old violins made by the great®
makers, even those of Cremona itseS,
have defects in their tone. It is far better
to play on a perfect new violin than a
defective old one.
There is an unreasoning prejudice
against new violins among many violin¬
ists, no matter how fine the quality of the
new :nstruments may be. They will not
see any good in the finest new instru¬
ment, and would sooner play on a poor
old one than a good new one. Some of
the great violinists arc more broad¬
minded. Anton Witek, the eminent'vio¬
linist. who is at present the concertmeister of the Boston Symphony Orches¬
tra, told me not long ago that some of
his greatest successes in concert solo
work in Berlin had licen done on new
violins. Mr. Witek is the possessor of
several fine old instruments, but is always
willing to acknowledge the merits of new
violins.
American Ingenuity
American violin makers are ingenious,
inventive, and resourceful, and deep stu¬
dents of the violin-making art, and the
production of fine violins in the United
States is increasing all the time. Our
largest cities each have several violin
makers who have produced instruments
of great excellence, and there is hardly a
city of any size in the United States but
what has its violin maker. Even some of
the smaller cities have makers who havt
done good work.
Heinrich Bauer, of New York, in his
Practical History of the Violin, a vrorit
which contains 778 photographic repro¬
ductions of violin makers’ labels of all
countries, includes in the list the labdi
of fifty-three American makers, and there
are a large number of others who are
not represented. In his preface to his
work Mr. Bauer, speaking of the woritoi
our best American violin makers, states
that "there is no doubt that Americas
violins ’made by hand' are just as good
as the products of other countries.”
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violinist knows that a good violin falls
readily into tune at its accustomed pitch,
while if we raise the pitch, it breaks
strings, refuses to stay in tune, and loses
its beauty and smoothness of tone.
“So long as there is such a contest
between the piano tuners and musicians
generally, as to the matter of correct
pitch, it is not possible to train the ear
as it should be. It seems to me that
there should be a concerted movement at
once to have all musical instruments
tuned to one pitch. I do not know how
it is in other parts of the country, but I
know that it would be of great advantage
here.”
Our correspondent has truthfully de¬
scribed a situation where there is room
for reform, but the trouble does not come
from the want of a single standard, for

is now observed by all
leadmg orchestras, bands, opera ho
and at all the better class of concer
the United States. This pitch was
merly known as the standard Fr
pitch, which gives the tone A to w
the violin is tuned, 435 double vibra
to the second. This pitch was unifo
adopted in France in 1859 and was
adopted by the Vienna congress, c
for the purpose of considering a st
ard pitch, which should be adhere
by all nations, in November. 1887
Previous to that time, there had
considerable variations in pitch
In
seventeenth century a nit A,
riots'1 TIT Ur?Pt giv'ng the A 42° ▼
has heenhlSU1!fhVWhiCh laSted 200 v
has been called the “classical pitch;’

cause it held its own all through th(
classical period of music in Europe. H'tr
there was a tendency to raise the pitch
and a German congress, which net JStuttgart, established a pitch with the A
at 440 vibrations.
At the present time the leading musi¬
cians of Europe and America reccg»«
“international pitch” (A 435 vibrations'
and this pitch is in almost universal **•
It is also called “low pitch” as oppose^
to “high” or so-called “concert pit*
which was often met with in the W*1
States up to the last decade. This cooctfl
Pitch was often a full half-tone
international pitch, as many of our 0**®
violinists remember to their sorrow *
they think of the strings they broke W
ing to get up to it.

the piano tuned to the high pitch wind
instruments in the orchestra of a theater
where I directed the music in my younger
days. The piano had to be tuned at least
once a month, owing to the hard usage
it received, to make it in even respectable
tune with the wind, and the manager
could not shake off the impression that
the tuner was a friend of mine, and that
I was trying to make work for him.
Importance of One Pitch
Where there is a violin student in the
house, the piano should be kept at ex¬
actly international pitch, no matter what
expense, or how many tunings this en¬
tails. If the violin student does not play
with the piano, or tune to the piano A,
lie should have a good, reliable tuning
fork at international pitch to tune to.
This should be done for the sake of the
player and also the violin.
It is important that the student should'
always hear tones at the correct pitch,
and not higher or lower. This will help
to establish in his mind the sense of
abso'jte pitch, and will result in his play¬
ing in better tune than if he played at
all sorts of pitches. The violin also bene¬
fits by being kept at the same pitch con¬
stantly. ft will keep in better tune, and
will sound better, since the pressure of
the bridge on the belly will be constantly
uniform, and not increased or diminished.
Tlie strings will also remain at an even
tension. A violin which is tuned to all
sorts of different pitches every day or
two, will give endless trouble by con¬
stantly getting out of tune, and will not
sound as well as where the pitch is kept
always the same.
As our correspondent says, it is hard
to find two pianos tuned alike in the
homes of the people, and it is certainly a
bore to the violinist to be forced to tune
his instrument to all sorts of freak
pitches. The only remedy seems to be
a campaign of education to get the peo¬
ple to insist on having their pianos tuned
to international pitch, where the condition
of the piano will stand it.
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The Need for Adhering to One Pitch
A correspondent writing ■ from New
Mexico tells of his troubles in having his
violin pupils play at musical entertain¬
ments where they are obliged to tune to
pianos tuned to all sorts of pitches. He
says of one of his pupils, “She is playing
a great deal in public, and is in demand
for Sunday-schools, churches and social
entertainments. I know that one of the
most essential things in violin playing is
a trained ear, and have trained this girl
until she can readily name any tone that
I play on the violin. Up to the time she
began playing outside of her home she
has had the violin at just one and the
same pitch. Now we strike pianos tuned
in almost every conceivable pitch,’ some
high, some low, and some between the
two. Not only is it disconcerting to the
girl, but it is the same to her violin. Any

Up to within the last fifteen or twenty
years, high pitch band instruments, clari¬
nets, cornets, etc., were in quite general
use in .the United States, especially in
the smaller cities and towns, and when
these instruments were used in orches¬
tra or in chamber music, the piano, and
of course all string instruments, had to
be tuned to high pitch to accommodate
them. Some of the wind instrument manu¬
facturers still make these high pitch
instruments, and they are occasionally met
with in the smaller towns at the present
day. Most of them, however, are gradu¬
ally finding their way to the junk pile
where they belong. International pitch
is now the almost universal standard.
When it comes to pianos in the homes
of the people, in Sunday-schools, small
halls, etc., it is a different matter. Very
few piano owners, ever heard of inter¬
national pitch, and when the piano tuner
comes to tune their piano, they fail to
specify any particular pitch. The tuner
naturally seeks to earn his money as
easily as possible, so if the piano is much
above or below international pitch, he sim¬
ply straightens up the strings which are
out of tune and lets it go at that. Some¬
times when a piano has fallen much below
international pitch and is old, has rusty
strings, and is in bad shape, it is impos¬
sible to get the strings up to pitch. In
other cases where this could be done,
it might take three or four tunings to get
the strings up so that they will stand at
international pitch. If the piano, as a
whole, is even slightly above or below in¬
ternational it means extra work for the
tuner, to tune it to that pitch, since he
has to tune every string on the piano,
which means double or treble work for
him. If a tuner tells the average piano
owner that the pitch of the piano should
he at international, but that it would take
three or four tunings to get it there so
that it would stand, many would think
that the tuner was trying to rob them,
and would indignantly refuse. I shall
never forget the constant fights I had
with an ignorant theater manager, to get

or shields or Jpads yo
t tried my remedy and I
| ^sokite conM^nce in it that ■ ««.. **«-
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The Truth About Wire Strings
When wire E strings for the violin were
first invented, a howl went up from the
better class of violinists, who maintained
that it was a disgrace to even think of
using them. They admitted that wire E
strings might do for a fiddler playing for
the drinks in a dive, but for an educated
violinist, never. However, for certain
classes of work the wire E has come to
stay. People whose hands are clammy
and whose fingers drip with perspiration
at all times, simply have to have them.
Then they commend themselves to dance
players who play in the overheated, moist
air of dance halls, or at the seashore when
the air is very damp. In the tropics and
in some of the tropical spells of weather
we experience in our American summers,
with a combination of fierce heat and al¬
most daily rains, it is almost impossible
for many violinists to keep gut, or even
silk strings on their violins. At such
times many of them turn to the reliability
and strength of the steel E strings. Not
long ago one of our leading American
solo violinists created quite a little sen¬
sation by piftting in a plea for. the use of
steel strings on some occasions. She
stated that there were spells of weather
in which she turned in desperation to
steel strings.
Not long ago the concertmeister of one
of our greatest American symphony or¬
chestras, and a violinist of international
fame, confessed to me that there were
times and occasions when he used steel
E strings, owing to their reliability, and

ability to stand climate changes, and any
amount of perspiration. This violinist
said (and I will pass the information
along to Etude readers who are forced
to use wire E strings) that he preferred
to use a mandolin steel A string, for
a violin E, instead of the wire E strings
usually sold for the violin. He found
the mandolin A gave a better quality
of tone when used as a violin E, and
that it was not so shrill. This violinist
of course uses gut E strings in all but
exceptional cases, like a long spell of hot.
damp weather, etc.
Gut Strings the Best
It should be understood at the outset
that all violin authorities are agreed that
for quality of tone, limpid sweetness,
elasticity and sonority, nothing is so good
as Italian gut E strings of fine quality.
If it was not that these strings so fre¬
quently prove false, break at inopportune
moments, get flat and lose their tone so
constantly under the influence of perspira¬
tion, warmth and dampness, it is doubtful
if any one would ever have thought of
using wire or silk.
Wire E strings for the violin have, of
course, many disadvantages. Rigid, and
without the elasticity of gut, they are very
difficult to tune. They are also rather
hard on the hair of the how, for the
hard steel wears off the little teeth or
barbs which give the hair its “bite,” much
sooner than the comparatively soft sur¬
face of the gut string. Then the tone is
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FOR ALL VIOLINISTS
The catalog of the Theo. Presser Co. includes a com¬
prehensive Violin Section, especially rich in educational
material, and in melodious and interesting pieces of all
grades especially adapted for students. Any of these pub¬
lications will gladly be sent for examination, upon request.

VIOLIN INSTRUCTORS

Standard Violinist

Practical Method for the
Young Violinist

Thirty-two Pieces for Violin and

By K. H. Aiqouni
Price, $1.00
One of the best Instructors : concise,
logical, easily understood, and In full
accordance with the best modem Ideas
In violin teaching. Makes study a pleas-

The Bel Canto Method
for the Violin
By Mabel Madison Watson
Price, $1.00
Adapted for the youngest as well as
for the older student, cultivating real
melody playing from the very beginning.
Uncommonly clear in its directions, ad¬
mirable as a preparation for any of the
larger and more advanced violin meth¬
ods, more especially If used In conjunc¬
tion with Mr. Alqouni's method men¬
tioned above.

COLLECTIONS
Student’s Popular Album
for Violin and Piano
Price, 50 cents
Particularly attractive pieces, suitable
for players of the early and intermediate
grades. It is a bright and Interesting
volume throughout, containing material
which will be found in no other collec¬
tions. . Students of the violin will find
In this volume material for recreation,
for improvement in style and .musicianship and for recital work.

Operatic Selections for
Violin and Piano
By F. A. Franklin
Price, 50 cents
Nothing has proven more interesting
to violinists than operatic selections for
violin and piano. Mr. Franklin, recog¬
nizing the necessity of a superior book
of this kind, has produced this most ex¬
cellent work. The violin part is about

Selected Classics: Violin
and Piano
Compiled and Arranged by
F. A. Franklin
Price, 50 cents
This volume brings all the great melo¬
dies from the immortal classics within
the range of the average player. It con¬
tains new transcriptions and arrange¬
ments of many of the great master melo¬
dies taken from the work of Haydn,
Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert,
Chopin, Mendelssohn and others.

Morceaux Classiques:
for Violin and Piano
Arranged by Henri Strauss
Price, 50 cents
A collection of ten pieces by the best
composers* of classical music. They are
especially adapted for teaching purposes
and for cultivating a taste for good
music in the early study of the violin;
being within range of the average violin

There is a large variety of material
presented in this volume. Pleasing
pieces by contemporary writers are to be
found interspersed in a collection of the
lighter classics. An unexcelled collec-

Indian Melodies
By Thurlow Lieurance
Price, 75 cents
These melodies are taken direct from
native sources, genuine transcriptions,
not paraphrases. Mr. Lieurance has
been very successful in bis harmonizing
the various Indian tribal melodies for
practical use by the musician.

How THE ETUDE Helps
Violin Students
The Violin Department of The Etude
is one of the most sensible, practical and
useful departments of this foremost mu¬
sical journal. Literally hundreds of
violinists everywhere depend upon it for
information, instruction and inspiration.
Mr. Robert Braine, who for many
years has bad charge of this department,
possesses the gift of selecting wonder¬
fully interesting material and making it
so clear and so attractive that you cannot
help reading it with pleasure and profit.
Mr. Braine was the American teacher of
the famous violinist, Francis Macmillan
and other successful violinists.
In addition to this The Etude con¬
tains a violin piece every month. No
other musical paper in the world pro¬
vides so thoroughly for the needs of the
student and teacher.
All this is in addition to the regular
Etude features in this 72-page monthly
musical magazine, with from 16 to 23
pieces a month, and articles from fam¬
ous musicians the world over.
$1.50 a year or 15 cents a month
brings this exceptionally valuable sup¬
plement to your musical work every
month. Subscriptions may be sent any

THE ETUDE Violin
Strings
Etude Violin Strings offer players a
chance to avoid annoyance due to defec¬
tive and unreliable strings.
The Etude Strings are manufactured
for our trade and are as nearly perfect
as the highest grade imported strings,
but are much less expensive.
Three length E Strings.15c.
Two length A’s or D’s, each.15c.
G Strings, each .15c.
In addition to the above we carry a
full line of Italian, Russian and Ameri¬
can made strings.
Special Italian Gut, E, A or DBest Russian Gut, E, A or D.
Japanese Silk E strings.
Etude Silk E strings, 5 lengths..
American Etemelle E strings.
No. 6 Silver Plated G stringsNo. 54 Triple Plated G strings....
No. 51 Pure Silver G strings....
No. 54A Pure Silver G strings_
No. 50C Pure Silver G stringsNo. 101 Pure Sliver G strings....
Violin G strings, Nos. 50C and 101,
guaranteed not to rattle. Endorsed by
the leading violinists as the best G
string made. In ordering string he sure
to send the gauge desired—1%, 2, 2%,
3: Special discounts to teachers in'
dozen and bundle lots.

ANYTHING SENT ON EXAMINATION AT OUR
USUAL LARGE PROFESSIONAL DISCOUNTS

not so sympathetic and limpid as is that
of the gut. Another disadvantage is the
danger of the wire string injuring tie
eye of the player, although this danger is
so small as to be almost negligible. Still,
Sevcik, the eminent writer of violin exer
cises lost an eye, through the breaking ot
menting.
Honeyman, author of the well-known
little work, The Violin and How to Mas¬
ter It, tested steel E strings wh'en they
were first invented, and came to the fol¬
lowing conclusion: (1) The sound of the
string is metallic ;• it lacks the velvety
softness of the gut string, and it is al¬
ways objectionable to have strings of dif¬
ferent quality on a violin. The difference
in running from one to the other is offen¬
sive to the ear. (2) The sound of the
open string is decidedly bad, but it im¬
proves steadily as you ascend, till from
C upwards, it seems clearer than a gut,
but somewhat ear-piercing in quality.
Harmonics come out very clearly, but
the natural ones are not in tune. The
harmonic E, in the center of the string,
is a quarter of a tone flat, and the har¬
monic E, an octave above that, at either
end of the string is a semi-tone flat. This
is a serious objection, apart from the dif¬
ference in fingering of the ordinary notes,
as you cannot modify the pitch of natural
harmonics with the fingers but must take
them as they come. The harmonics, too,
have also the ear-piercing quality of tone
instead of the fluty softness of the gut.
(3) The string has a disagreeable echo,
and seems to vibrate in a sneaking way,
even when only the other strings are
being played upon. (4) The tone is bril-

Violin Questions Answered
J. R. C.—Didier Nicolas (Alne), 1757-1833,
was one of the best known Mtrecourt
(French) makers. He made very fair In¬
struments, using the Stradivarius model
mostly. There are a great many imitations
of his violins, stamped in the form of a
triangle as follows: A la ville de Cremonne
Nicolas Aine. He had a son, Joseph, who
signed his violins, J. Nicolas, fils (Junior}.
A very fine specimen of D. Nicolas might
bring $150. You will have to employ an ex¬
pert to ascertain whether your violin is genu¬
ine or an imitation.
A. A. B.—The value of Fried. Aug. Glass
violins has been discussed in the "Answers
to Questions" within the past year. Most of
these violins are factory fiddles without much
value. Occasionally one turns up which is
well made, and which has a fair tone.
M. R. K.—-Sorry to say that the photos
of your violin and the newspaper accounts
of its history are of no assistance in decid¬
ing whether it is a genuine Maggini. It is
impossible for an expert to decide without
having the violin actually in his hands.
Dealers are asking from $3,000 to $5,000 for
good specimens of Maggini violins, or even
more in the case of extra fine specimens in
good preservation. While it is extremely
unlikely that your violin Is a genuine M«<L
gini, it is possible. Your only course i
submit the violin to an expert judge, a., „
whether it is genuine.
H. E. G.—The subject of left-handed violin¬
ists has been discussed several times in this
department. In the ease of a child ten veals
old or younger, who is left handed, the pupil
can usually be taught to play in the usual
manner, with the bow held in the right hand.
Older players, where the habit of using the
left hand has become set, usually have to
use the left hand for bowing, in which case
i^nd Pcst must be set on the left and
the bass bar on the right and the strings
reversed, reading from left to right. E A
D’ ?’»vThe char8e would proha hi v cost
about $5. One of the most promising Concert violinists in this country was left-handed
as a child, but resolved to master the violin

steriinf1.onBhTThe,?ge
31 ls *etT
latehave
for
starting
the violm. However,
as you
studied other instruments, you mav‘hone tn
acquire moderate technic. The left hnna
common° wUlf
Z'dWl
would help. As your aim is to teSch von
ought to take lessons from a good teicher
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liant and clear only with a strongly
pressed bow. With a light bow, using
only half of the hair, or playing a pijno
run, or staccato bow, it fails to give either
a good note or a ready response. Fm,,
these facts I conclude that the wire stifc
is not suitable for solo playing of |e
purest order, nor for orchestral playL
of the higher kind, but for playing irfc
hot ballroom, for the rougher kinds jf
work generally, or for an amateur wfe
studies economy alone (it is said to 1$
tor many months) and who seldom usi
harmonics and whose ear is not yet ses
sible of the finer differences of tone, thjj
string may do very well."
Mr. Honeyman further stated that aj
soon as he removed the wire string and
substituted one of good Italian gut, the
other three strings on his violin acquired
a more ringing, resonant, and fluty qual¬
ity of tone, as well as a greater volume,
indicating that the metal E string, like
the silk, acts injuriously on the tone of
the other three.
The above was written a good many
years ago, and since that time the wire
K string, which was originally an Ameri¬
can invention, has greatly improved,
through better processes of manufacture,
and some of these objections have been
removed. With all its disadvantages, the
wire string for the violin E has come to
stay, and will always be useful for certain
classes of work, and for high-class work
under certain conditions, and in certain
weather. The player with a dry hand,
who uses gut strings, has few string trou¬
bles, except during the warm seasons, or
when living in tropical and very damp
climates.

Ran SarSMS &tsi
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Jlow to Master It, by Honeyinnn; Technics
of the Violin, by Courvolsler. etc.
2. It ls not difficult to acquire a moderate
technic un the guitar, hut. as Is the case
with any other musical Instrument, It takes
a great deni of time to thoroughly master It
and play the difficult pieces which have been
written for the Instrument. Masters of the
guitar are very rare In this country, and the
average pupil seems content when he has
acquired a mere smattering of the Instrument
Berlioz, the great French composer, says of
the guitar : “The guitar Is an Instrument
suitable for accompanying the voice, and for
figuring in a few un-nolsy compositions, as
also for executing, singly, pieces more or less
complicated. In several parts, and which pos¬
sess a true charm when performed by really
good players." Paganini practised the guitar
a great deal in his youth, with the purpose
of stretching the fingers of his left hand, and
improving Ills left hand violin technic.
violin bowing are: a Trcatist on Bow
trot, by H. N. Bates ; Technics of the riolii,
by Courvolsler; t'foiln /'laying, bv John
Dunn; the Art of Violin Boning, by Paul
Stoevlng. You ought also to become familiar
with the Four Thousand Boltings ot Sevcik,
*orty Variations, Op. 3. by Sevcik. r~*
Kreutser,
SSSSl
o"', sta.ndar<i
Fiorill’o, Rod..
2. Eberhardt s Violin Vibrato about ex¬
hausts the subject.
3. Violin music of all kinds can be obtained
rro.m any first class music-publishing house.
’*• The violin mute with five prongs has
come into considerable use within the past
’ Years, but many of the beet violinists
playing by Robert Braine. which have ap¬
peared In The Etude within the past few
years, cannot be obtained In book form.
amj contain much of wbat you want:
Technics of Violoncello Playing (The Strand
library, n'o. 51, by E. Vin der Straeten;
Catechism of Violoncello Playing, by Carl
Schroeder : Chats to Cello Students (Strand
Library No. 7). By A. Broadley. Tb«e
works do not contain exercises, but describe
the principles of cello technic, and how to
master it. They can be obtained through toy
nrst-class music publishing house.
■ have never heard of anyone beeom
a JTeat v't*"oso In violin or piano plaT
mg, after so late a start as twenty-five. b“t
many have learned to plav easy music ItIrff
thole
®,s, to flarive great enjoyment
l^te t
8 -®.fter having commetmed^tt
any Inst
childhood.
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THE GREATEST EFFORT IN
MUSICAL LITERATURE

The Musical Digest

GROVE’S
DICTIONARY
OF

MUSIC
AND

MUSICIANS
Five Large Volumes Bound in Red
Cloth and Gold. Price, $25.00
THE KEYSTONE OF EVERY
MUSICAL LIBRARY
Now issued

in America exclu¬

sively by Theo. Presser Co.
This is the latest revised and
enlarged edition of Sir George
Grove’s masterpiece of musical
scholarship. There are 4,000
pages and over 5,000,000 words
from great authorities upon all
phases of musical learning. The
books are liberally illustrated
with cuts, half-tones and notation
examples. Thousands of subjects
are discussed: Biography, His¬
tory, Musical Science, Theory,
Musical Industries, Instrumenta¬
tion, /Esthetics, Musical Terms,
etc., etc. The work is the most
notable musical compendium* in
any language.
See these splendid musical
books in your own home. What
the Encyclopedia Britannica is
to General Information the
Grove Dictionary is to Music.
There is no better Musical Refer¬
ence Library at any price in any
language.
Unabridged in any
way.
THE EARLY EDITIONS
SOLD FOR $25.00

This greatly enlarged
latest edition costs
only $15.00
Notwithstanding the low price
made for cash we have decided to
accept orders subjeet to payment
within 12 months. Write for terms.
The set is also'given as a premium
for the sending of 15 subscriptions
to The Etude at $1.50 each.
REMEMBER
the house of theo. presser CO.
STANDS BEHIND THIS TRANSACTION
IN EVERY WAY.
SEND YOUR ORDER TO

theo. PRESSER CO.
Sole Agents

Philadelphia, Penna.

Clippings from “Everywhere” that are Sure to I
Music Lovers
Tosti’s “Good-by”
Paolo Tosti had the Italian'gift for mel¬
ody, and he wrote many good songs, but he
is known the world over bv a single one.
Good-by. That song has been
more than 30 years wherever tin
tent, c
t lea.
i ' girl
Sunday evenings before the lights we.,
turned down. Its melodic wail has an in¬
tensity which sets the nerves tingling and
for that reason it has been seized upon by
singers great and small. Eames used to sing
"" Sunday nights at the opera hor ' —’
Melba,__
id of full-blown maturity.
transmitted „ ..._...
go walling on indefinitely, punctuated by the
- - —-between its longdrawn phrases. In fact. Good-by Is one of
two popular songs of the early 80’s which
have survived, the other being Sullivan's
noble Lost Chord.
Because of his song’s popularity in all
and languages, there is a sentimental
interest in the fact that Tosti i_
London,
where 1he had made a prosperous
i
i—. wnere
s the teacher of royalty, r~ *nd had achieved kniglitho
f King Edward, to his na.
to say Good-by to the world, which_
used him hardly, but finally rewarded him
with riches and honor. The hardships were
suffered in Ms Italian youth, and the riches
and honor were conferred by the land of his
adoption, but home is home, and Italy bad
dowered him with the gift which made his
English success possible. No amount of Eng¬
lish prosperity ever made his music anv— '
'talian, and it was both loyal and
fitting that his Good-by forever, good-by,
good-by l should be said in the land of his
birth.—Brooklyn Ragle.

e than the roughest indira. is derived in the first instance from tb t of Weber. It is
that Weber. th<
itiest of all
have
the . _
..._
been so outstanding a personality that _
single romantic composer, not er'en Chopin,
who is, needless to say, by far the greatest
of them, can lie explained without reference
to him. Now Weber, put shortly, is In the
main Rossini arranged for the pianoforte.
Almost every mannerism that we recognize
as typical of Weber may be traced in the
airs of Tancredi and S emir amide, where we
may note, perhaps with surprise, the classic
dignity of the born Italian, the born singer.
Why, one wonders, do these noble and pas¬
sionate phrases sound so flashy and rhetori¬
cal under Weber’s fingers? It ls because the
pianoforte (we must not forget that Weber
was a pianoforte v-lrtuoso) gives them a
feverish over-emphasis: the indolent bar¬
carolle becomes a leaping waltz, the stately
procession a military strut. To this founda¬
tion Liszt adds the satanic wizardry of Pa¬
ganini, the tender sentiment of 'Schubert
(Rossini again, seen through a different tem¬
perament i the still tenderer sentimentality
of Bellini, later on, a touch of Magyar folk¬
song, more consciously acquired than innate,
in spite of his ancestry, and eventually, the
pious musical phraseology of the age which
proclaimed the Immaculate Conception and
invented the harmonium to sing Its praises.
It was only a pianist who could assimilate
so many influences. They were nearly all
second-hand to begin with, and the only
way to present them effectively was to treat
them as holv relics, vaporous shapes, faint
exhalations, dreams not to be evoked but by
the magician’s touch.—Edward J. Dent in
The Musical Quarterly (New York).

lived his life among women, a fact respon¬
sible for that intense refinement so patent in
every bar that he wrote. Again, the debt
owed by Robert Schumann to his wife can¬
not be estimated. His union with her, her
influence and ready sympathy, opened the
floodgates of a stream which till then had
been pent up and unknown in him ; and in
his first year of married life he poured out
in rapid succession all his finest songs, to
the number of over one hundred and thirty.
After his death, his wife, whose reputation

as a pianist was almost unrivaled in Europe,
and who possessed the perfect knowledge of
the meaning of his works and the way he
wished them to he expressed, was able con¬
siderably to add to his reputation, and that
face” of The most hitter and’ strenuous
critical opposition.—Joshua Bann
London Musical Record.
The Value of Stage Fright
“It is a fact," the eminent lieder singer
says, "that very few of the great artists be¬
fore the public have ever been able to over¬
come a certain sense of anxiety and trepida¬
tion when making public appearances, but ■*
is hardly
“-* __isieian
--*»*— who
—
>nsitive instincts requisite for
possesses
ion and who is conscientious
artistic e
and anxious to do his best, could appear be¬
fore an audience without some sense of
strain. As a matter of fact, this nervous ex¬
citability is a valuable asset to an artist, and
it is not desirable to cure it entirely, because
of the vitalizing effect it has on the per¬
formance. However, it must be under con¬
trol to get the best results.
“In the first place, no performer should,
and no true artist would, appear in public
until Ik: is thoroughly and completely pre¬
pared to do his work and is entirely confident
of his,ability to do It. If the training has
been adequate in all ways, the mere opera¬
tion of routine and habit is a ready protec¬
tion against fright. The voice finds the
stones or the fingers find the notes almost
unconsciously.
"Tlie next step for the performer is to arm
himself against the suggestion of fear. The
cardinal point in this effort ls to try to
eliminate ins own personality from his work
and to concentrate his entire attention on the
task before him. He will find that if he con¬
centrates his mind on his interpretation and
does not allow the intrusion of any thought
about the audience or his own personality
or of anything. Indeed, not directly asso¬
ciated with the work, no sense of fear will
no Inter“fear”ence, in fact, will
perfection of his performance.”—

“Bad Men Have No Songs!”
As the child grows older, his musical pur¬
suits bring him in contact with representa¬
tives of the best culture, and put him en
rapport with the great movements of world
thought. I know many a hoy and girl who
owe their impulse to a higher intellectual
life to the opportunity to hear and study
good music. The constantly greater spread
of good, or moderately good music, is a
tremendous impulse for improvement in our
national life. The rough edge of American
hybrid tastes and commercial instincts are
salved by the pervading influence of music.
The implanting of pianos and talking ma¬
chines in almost every home is constantly
fostering taste. The clap-trap is being grad¬
ually eliminated by the very force of the
music itself and its dynamic impulse to bet¬
ter taste. The bourgeois family graduate
from popular cant to Mendelssohn’s Spring
Song and Schubert’s Serenade, and thence
it is only a step to attendance at concert
and opera, with a continual broadening of
soul and mind. And in the second genera¬
Music and the Fair Sex
tion, "culture” is no longer a thin veneer,
but a deep and solid casing of true intel¬
lectual and spiritual life.
keenness of perception, unerring Intuition,
The old German proverb was a recognition
emotional honesty, love of beauty, piety of that music was the hall-mark of upright
soul, and purity of inspiration, from those impulse: “Boese Menschen haben keine Lied¬
who labor in its cause. It insists upon noth¬ er.” (Bad men have no songs.) And we may
ing more. It will be served by nothing less. further argue that music is a school of good
The fact that feminine creative effort is al¬ manners. The very atmosphere of the con¬
most a negligible quantity in music is not the cert hall, the respectful attention that is
outcome of incompetence but of circumstances. traditionally and universally bestowed upon
Until recently, motherhood was held to be the the musician performing before his public,
one profession, obedience and self-effacement are eloquent of good breeding.
their primary duties ; and all responsible of¬
We finally have reached a point where
fices in Church or State, Law or Medicine, musicians themselves, amateur and profes¬
were closed against them. With a restricted sional, are engaged in a continual effort at
education and a sense of economic depend¬ self-improvement and heightening of taste.
ence thev lived their early lives in idleness I need only instance the activities of the
and spent their later years in a
do¬ “Manuscript Music Society” of Philadelphia,
mestic submersion. Yet even tb , in spite the members of which are striving, by frank
of such conditions, pre-eminent criticism of the offerings placed before them,
peered. Joan of Arc and Florence Nightin¬ to eliminate the worthless and at the same
gale live on in the pages of history. Jane time to stimulate to better efforts. Many of
Austen and Charlotte Bronte have left in-, the amateur members have produced compo¬
dividual expressions which are pretty well sitions of such merit that they proclaim
secure for all time. Others—unhonored and that their authors have found the most real
unsung—have enriched posterity through the expression of their individualities through
men whose natures thev have controlled. It the superlative, and that stamps them a~
- *-»st “culture.
is not too much to say that Chopin, himself ——-'■-'-I-—
effeminate to a degree, owes his fame to a
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Rapid Sight

By Charles W. Landon

What to Teach in the Fifth Grade
THE ETGHTH ADVERTISEMENT IN THE SERIES

The material here is suitable for the Fifth Grade. Watch
for next month’s installment.
The advertisements are
arranged in progressive order, by Teacher Specialists.

Practical Points in the Fifth Grade
4. The Fifth Grade of the Standard Graded Course
should be used as the backbone of the work to be done,
but whenever the time and intelligence of the pupil
permits it should be liberally supplemented with as
much of the other study material mentioned above as
can be given with practical benefit.
5. The course just here should not be too severe.
Don’t be afraid to give plenty of Semi-Classic as well
as Classic Pieces.

1. Examine the pupil’s hand carefully as to size and
strength of muscles. If sufficiently large and strong,
octave study should be commenced at once.
2. In this grade, great appeal should be made to the
pupil’s imagination to balance the amount of technical
studies that should be administered at this time.
3. Heller’s.“Art of Phrasing” opus 16 and Bach’s
Lighter Compositions will be found especially valuable
right now.
CLASSIC PIECES
No.
Key Pr.
1159 Beethoven, L. van. An

D. Min.
Hummel, J. N. Rondo.
Op. 11..’. Eb
Bach, J. S. Gavotte from

4829 Schumann, R. Seller:
from Op. 26, No. 3
7345 Mozart, W. A. S01
No. 2.
1796 Beethoven, L. van. E
7338 Haydn, J. Sonata No.

5658
2425
2915
1704

it froi
light Sonata”....CJ Min.
Schubert, F. Impromptu
—Elegy, Op. 90, No. 3 G
Mendelssohn, F. Prelude,
E. Min.
Chopin, F.
Polonaise.
Op. 26, No. 1. C
Schumann, R. Novelette.
Op. 2: No.

SEMI-CLASSIC
2967 Grieg, E. ]
40, No.
7108 Spielter, E

7505 Moszkowski, M.
nee. Op. 44.
ns, C. First MaOp. 21....G ft
3836 Chami
_, C. Air
Ballet. Op. 30_
6618 Sapellnikoff, W. Seco
Gavotte. Op. 3, No.
1401 Godard^B. Marcel. (

Key Pr.

2056 Sail

4894 Schut’t, E.' Reverie." (
34, No. 5.
884 Schubert-Liszt. Soiree

4085 Wagner, R. Lohengrin,
Introduction to Act III G
Magic Fire Music, from
‘‘Die Walkuere”. E
Pilgrims’ Chorus from
“Tannhaeuser” . El
7653 Mason, Wm. Danse Rustique. Op. 16. El
1409 Chopin, F. Funeral March
from Op. 35.Bb Miq,
3834
4399

W. S.
Standard
Grade
by W.

Waldeck
11138 Ketelbey,
Dance
2827 Lack, T
Brook
11329 Oehmler,

B. Mathews. . .
Fifth and S
Pieces. Com
S. B. Mathews

Mendelssohn, F. Songs Will
STUDIES AND EXERCISES

1143 Bendel, F. In the Gon¬
dola .
5031 Brown, A. L. Love
Dreams. Op. 4.
4251 Wachs, P. Shower of
Stars .
4365 Leschetizky, T. Mazurka.
Op. 8, No. 2.F Mi
1163 Wieniawski, H. Kuya-

aer, C. Etude School,
look 5.
1, J. S. Lighter Compo-

ter, J. B. Fifty Selected
6898 Engelmann, H.
F. C.
7520 Carreno, T.

Heart
Basket

747.6 Mason, Wm. ' SpY

1447 Godard, B. Second \
Op. 56.
7624 Chaminade, C. Call
3040 Rubinstein, A. Rom
1179 Moszkowski^0' IL "'
pp. 23,^Nd._3
Grieg,

FOUR HANDS

1671

Smith, W. G.

of PhrasRot 1 ntic Stu-

144 Birkedel-Barfod. Studies for
the Left Hand Alone
11129 Nollet, E. Op. 43. Etudes
9867 Rogers^L h" ' Double Note

3918 Strauss, R. Traemnerei.
Op. 9, No. 4.....
1675 Grieg, E. March of the
Dwarfs. Op. 54, No.
5611 Liszt, F. Consolation No^*
s...
4821 Stojowski, ^S. Gondoliers.
). 5, No. 3....

8561
Octave Velocity'!
11087 Sartorio, A. Op. 1021 Pieces
in Octaves .
12128 Lack, Th. Etudes Elegantes
12952 Becker, G. L. Exercises for
developing Accuracy in
Piano Playing ...

Why the Theo. Presser “On Sale” Privilege is Adopted by Thousands of

Teachers

Notwithstanding the fact that the “On Sale" privilege as originated by the Theo. Presser Co has lmn
- ,
—— teachers “k~
m,?ucces®ful
operation for a quarter of a century there are still many
who Jdo -tot
not know fully what “On Sal?’
Sale” reallv^
It is not merely the opportunity to look over works for a few days and see whether you like them before y
you binTth”"*
It is something far bigger and more important to the teacher. It means that you can keep in your studio all th tnem'
books and studies that you really need for your pupils for your entire teaching season, paying then only for what you use. Tea h * mUi/c‘
use the “On Sale” system have just the piece or book the pupil needs. No waiting—no delay—no disappoint?!**8 u °
The teacher merely
mere!v adds the cost of the nieces
pieces to the nunil’s
pupil’s bill and settles with ns
t____
the end of the se ^ k>uPl^s*
“On Sale” opportunity applies not only to such materials as may be found on this page, but t
a catalog of fifteen

THEO. PRESSER CO.

1712 Chestnut St.

are seldom merely a semitone apart;
are more often a major second or an
men ted second.
To become a good sight-reader, one
should make it a habit to read '
and play at sight, a considerable
of new music every day. Duet playing
and accompaniment play ing are also of
the greatest value.

Taking Too Much for
Granted
By Caroline V. Wood

4021 Horvath, G. 12 Melodic Oc'
tave Studies, Op. 43
Bk. II ...
106 Jensen, A- 25 Studies. C
107]
32‘ 3 Books' each.
4101 Kroeger, E. R. 15 Studies

1

7373 Raff, J. Fab:

An. agree that rapid sight-readingl,
desirable attainment for the musician*
how to acquire it is not so well Ur
stood.
The first requisite is an accurate „
ing know-ledge of the notes on the
staves and the leger lines as well.
The next thing is an inner realizai
of the time-values of notes and rests,
gether with an instinctive feeling for’ ^
continuity of the rhythmic swing 0f;
piece. This feeling for rhythm is like
great river which will carry along
fragment of a broken leaf or float
ironclad in its bosom.
One must have exactly the same re.
spect for the length of a rest as for the
length of a note. Mozart is alleged to
have declared that the most powerful ef¬
fect known in music, was no music(meaning, of course, a rest).
A good sight-reader always keeps a
measure or so in advance of his playing.
To fail to do so, causes occasions of
broken rhythm or hesitancy—a fault e
more disagreeable than wrong notes.
Remember that when chromatic chords
are to be played, one must not j
the conclusion that the accidental__
to a note is the one which applies to it:
the one which applies to it is the
the same level—on a line, for the 1
a line, on a space, for a note on a space
Incidentally, it will help to remember that
notes placed in this position

J o- _l
>OI92.?f.
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Reading

Teachers very often take it for granted
that a pupil knows more than he really
docs, and consequently sometimes some
very important points in his training art
omitted.
This makes his foundation
weak. This is especially true where the
child changes teachers several times.
Each teacher is apt to take it for granted
that he has learned certain things from
the last teacher, and apparently does not
think it necessary to take the trouble to
find out.
I remember my own experience ateg
this line when a child. Haring bees
raised in a small town. I was forced»
change teachers frequently, as they cafflt
and went. I read music very well aw
played fairly well, too. for my W
bach teacher seemed to think that I
learned more from other teachers than
1 had. I recall coming upon the tern
senza temfo in a portion of Rubins*3D Minor Concerto, and never haring se
the word sensa before I took it to
the same. Consequently I pot a
interpretation upon that portion thtf
do now, as the same time and
time are vastly different
The
pupil
should be q«5a>o»
thoroughly, as to what he thinks eefl»
things mean, as sometimes *
will say he understands when hf.
uot.
The dictionary and
habit should be encouraged; it i*>^
one and will always be 1 f"11

*3

NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offers—
Special
February, 1918.
Offer
■PHro
‘
Price
Album of Modern Sonatinas. $0.30
Album of Descriptive Pieces for Plano..
.35
D( Beliefs Method for the Violin,
Part 1.35
Interpretation Studies, Bornschein.35
Master Study in Music, Cooke.50
Mississippi Sketches for the Piano,
Mozart Album.35
NevOlildren’s Rhymes, M. Greenwald..
.25
gee Standard Collection for Violin and
Kano.25
Her Standard Four-Hand Collection...
.25
He* Standard Song Album..25
New Vox Organi, Pipe Organ, Buck.50
Orchestra Folio, Parts, each.15
Orchestra Folio, Piano Part.25
Peerless Method for the Mandolin.30
Pianoecript Book, Jonas.50
Pnssy Willow and Other Nature Songs. .
.30
Short Preludes and Fugues for the
Organ, J. S. Bach.
.25
Spring, irom the Seasons, Haydn.20
Vocal Studies for Contralto or Mezzo,
Wlelpton.20
Volunteer Choir, Anthem Collection.16
Wohlfahrt. Op. 74, Melodious Studies
ier the Violin, 2 Books, each.15
Music Buying by Mail
“Music Buying By Mail” affords so
many advantages to music teachers that
it warrants our continually referring to it.
Large houses in the centers of distribu¬
tion are best equipped to serve the varied
wants of consumers,' and the wonderful
growth of Mail Order Houses in all lines
of merchandising proves the satisfaction
given in filling orders by mail.
The Theodore Presser Company’s suc¬
cess has been made because promptness,
liberal dealing and lowest p rices obtain¬
able have ever been the keynotes of our
business, and with each succeeding year
we have striven to improve the standard
sd the year before.
It Is with this determination we have
started the year 1918 and particularly
solicit the orders of all music teachers,
especially those whose accounts are not
already on our books, who wish to be
served with the greatest satisfaction,
promptness, and at lowest prices to be
secured anywhere.
While our own large and growing cata¬
log contains what is most needed by
music teachers, we also carry the publi¬
cations of every other music house, so that
oo matter what may Ire asked for, we
Ca1 s,lPply. This is particularly interestrng to Colleges, Conservatories, and
whers with very large classes, where'
,.e ,needs are so varied, for it entirely
eliminates the nuisance of carrying so
many small accounts.
Mississippi Sketches
for the Piano
RyC. W. Kern
These sketches will be published in com¬
plete b.ook form with an attractive title.
c pieces were inspired by a voyage
down the Mississippi in a boat called'The
tn 0m?’ ant* evei7 number is intended
. P°rtray a scene from this trip. The
ers are all interesting, and all have
u characteristic vein. Our special ad30 „ P™e for ,be ent*re volume will be
30 ce»ts, postpaid.

Pussy 'Willow and
Other Nature Songs
We will issue during the present month
a volume of Nature Songs for Little
Folks. There will also be in the same
volume other children’s pieces by John B.
Grant, who is one of the most capable of
American composers. All the verses in
these pieces have a charming touch, and
. the musio gives them color. For instance,
there is the lilting melody of “The Bobo¬
link,” the bickering in “The Squirrel,” the
metallic monotonous hammering in “The
Woodpecker,” the sprightly salutation in
“One Misty, Moisty Morning,” the sooth¬
ing swing of “Bye, Baby Bunting,” and
the
graceful movement in “The Colum¬
Works
bine.” The volume will be acceptable to
Reprinted
any child and will add happiness to every
It is always interesting to know those musical home. Our special advance price
works for which there is a great demand will be 30 cents, postpaid.
among other teachers. There is no better
indication of this than to watch the notice New Children’s Rhymes
of those works which have been used to
such an extent that new editions are nec¬ from A to Z, for the Pianoforte
essary.
By M. Greenwald
During the past month three of our
This is a new book of pieces for the
books among a great many others stand
out as being of particular interest in the piano, which we are now announcing for
above regard. First and foremost, and of the first time. There are twenty-six pieces
in
all, the title of each one beginning with
great importance, is Mr. Presser’s sec¬
ond work of the School of the Pianoforte, a different letter of the alphabet from
entitled “Student’s Book,” a work made A to Z. Each piece has an appropriate
text,
which may be sung, if desired. The
particularly to follow the Beginner’s Book,
which has perhaps been used more than pieces are in Mr. Greenwald’s usual at¬
any other piano instruction book of the tractive vein, one page long, each, and
they
will
be sure to delight young students.
day. This book, while entirely complete
within itself, follows the Beginners’ Book They are graded in progressive order, and
in material and contains a systematic they lie within grades one and two. This
study of scales with arpeggio and wrist book will be gotten out in very attractive
motion, together with suitable material manner. The special introductory price in
for the second and third grade of study. advance of publication will be 25 cents per
Price, 75 cents at retail. A copy will lie copy, postpaid.
sent to any teacher on inspection.
The other two works are two collections Great Pianists on
of duets, one Standard Duet Players’
Album. This is a collection of ,29 four- Piano Playing
hand piano pieces in all varieties of styles. By James Francis Cooke
The volume is one of our justly celebrated
The new and greatly enlarged edition of
50 cent albums.
The other volume is a collection of this helpful book contains 419 pages of
original compositions by George I.. Spauld¬ pedagogical information direct from twen¬
ing—-“Melodious Four-Hand Pieces in the ty-eight of the greatest pianists of the
First Grade,” with words ad lib. Retail age, including Paderewski, Hofmann, de
Pachmann, Rachmaninoff, Bloomfield-Zeisprice is 50 cents.
ler, Mero, Ganz, Scharwenka, Gabrillowitsch, Grainger, Busoni, Carreno, HamAlbum of Descriptive
bourg, Bauer, Sauer, Pauer, Goodson and
others Each chapter is presented by a
Pieces for the Piano
separate virtuoso, and is accompanied* by
We have in preparation a unique col¬ the portrait and biography of that vir¬
lection in the nature of a volume of de¬ tuoso and a set of test questions so that
scriptive music. Nothing of the kind has the book is adapted to class use as well
yet been put upon the market, although as private reading. Indeed it has been
pieces of the descriptive order have al¬ used with classes in pianoforte playing
ways been very popular and in great and interpretation in two of the foremost
demand. In this collection every- piece has conservatories of the United States. Mr.
a story to tell. These characteristic pieces James Francis Cooke, who personally se¬
are either direct imitations or suggestive cured these conferences during the course
of a situation. Among those that are of many years, made it a point to direct
directly imitative are a number of chime tlie discussion toward those points which
pieces ’ such as “Cathedral Chimes” and he, during his twenty years of practical
“Sabbath Morn,” also “The Blacksmith,” experience in teaching piano in a large
“The Coming of the Band,” “The Music American metropolis, found most needful
Box,” and so forth. Those that portray to pupils. No one can read this book
situations are like “Grandma Tells a Shud¬ and fail to have a broader and more in¬
dering Tale,” “The Ghost,” “Equestrian telligent view of the whole subject of
March," “The Night Train,” “The Coming pianoforte playing. The price of the new
of Santa Claus.” The volume will be edition (over one-third as large again as
among our most unique and attractive the old) is $2.00.
books; in fact, it will be more popular
than any we have ever issued. We would
advise all interested to procure a copy Easter Music
while the special offer is in force, which
We wish to direct special attention to
will be 35 cents, postpaid.
the worthy and varied list of music for
Easter services advertised on page 128 of
this issue; the list includes carols, an¬
Spring, from The Seasons
thems and cantatas for choir, solos and
By Haydn
duets for solo voices, two and three part
The first part of Haydn’s Oratorio, The songs for women’s voices, and quartets
Seasons, entitled Sprint/, makes a complete for men’s voices. We cheerfully send
work in itself and just about the length copies of any of this music for examina¬
of an ordinary Cantata, and it is especially tion and allow liberal discounts on all
suitable for performances by choral socie¬
Among the newer additions to our cata¬
ties not wishing to produce so long a work
as an Oratorio. Sprint/ contains several log we mention:
Solo for Medium Voice
of Haydn’s most admired inspirations,
“Christ
the Lord is Risen,” by Delanotably the chorus, Come, Gentle Sprint/,
field.
the Baritone Solo, With Joy the Impatient
Duet
for Alto and Tenor
Husbandman, the Trio and Chorus, The
“Christ
Victorious,”
by Roberts.
Propitious, Bounteous Heaven, and the
Anthem for Mixed Voice*
final Chorus, God of Light. We are just
“Christ is Risen, Hallelujah!” by Wol¬
about to issue a new edition of Spring with
cott.
our series of standard Cantatas. The spe¬
Male Quartet
cial price in advance of publication will be
“Hosanna,” by Granier.
20 cents per copy, postpaid.
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Interpretation Studies
for the Junior Grade
By Bornschein
Piano studies, especially in the interme¬
diate grades, which are not purely tech¬
nical, but which tend to encourage taste
and style in interpretation are extremely
desirable. The new set of studies by Born¬
schein, which we have now under way, are
intended to appeal directly to the imagina¬
tion and to a sense of the picturesque. By
these studies musicianship is developed and
technic is not neglected. Each study
brings out some special point, each one
being in characteristic vein with an appro¬
priate title. They will tend to relieve the
heavier technical work, and their use can¬
not fail to prove of benefit. Our special
introductory price in advance of publica¬
tion for this new work will be 35 cents
per copy, postpaid.
Album of Modern
Sonatinas
This will be the last month for the spe¬
cial advance price on this important edu¬
cational volume. Not all the pieces in
this volume are < Sonatinas. They are
pieces of a similar nature by various com¬
posers, such as Merkel, Spindler, Liehner,
Becker, and others. The volume will act
as a stepping stone to Sonatas for the
average pupil. The object of this, first
of all, is to cultivate a taste for a better
class of music. The volume will posi¬
tively be on the market next month, and
those desiring to take advantage of the
special price can still have an oppor¬
tunity to do so during the present month
by forwarding 80 cents in cash, for which
we will send you a copy of the volume,
postpaid, as soon as it is issued.
Short Preludes and Fugues
for the Organ
By J. S. Bach
This new volume of the Presser Collec¬
tion, which is now about ready, contains
the Eight Preludes and Fugues with which
practically every organ student begins the
study of the polyphonic or true organ
style. It is practically an indispensable
work. Our new edition follows that of
Bridge and Higgs, but it has been care¬
fully revised bv the well-known organist,
Mr.* E. A. Kraft. Mr. Kraft is fully jn
touch with the most advanced modern
ideas in organ playing, and his work is of
real value. Our special introductory price
in advance of publication is 25 cents per
copy, postpaid.
New Vox Organi
for the Pipe Organ
By Dudley Buck
This new collection is now about ready,
but the special offer will lie continued dur¬
ing the current month. When the original
Vox Organi was published in four vol¬
umes the editor, Mr. Dudley Buck, was
in touch with practically all of the prom¬
inent contemporary organists, both Euro¬
pean and American. These organists all
contributed manuscripts for the book.
Naturally, the original work was cumber¬
some, and this has been withdrawn from
publication, hut the New Vox Organi in
one volume will contain all the gems from
the larger work, all carefully selected, and
with Dudley Buck’s original editing. This
will be a book of real value. The special
introductory price in advance of publica¬
tion is 50 cents, postpaid.
Imported Music
Replying to the many inquiries from
our patrons, we wish to say that we still
have a large general stock of music
printed in Germany, but importation from
that country being prohibited it is for
the present impossible to supply certain
works for which calls are received.
Up to the present we have had no spe¬
cial difficulty in getting a good supply
of music published in Great Britain and
France, and our customers may rest as¬
sured that no effort is' spared to supply
or obtain any foreign publications asked
for; also that any items of the kind that
we fail to send are in all probability un¬
obtainable from any source in America
at present

,.
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Vocal Studies for
New Standard
Contralto or Mezzo-Soprano
Song Album
This is a new edition for low voice of
This will be one of our series of popular
volumes printed from special large plates. Mr. Whelpton’s popular Vocal Studies for
It will contain an unusually large number Soprano or Tenor. It is an excellent book
of songs. These songs are chiefly for for foundation work in voice training.
voices of medium compass and are selected With this book, the busy teacher will be
largely from modern and contemporary saved the drudgery of writing out any ex¬
writers. They are in all styles, both ercises. The material, original, selected,
sacred and secular, and of intermediate and arranged, is all of the very’best pos¬
grade. This will be a handy volume for sible character, practical, and up-to-date.
any vocalist to have, wherein can be found The special introductory price for the new
songs suited to almost any occasion. None edition of this book in advance of publi¬
of these songs will be found in any other cation is 20 cents per copy, postpaid.
collection. The special introductory price
in advance of publication is 25 cents, post- Master Study in Music
By James Francis Cooke
Prepared for independent study or as a
Volunteer Choir
sequel to the Standard History of Music
This volume will be one of a number of and similar books this work is already
similar collections of octavo music for assured a fine reception. It is for the
church purposes. There are two features use of individuals as well as classes and
which we desire to emphasize in this con¬ music clubs, for the purpose of rounding
nection. First, that the price of 15 cents, out the elementary historical reading of
postpaid, is exceedingly low. It is less the average music lover. At the same
than a cent apiece for each anthem. Be¬ time it provides a most useful reference
sides, you have them bound up and the book for future consultation. It contains
postage paid on them. The other thing is over seventy biographies of the greatest
that these anthems are the best that we masters. To the best known composers,
have. Only those that have met with un¬ such as Beethoven, MacDowell, Haydn,
qualified approval and success are put Tschaikowsky,Mozart, Strauss, Gluck, Ma¬
into this volume. We might also mention son, Schubert, Gottschalk, Wagner, De¬
that the success of the other six similar bussy, etc., an entire chapter is devoted,
volumes is a very excellent advertisement setting forth all the significant musical
for this present volume. The anthems details and human characteristics. Shorter
are all within the range of the average biographies and portraits include such com¬
choir, but only a single copy can be pur¬ posers as Bantock, Charpentier, Franck,
chased at this price.
Gade, Grainger, Godard, Humperdinck,
Leoncavallo, d’lndy, Mahler, Perosi, Re¬
ger, Stanford, Scott, Svendsen, Schoen¬
New Standard
berg, and many found for the first time
Four-Hand Collection
in any collection of this kind. The book
This volume is very nearly ready, but the is prefaced by a concise historical resume
special offer will be continued during the of the story of music written by the late
current month. This new four-hand album, Prof. Hermann L. Ritter, the renowned
printed from special large plates, will be European musical savant. The advance
similar in size and scope to some of our of publication price is 50 cents. Work
other very successful four-hand collections, upon the book is being advanced rapidly.
but it will contain entirely new material,
material which is not to be found in any
other volume. The duets are chiefly of New Orchestral Folio
The growing demand for orchestra mu¬
intermediate grade and are well contrasted
throughout. Every number is a gem. This sic in book form, a book for each player,
book is suitable for home playing, for re¬ has made it possible for us to carry out
cital work, or for practice in sight read¬ a long-contemplated plan to arrange and
ing. The special introductory price in combine in this form a large number of
advance of publication is 25 cents per copy, the popular pieces in our catalog. The
work of arranging and engraving these
postpaid.
selections (none of which will be found
in any other book) is now in hand and
Peerless Method
the collection is going to be one calculated
for the Mandolin
to meet/the wants of any large or small
Those interested in the Mandolin will, orchestra organization, amateur or pro¬
be very glad to know of a good Method fessional. Almost any combination of in¬
for the instrument. We are about to struments which includes a first violin and
publish the Peerless Method, which is a piano may be used effectively, but the
graded course for the Mandolin, giving full instrumentation may also be had, as'
all the necessary elements of notation, with follows:
Violins; viola, cello, bass, flute, clari¬
diagrams, etc. Of late years, the Man¬
nets, cornets, trombone, horns, oboe,
dolin has taken a fresh start, and has
bassoon, drums and piano (fifteen or¬
been with us so long that it has come to
chestra instruments and piano).
stay. The instrument is one of the easiest
We need hardly say that this is an ex¬
to learn, and this Method is one of the
best for the instrument. We should be ceptionally inexpensive way to obtain a
very glad indeed to send sample copies desirable assortment of pleasing and play¬
of the new edition for 30 cents, postpaid. able pieces for orchestra. The special
price is only 15 cents for each orchestra
book and 25 cents for the piano book.
The Pianoscript Book
Orders will be .booked for any number of
By Alberto Jonas
What has your pupil left to show for
his lessons when he has completed his The Organ
course? Should he not have something
tangible, something more than a mere By Sir John Stainer
Last month we offered the remainder
memory of what you have told him? The
Pianoscript Book is not merely a music of a reprint of this work, an exact repro¬
blank book, although there is abundant duction of the original English edition, at
blank space in which the pupil may write 35 cents a copy, and the supply is now
(in the classified divisions of the book) considerably reduced, but we have decided
those things which are so hard to remem¬ to keep the offer open for another month
ber without some such memorandum. The and this may be the last opportunity to
book however has at the beginning of get this standard work at such a ridicu¬
each division special exercises especially lously low figure.
To those unacquainted with Stainer’s
written for it by the author, who himself
has taught many famous pupils. To de¬ “Organ” we will say that the volume is
scribe this very novel and practical book designed strictly for instruction and to
would take an entire column. We can give general information on the pipe
safely say that it is new in plan, idea and organ; a knowledge of music is presup¬
general detail—something which the intel¬ posed, the object of the author being to
ligent teacher should not attempt to do familiarize the organist with the tech¬
without, in the case of pupils who desire nical and practical phases of pipe organ
more than a mere memory record of what playing.
The special price this month is 35 cents,
has been done at the lessons. The ad¬
postpaid, if cash is sent in advance.
vance of publication price is 50 cents.

Publications Withdrawn
De Beriot’8 Standard
Method for Violin, Book I
The fact that this book^smce^ts or£

merit, and we feel justified m
^J
this present edition is xn every P« ' e
and in some points superior to all former
editions of the work, here or abroad.
The most noteworthy fact abootDe
Beriot’s Method is the musical attractive¬
ness of all the exercises, aside from the
unavoidable scale and interval study m
each position. (In the first
the study of the scale is made attractive
through varied, rhythmic treatment and
an interesting second.violin part for the
teacher.)
...
As the book is rather rapidly pro¬
gressive, even for the most talented pu¬
pils, teachers find it well to dilute it some¬
what by the use of other studies: Wohlfahrt
Op. 74 answers admirably.
.
The advance of publication price is 35
cents.
New Standard Collection
for Violin and Piano
This is a new volume in our series,
printed from special large plates.
I he
pieces are all of intermediate grade, em¬
bracing a large number by living compos¬
ers and a few standard classics.
” The violin part has been carefully edited,
in regard to bowing and fingering, which
adds greatly to its value for students.
Volumes of this kind offer an excellent
opportunity to add largely to one’s num¬
ber of pieces at a cost far below their
aggregate price in the form of sheet music.
We are sure you will be pleased with
this book.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid.
Mozart Album
for the Pianoforte
Our Bach and Handel Albums have both
proven highly successful. Our new vol¬
ume, The Mozart Album, will be similar
in size and scope to the other two. It
will contain all the best of the shorter
gems of the master, including short pieces,
sonata movements, fantasies, rondos, etc.
No better introduction to the great com¬
posers in the classic school can lie found
than these special albums. Our Mozart
Album will be one of the best. The spe¬
cial introductory price for this volume in
advance Of publication will be 35 cents,
postpaid.
Wohlfahrt, Op. 74
Melodious Studies for
the Violin, Books I and II
These are truly, as the name implies,
melodious studies, while, at the same time,
they are so designed as to be thoroughly
practical from a pedagogic point of view.
The pupil is given practice in all stand¬
ard varieties of bowing, in various rhvthms
and phrasings, and in a variety of‘ kevs.
both major and minor. Book 1 will ‘lie
“ admirable supplement to any
Violin Method, to confirm the pupil’s
gohTrnt °tVhe f’rSt
>><-'—
Book
he U,'per
P°sitl°ns,
while
Book TT
II Jm
will serve
a similar
purpose
in
regard to the third position
P ^
The advance of publication price is it

a.'” “ch b°°k-««">*"» ts
Permanent Binders
for Volumes of The Etude
P“et year’s bnurir;s ^Tile
are alw^o Pfie Tu nd
raacnhfsLeth^lthiVeita bi"flcr *"^rlace
nish two qualities] one^U^ f"r'

tial back binding.

h’ more s«l'*tan-

from Special Offer
February 1st
The follow ing works have been n !
cial offer for a number of months^,? '
troduction purposes. They are *,5
the market and the low-priced iifrgj/'«
tory offer is hereby withdrawn.
■
ordered in advance of publication Jet 1
ing sent to subscribers about th til
this issue comes out. The woiks L?
sale now at regular professional rafc^j
will be sent on selection to anyone tut.
ested.
Brilliant Preludes, Op. J?, b,j
rone. A very valuable collection oik
liant little pieces, pieces of fluency, a,,
and ease. Quite educational. Everyfe
1st will find them of great use and’pL
ure. Price, 60 cents.
51 Old Hungarian Melodies for the Pin
Arthur Hurtmann, the well-known v#h
ist, here presents a most attractive«
lection of Hungarian folk melodies, t,
getlier with an explanation of the oti.
inal and the characteristics of the varioj
melodies. No one can fail to appredst,
this collection of very playable comm
tions. Price, $1.00.
6 Airs Varies for Violin and Piano
Chas. Dancla. These little airs are I,
known melodics from various Italian ov
eras, brilliant and showilv presents
ideal for recital pieces, ami particular
so as encores. Price, 75 cents.
Art ist ir Vocal Album, This is the la
voice edition of the same collection «
ready published for high voice. The som
are "not the same in every Instsome especially low voice «>np t
included. The very best of our »
included. The retail price of tl
valuable collection of songs is but $1.0)

Grand Prize Contest for
Etude Premium Workers
The Etude's Grand Prise Contest k
premium workers is on!
the premiums that are
subscription getters, forty-three efi
prizes, ranging from Fifty IlolUrs for Si
first prise down to One Dollar for rr/
nineteenth to forty-third prises ire
The (’ontrst is o|>cn to everyone. rcprt-B
less of whether he or she ever sent Era;'
subscriptions before, or when the coots ;,
ant starts to send the subscriptions. !?
In this Grand Prise Contest esch ns
subscription counts twice as much asurl
ncwal subscription. Subscriptions 6r
count for credit in this Contest must iad
the office of The P.m» by MarchSlst,#!'
Every subscription order mnst hewrife
on a sheet separate from other boas?
and plainly marked “For Etna Subs®
tion Contest.”
There are no restrictions as to hot ft
subscriptions may be obtained, solkfe
in person or by "mail being equally F
misslbie. The "contestant sending » ft
highest number of subscriptions M**
January 1st and March 31st, 1919, wi*
awarded the first priie; tbe next Mj®
number of subscriptions sent will
the contestant to the second prise, s®*
on, tar the first forty-three conttsf®1
Write for Premium Catalog *»■
nouncement of the Contest if JW"
log and announcement have not yet R**
you.

The Etude's February
Renewal Offer
To all subscribers who renew Anrscript ions during the month of
whether the subscriptions haw
not. The Ktum makes a liberal ow*.
such subscribers who send their
or who send new subscriptions at w
price of $1,50 ($1.75 in
Fn-nr. offers their choice of “T .
the following standard coliertiois®
on payment of 15 —*- -'uihal
subscription price:
Beginners’ Book for the T**"
Thro. Prcsser.
.
Album of Favorite Pieces, e-b.
Popular Home Colleetio* *
pieces.
Tunes and Rhymes. Geo. I*
Twenty-four Pieces for 9®*“
Duet Album
ipp
Operatic Selections for VW®
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Etude Premiums
for February
The Etude rewards readers and friends
for getting subscriptions by giving them
valuable and useful premiums. Articles
for personal and household use, jewelry
and silverware, as well as music and musteal supplies, are given, the premiums

By E. W.
„
.
.
*HIS article is not written for those
who can get a teacher, for certainly I
should not desire nor advise anyone to

the piano entered my home. I was happier then than ever before or since. I
fairly hugged myself• for joy and as I

lab°r as
have done> when a teacher
could have saved them several years of
Every i e of these premiums is well hard work, but I ; , talking to the
worth the effort necessary to earn them. host of music lovers who like
myself
Below, a few typical premiums are listed.
Many more will be found in our new illus¬ are too far removed from towns
trated Premium Catalog, a copy of which cure the help of a teacher.
will be sent free upon request.
Here, among the mountains of Tennes¬
For One Subscription
see, I never had an opportunity to ever
Picture Frames. Non-tarnishable Plat¬
inoid, substantially built, backed with vel- hear a Piano but once till I reached the
Tetj a handsome ornament. Six inches
'
aSe °f thirty years, but since babyhood
(ugh and 4% inches wide.
1 had been pouring out my soul
jfcicai Picture Book. Octavia Hud- song? rudT oW-f^WonTd songs T the
Mathews’ Standard Graded Course of mount.ains> but they helped in a measure
Studies. Any one Grade.
to satisfy my love for music.
Operatic Selections for Violin and Piano.
As a child I remember that in our
For Two Subscriptions.
childish plays I always chose to sit at

rail my fingers over the blessed keys and
they responded to my touch, I could |||
■estrain the tears. I had never touched
one before, so it was like a creature alive
to me and so it still remains.
But after it was set proudly in its
corner I found my difficulties begin. I
puzzled over the problem for two years
Qr m
No one ever entered my house
who
able to help me in any way.
And the “instructor”" which
the piano was as Greek to me, for I had
no idea where to begin, not even knowing
what line of music stood for middle C.
At last I subscribed for a musical magazine (The Etude) and my puzzles began to unravel

lafa "l4kt. golTpen.with two ^oldband”!
Manicure Brush. Made of white horsehair bristles, firmly twisted in wire so that
tbe bristles cannot come out. This brush
can be bofied or washed in hot water. It
tte most delicate skYn. n° roug en even
Focketbook. Black’ seal grain morean
lined Pocketbook, 6 inches long by 3
inches deep, with hand strap on back.
Concert Album. F. Liszt.
bwmXaL S f°r thC P an°' 25 beSt'
Concert Duets. 150 pages, 24 pieces.
For Three Subscriptions.
Trench Mirrors. Made of solid metal
that cannot rust. Oblong or oval shape,
"
.
designs. Pendants*1 o7l% teS^gbeau 6,1
Corabination Scissors Set, consisting of
three pieces—8-inch self-sharpening shears,
a t'/2-inch buttonhole scissors, and a 414inch embroidery scissors. Finely tem¬
pered, nickel plated.
Harmony, a Text Book. H. A. Clarke.
The Organ Player. Pipe Organ. P. W.

1 gUGSS my fingering is sti11 very fau!tybut let me tell you what I have accomplished in two years* time. I can play
any ordinary third-grade music, and
when, some time ago, I had an opportunity to hear a good musician play some
of my pieces, imagine my joy to hear
her play them just as I did. So I had
found the right system. Now I am able
to enjoy the music of some of the Masters by using the simplified arrangements.
Gottschalk’s Dying Poet, Mendelssohn’s
Consolation, Boat Song and Spring Song.
Wagner’s Evening Star. Handel’s Largo,
Rubinstein’s Melody in F and many
others. I make my studies more interesting by reading the lives of the composers. And the end is not yet.

1

number of subscriptions^base^orfacdual

Standard History of Music. J. F. Cooke.
A year’s subscription for The Etude.
Magazine Bargains
for February
Etude readers can save money on their
magazine subscriptions by taking advant¬
age of some of the special bargains in
tl^1“ding ma«azines’ offered
together with The Etude. Besides the
greater convenience in ordering all magfanes through The Etude, there is a sav®g in price, in time, in trouble and postHere are a few es
’ 11
’ "
money-saving* combinMJons ^of^le^ding
magazines and The Etude:
6
THE etcde
,
Housewife’;; {.*2.2o
the etude.
Pictorial Review
the ETUDE.
Christian Herald

. 1*2.50
. J Save 50c
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r
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Magazine ...!!!!!
THE ETUDE ....
&«or.(To- one’.
.Address).
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Learning to Play Without a Teacher

:::::: 1*2.65
js.ve85c

kinswom*"’”
°ld
°h
’my
kinsw°men wove ruSs> cloth, etc., being
ma<^e into one by my imagination.
There before the old loom I would
run my hands across its beam keeping
time to Suwanee River, Barbara Allen,
Rock
Ages and anything else I hapPened to bear.
As I grew older I heard of the piano,
and instantly my longing for an organ
changed to a Skater desire for a piano,
After a whde I married. I reached the
a?e
thirty years before I owned a
P'ano, but my desire for it had never
faltered. Through all the years of hardships and labor I had kept my love for
™US‘C aliye by singing at my work. So
lmagine- lf you <*“> my happiness when

--

Playing in Public an Aid to Better Work
By Gertrude H. Trueman
Playing before others should be commenced at the earliest opportunity. I
have heard a child of five years of age
play a piece from memory at a pupils’
recital with perfect ease. To be sure, it
was only two lines of music; but it was
done perfectly,
*
c , «•..*
• ,,r
As soon as the first ltt e p,ece ls fin‘
ished” to the satisfaction of the teacher,
it would be well to call mother in at the
c*ose
t'ie lesson to bear the piece
p,ayed' Then> before leavinff- ask the
mother to arrange for another performance with the father present. After’this,
visitors may drop in and the child be
asked to favor them with a solo.
By this time a new piece will have been
started, and the pupil realizing that he
will be expected to play it before strangers
and wishing to make a good showing,
will double his efforts at learning it well;
and, with guidance by teacher and mother,
especially in concentration and steady

.1 *3.00
. ) S.VC 75c
. 1*3.00
.....’. jSave$l.50

Special Notices

.1*3.35
:::::: J s.»e65c

ANNOUNCEMENTS
1

practice, results at the next “public performance” will be surprising,
In many instances the pupils’ recital at
the teacher’s studio is the first idea or
experience a pupil has of playing before
others; consequently there is a great big
fluttering of the heart, shaking fingers and
losing control generally because he has
to go to that strange place and meet face
to face with a sea of strange faces!
If the foregoing preliminaries had been
experienced, how easy this change would
be and what joy to sit down before those
people, get so interested in the composition that the audience is forgotten until
after the recital, then receive praise for
an excellent performance.
From the teacher’s studio to the plat¬
form is the next step; which, if the
ground work has been well laid, should
' not prove any harder than previous steps.
In fact, it will be a joy to interpret music
to a large audience.

WANTED—Man
play pipe organ and
direct choir. Chant __ _ .
and piano. I can secure position
-has technical or accounting educa¬
tion. Charles H. Hulme, Minister, First
Christian Church, Bartlesville, Okla.
COV8ERVATORY GRADUATE, experi--v doing graduate work In a
“- desires position as

_:;:±:rjts

WANTED AND FOR SALE I
Rate 10c per word
ANNOUNCEMENTS
More than a thousand attractive low- -----—
i SALE!—-A superb Gagliano violonVtuirie
nf
cello,
made
in
1772 by Janurio Gagliano, a 24 m!!n °U£new 1918 Magazine Guide
of Jjfgdjpie
cello, m of Stradivarius
Guide of
; in fine condition;
MUSIC C.--at r.T,nc
an<i powerful tone. Price 51500. Ad- scripts corrected. Harti.w.,, ,
ut»n rquest°Ur C<W WU1 Senti at
°nCe’ swee(
dress Rev. C. Kluser, Mannington, W. Va.
lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, h

New Etude
Prize Contest
Secular Part Songs
For Mixed Voices
For Women’s Voices
For Men’s Voices
CLOSES APRIL 1st, 1918

OURhighly
previous contests have all been
successful. The interest dis¬
played in these past contests and
the frequent requests for contests have
inspired the institution of a contest of a
different nature. Undoubtedly competi¬
tions of this kind will awaken a wider
interest in composition and stimulate to
effort many composers, both those who are
known and those who are yet striving for
recognition, bringing to the winners a
desirable publicity in addition to the im¬
mediate financial return. It seems un¬
necessary to note that the fame of the
composer will in no way influence the
selection and that the pieces will be
selected by absolutely impartial judges.

375 Dollars
Class 1. For the best Secular Part
Songs for Mixed Voices, with indepen¬
dent or supporting piano accompaniment:

First Prize
- $75.00
Second Prize 50.00
Class 2. For the best Secular Part
Song for Women’s Voices (in Two or
Three parts) with independent or sup¬
porting piano accompaniment:

First Prize
Second Prize -

$75.00
50.00

Class 3. For the best Secular Part
Song for Men’s Voices (in Four parts)
with independent or supporting piano
accompaniment:

First Prize
Second Prize -

$75.00
50.00

-CONDITIONSCompetitors must comply with the follow-

*fhe Contest will close April 1st, 1918.
All entries must be addressed to “The
Etude Prize Contest,” 1712 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
All manuscripts must have the following
line written at the top of the first page: “For
Th|Etude Prize^Contest.”^ f the ^
In Class 1 Secular Part Songs of all styles
will be considered, four part writing being
independent writing ii
should be” a voided,Gt he"
should not be a mere di
p*fn ’Class 2 the Par

In Class 3 the Part Songs for Men’s Voi
should be chiefly in Four Part Harmony v>
a suitable piano accompaniment.
In the Part Songs of all the Classes oc
and pedantic efforts should be i
No composition which has
published shall be eligible for a ]

► become the

The Etude
THEO. PRESSER CO.
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comes! (¥ranz Schubert enters, swinging
his hat. Wipes his forehead and seats
himself at the vacated, table.)
Fbanz Schubert (picking up the copy
i Shakespeare). Well what have we

Bright Ideas for Little hoiks
and Their Teachers
“Children

must learn
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Franz Peter Schubert
(A Playlet to be Read or Acted)
By JO-SHIPLEY WATSON
ACT I.
Scene: Room in the Schubert house.
Sofa in the center, clavier to left, cello
and violin near by. Table, desks and
chairs.
Characters : Father Schubert, little
Franz Schubert, his brothers Ferdinand
and Ignas.
Father Schubert (rising). Come
Franzchen, it’s time now for thy violin
lesson. (Picks up the violin and stands
waiting.)
Little Franz (writing music on some
ruled paper, pays no attention to his
father.)
Father Schubert (glancing at the
boy.) Come lad. Thou must have thy
lessons regularly, otherwise how willst
thou be able to enter the Imperial Choir ?
Little Franz (pettishly.) But I don’t
want to enter the Imperial Choir! I want
to write! (Continues writing on the scrap
of ruled paper.)
Ferdinand (entering from the right un¬
observed). What is this I hear? Our
Fritz does not want to be in the Imperial

over some of the music.) That’s not so
bad, Ignaz, not ,so bad!
Ignaz (looking over Ferdinand’s shoul¬
der). Did our Fritz write that! It may
be something of old Holzer’s.
Ferdinand (laughing). Why brother it
does not sound like Holzer and besides
here is Fritz’s .name at the top and the
date. What a iad! Think of it, a comIgnaz (laughing and tapping his chest).
He’s a genius, of course. What can you
expect? Are we not a musical family!
(Laughs aloud as sounds of violin prac¬
tice are heard from the adjoining room.)
Ferdinand (seriously). I do believe
the boy will outstrip us all.
Ignaz (points■ a finger at Ferdinand).
Not so fast, dear Ferdinand, the boy may
not have written this. (Takes manu¬
script from the clavier, looks at it care¬
fully).
Ferdinand (earnestly). The boy has
talent at any Tate. Truly we should see
that he has another teacher. Old Holzer
admitted to me, only yesterday, that the
lad was beyond him. He said, “When I
wish to teach him anything fresh he
always knows it before,” and father
knows that the boy has harmony in his
finger tips.
Ignaz (thoughtfully). I have thought
for some time that the boy knew more
than any of us.
Ferdinand (seriously). We must speak
to father at once and the lessons should
be with the' best teachers in Vienna.
(Sounds of scales and exercises from the
adjoining room.) Father is giving him a
stiff lesson.
Ignaz■ (holds up the manuscript). Per¬
haps he deserves something stiffer than a
lesson for scribbling up all this nice clean
music paper!
(Ferdinand grabs the
paper.) This is mine, and I am glad he
did it! (Curtain closes.)

Little Franz (looks at his elder
brother defiantly). No, I don’t! I hope
dear Ferdinand, thou art not deaf. I
don’t want to be in the choir! (Bends
over his work.)
Father Schubert (crossing the room,
takes Frans by the shoulder). Come lad,
no more of this. Thou knowest not what
thou sayest. (Pushes Frans before him
into the adjoining room.)
Little Franz (make's a grimace at
Ferdinand and flings the music at him in
passing).
Ferdinand (calling after him). Re¬
member Fritz, to-morrow thou hast a
piano lesson with me! (Laughs as Frans
slams the door behind him. Sounds of
violin practice come from the outside;
Ferdinand is busily straightening the
ACT II.
music on the clavier; he picks up the cello
and examines it carefully.) This must
Scene: Room in the Convict school.
have another string before to-morrow. Dark and dismal furnishings. Table and
'Tis to-morrow we try the new Mozart chairs.
quartet (absently). I wonder why our
Characters: Franz Schubert, school
Fritz is so naughty to-day? What is boys and the thoroughbass master.
this nonsense about writing?
Franz (sitting at a school desk,
Icnaz (entering from the right, holds shivers). I wonder if I will be forgiven
music in his hand). Here brother, is the if I do not practice to-day. (Blows on
Mozart quartet. Where, pray do you his fingers.)
think I found it?
Ferdinand (looking up from the cello).
Haven’t an idea! I’ve hunted for it two
days myself and gave it up as lost.
Ignaz (holding up the quartet and
taking some papers from his pocket). I
found it in Fritzchen’s room, and all this
rubbish besides.
Ferdinand (takes the quartet and
places it on the clavier. Turning tozvard
his brother he takes a large bundle of
manuscript and examines it.) The scamp!
Why this is my new music paper, only
bought it yesterday and he’s scribbled it
from top to bottom! (Looks more closely
at the music, goes to the clavier, tries

First School Boy (enters from rear
with hands in his pockets). I say, Franz,
I’m half starved. Haven’t an extra penny
have you?
Franz. I have spent my last cent for
music paper.
There is nothing left.
(Pulls out his empty pockets.)
First Boy. Silly boy! Why Fritz, you
need a pretzel more than you need music
paper!
Second Boy (enters from rear, whistles
and turns up his coat colter). Say boys,
anybody got a penny handy? I’m hungry
as a wolf, they don’t give us enough food
to keep a mouse alive! (First boy puts
lingers to his lips.)
Second Boy. Well say it! Say it!
First Boy (looking to right and to
left). Hus-s-sh!
Second Boy (wistfully). Wish I had
a penny!
Franz (laughing).
While you arc
wishing, Karl, why not wish for three
good meals a day?
First Boy (taking manuscript from
Franz’s pocket). And is this what you
have spent your pennies for, Fritz?
Franz (angrily). Don’t touch those
papers, Ludwig! (Starts after the first
boy, who runs around the room.)
Second Boy (watching the race). Want
to know what I heard yesterday?
First Boy (stopping to listen). What?
Second Boy. I heard that Franz slept
in his spectacles to save time.

First Boy (boastingly). And I have
heard the thoroughbass master say that
Franz must have learned music direct
from heaven.
Second Boy (throwing his arm around
Frans). Fritz, we meant no harm. You
know we boys are all proud of you.
First Boy (coaxingly). Come Fritz
let’s see what you have written this time.
(Pushes Frans towards the door, the
three go out, sounds of music from the
adjoining room.)
Thoroughbass Master (excitedly)
Where are those boys!
They should
have been at their lessons an hour ago!
(Stops suddenly and listens.) Ah ’tis
Franz! Our Franz!
(Raises liis’eyes
reverently.) It comes from there. (Points
upward.)

ACT III.
Scene: A summer garden in Tj(m
A group of young students seated croud
small tables. Some are laughing ati
talking, others are reading.
Characters : Students, Schubert, Vogl
Schober and Mayrhofer.
First Student (reading aloud from
Shakespeare's Cymbcline). Listen! (All
stop talking).
"Hark. Hark! the lark at heaven’s Soii
And Phoebus ’gins arise.
His steeds to ivatcr at those springs
On ehalieed flowers that lies;
And winking Mary-buds begin
To ope their golden eyes.
IVith everything that pretty is,
My lady sweet, arise.
Arise, Arise I"
Second Student. Bravo! If our Franz
were here, we would have music to that
Third Student (glancing about tin
garden ). What has I income of him?
First Student (looking up from lit
book). He’s out for a walk.
Second Student (smiling). I saw him
pass the Estcrhazy palace not over an
hour ago. Perhaps he makes love to the
fair Caroline?
Third Student (firmly). Nonsense!
Our Franz has other things to think oi;
and besides the girl is of the nobility and
scarcely out of her ’teens at that!
First Student (laying aside his boot).
Well spoken. Wilhelm! Caroline Esterhazy is a child and Franz is her teacher.
The count and countess hold him in high
esteem and it is good that Franz is con¬
nected with so cultured and amiable a
family.
' Second Student. But how stupid tor
a genius like our Franz to be ieaebit?
mere children.
Third Student. These children at
talented. I hear, and Franz loves the®
Then. too. he meets at the Esterhazt’
the best talent in Vienna.
First Student. You may be glad*9
know that the Baron van Sdionstein. wh»
is one of the count’s family, is to introduce some of our Franz's songs at the
next Esterhazy musicalc. The Bart*
you know, has a wonderful baritone void.
Second Student. Ah, that may1*-1
have heard the Baron sing: Iwt in
opinion, Vogl is Franz's true 'ntcr?^
His voice is rich and his style is
and with his deeply religious narar'j
intense feeling for music he is boand
win a large following for Franz.
Third Student. 1 have notktdjo*
Vogel spends much time in Sdroitf1'

here? (Reais aloud-)
“Hark, Hark! the lark at heaven’s gate
sings,” _
(All lisle" intently to the reading of the
Mim.) Such a lovely melody has come
into my head, if I had but some music
paper. (Turns toward first student.)
First Student (hastily ruling some
lines on the back of the bill of fare).
Here, Franz, this is the best music paper
the garden affords. (Schubert takes the
mper and begins to write; students bend
0r Um, eagerly watching. Schober,
Mayrhofer and Vogl enter unobserved.)
Vod, (in a whisper). Look, what is
going on here?

Schober (pointing to the group). I
dare say something has inspired our Fritz
again.
Mayrhofer (reverently). It seems that
everything he touches turns to music.
Vogl. ’Tis true. Franz sings as the
birds sing, in any place, at any time and
quite as easily.
Schober (advancing). Shall we not
join them?
Schubert (looking up and waving the
bill of fare). ’Tis finished and it is a
lovely melody. Come, let us try it!
(First student turns to Vogl, Schober and
Mayrhofer, points to Schubert). Behold
our Franz has written another master¬
piece! (Vogl looks over the song, then
embraces Schubert affectionately; all go
out together. Music: “Hark, Hark! the
Lark!” Curtain closes.)—J. S. W.

The Musical Spelling Bee
By Arthur Spark
A well-known Boston music-teacher listen carefully, and sooner or later they
employs a unique and successful method are sure to acquire the power of recogniz¬
of adding interest to the instruction ing pitch correctly, which is the object
giva in ear-training, by making it a aimed at.
“contest.” after the fashion of the famil¬
In the case of remarkably talented pu¬
iar Spelling Bee.
pils, who already have gained the sense
Tie contest is participated in by sevof “absolute pitch,” the tests may be
erafpupils at a time, all blindfolded to
made more difficult by employing chords
prevent their seeing the keys of the piano.
A note is struck, and the contestants are of two, three, or even four notes, in the
required to name it, by ear. Those who place of single tones.
This “Musical Spelling Bee,” as we may
answer incorrectly are “out,” and the
contest goes on until there is only one call it, is specially adapted to musicschools or any other place where a num¬
"survivor,” who is declared the victor.
The notes are required to be named ber of music-students happen to be
accurately as regards sharps and flats, assembled. It requires no other appa¬
and the number of the octave may also ratus than a well-tuned piano. (Even the
bedemanded.
blindfolding may be omitted if the con¬
I With beginners, of course, it will be testants turn their back to the instrument,
nothing more than a mere guessing con¬ or if the one who strikes the keys is
test, but desire to excel leads them to hidden by a screen.)
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Harmony Book For Beginners
By Preston Ware Orem
Price $1.00
Brief, Simple, Vital, Practical, New and Distinctive

Admirable for Self-Help
Lays a strong foundation for future musicianship by giving the main
essentials of the subject in such simple, understandable and interesting manner
that it will prove invaluable in the class or for self-help work.
This is not a re-hash of the old “cut and dried” harmonies, but a fresh, new,
sound treatment along modern lines.
Read

this letter from

Charles Wakefield Cadman,

Successful American Composer and Specialist in Indian
Music:
I have never seen anything just like it and it fills a longfelt want. Few learners of harmony can instantly grasp
the first elements of the subject because they meet with
a maze of useless words and puzzlements.
It seems to
me you have simplified things tremendously in this
little book and I am sure it will meet with ready response.
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A Word About Watching the Clock
By Mae-Aileen Erb
A child should never be allowed to called PROMPTLY on the stroke of five.
'time” his practice himself. This will A child is very observant, and if the
lead to the harmful habit of watching mother forgets to remind him of “time
the clock, and practicing with one eye on up” until ten or fifteen minutes overtime,
•he clock is—well, you can judge what he will naturally resent it and feel that
•he results of such practice will be. “A mother does not “play fair,” and his prac¬
good workman never watches the clock.” tice after that will be a disturbed one
The pupil should be so interested in if he suspects that the same “trick” will
the preparation of the lesson that the be played on him again.
passing of time would be but a secondary
Let the child have entire confidence in
matter. However, that the pupil remains
11 *he piano the specified length of time, his "clock-watcher.” It is far better to
•he mother should WATCH the clock release the little pupil three or five min¬
for the child. In doing this it is impor¬ utes ahead of time occasionally, to give
tant to be exact; if the practice time is him the feeling that he is not being im¬
bom four to five, the pupil should be posed upon.

Story of a Great Composer
By Jo-Shipley Watson
(Fkom the following facts construct a
story.)

coveted music-book. He strained his eyes
by copying it secretly in the moonlight.
At the age of nineteen he became an or¬
ganist of note, and as years went by he
advanced in organ playing until he was
known as the greatest organist of the
eighteenth century.
3. Write the name of the castle that
His most sublime works are in the line
fj*ok» the village.
of sacred music. He also composed for
• Name one of his most important
the piano, or rather the clavichord (an
'impositions.
instrument much used in his day, having
a keyboard like the piano, but a soft,
The composer was twice married; four
sweet and rather feeble tone). For a
sid 18 r°nS *)ecame noted musicians. Outcentury his music was forgotten; no one
First Student. Ah. I am gUd oLj*
evlr ,
music- he led a simple, un¬
seemed to care to play it until Felix Men¬
They are trying over new songs. ” ,
voice Ujlfe’ As a child he had a fine
delssohn brought it to notice through a
a rare treat it will be to listen to *”
churrii^" began h's musical career as a
with Franz at that piano, the
| and l JS!nger' His family was musical great concert. For the money taken in at
this
concert, a monument was erected to
society of Vienna may congratulal*1
an nmL been for cenluries. He was left
the memory of the master, who died in
upon securing such a pair! (I*'*1 ^
hoZ a\and,Was cared for by a strict
i who forbade him the use of a Leipsic.
ward the rear of the garden.) H««
'• Th's is to be a story about.
..who was
b0,rn "• 1® and died in 1750.
. ~ Birthplace, a small village in Thur¬
ingia.
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The Plain Facts of Music Memory
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By Sylvia H. Bliss
Very many students who are unable to
play without notes believe they have made
an intelligent attempt to memorize when
in reality they have merely tried to re¬
member, which is a far different matter.
Memory is simply the revival of an im¬
pression on the brain, and if no impres¬
sion has been made, naturally nothing can
be revived. The chemical bath to which
modern scholars subject the palimpsest
or ancient erased manuscript to recover
its legibility restores only that which was
written upon the papyrus. Thus it will
be seen that the crucial and important
thing in memorizing is to make a vivid
and correct initial impression of some¬
thing worth while on the mind. The rest
follows without effort.
It is an interesting fact that we can
play while thinking of something else
and execute at sight an easy piece while
talking with a friend. It is plain that
the full power of the mind is not con¬
cerned with the music at such a time,
and in nine cases out of ten this is the
trouble with the student who is unable
to memorize. The higher, brain and nerve
centres are not involved. He sees, but
only in part. He hears, but not fully.
He thinks, but with only a fraction of
his available power.
The psychologists, it is true, tell us that
every experience and sense stimulus, even
that of which we are not consciously
aware, is registered in the nervous system
and they cite in proof the classical ex¬
ample of the ignorant French house¬
maid, who, in the delirium of a dangerous
illness, repeated many Hebrew and Latin
sentences which she had heard years be¬
fore in the home of a distinguished scholar
where she was employed. Stored some¬
where in the nervous system may be all
the musical compositions we have ever
played, but they are beyond the reach of
any normal stimulus. This applies equally
well to all cases.
Allied to this form is the finger or
muscle memory of which we so fre¬
quently hear. Once the mechanism is

started in the case of some players the
entire piece follows without conscious
effort or thought. Every pianist makes
extensive use of this indispensable fouqdation of memory which leaves the higher
intelligence free for finer tasks of in¬
terpretation. It is the mechanism which
throws a bridge from shore to shore of
long scale and arpeggio passages. It car¬
ries one along when the execution is too
rapid for conscious direction. But by no
means should one be wholly dependent
upon it. The intelligence must be as the
master who is acquainted with every de¬
tail of the business and who is able to
step in and carry it on when the servant
proves incompetent.
The music should penetrate beyond the
outposts of the brain. Beginning with
short and simple airs the auditory
memory may be cultivated until a com¬
position can be mentally re-heard at will.
In playing from memory the music
should be heard a shade in advance of
the sound of the piano. Visual memory
is also of great use. In a vast amount
of piano playing the visual impression
goes only deep enough to be translated
into finger action. The brain then serves
merely as the switchboard at the central
telephone office, where, the message com¬
ing in on one line and passing directly
out on another, the operator is left none
the wiser. The notes themselves should
be written in the mind and the player be
able to see at least the beginning of each
section and certain crucial passages.
Through intellectual acquaintance with
the piece we are equipped with knowledge
of the time, key, principal harmonies,
structure and chief themes. The perfect
memory image is a synthesis of impres¬
sions, tactile, muscular, auditory, visual,
intellectual and emotional and everything
that deepens, intensifies and completes the
mental impression aids memory. Play
music, hear it, see it, think it, feel it.
When a piece becomes a living whole in
the mind it will emerge when called
upon.

Mastering the Scales
and Arpeggios

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
PRICE $1.25

THESE teachers advertising
ON OTHER PAGES OF THIS ISSUE

ORIGINAL FEATURES CONTAINED IN NO OTHER WORI
Preparatory Section. Give, full deecn^on J*

iff*

R aSU\^system '^'introducing scale study based upon universally admitted
Rad'trKoerceJCpTnciplet nxalce^the study of fingering very s.mp.e, _

By Grace Busenbark
As every teacher knows, 4nost pupils
need much training in time. As part of
this training at the lesson I play either
the left or right hand part of the piece
while the pupil plays the other part.
Every one knows the advantages of
duet playing, but where there is no one
at the pupil’s hour with whom he may
play duets it is sometimes advisable to
combine the principles of duet playing

with the regular work without giving
special time to duets, per se.
Thus while the pupil is giving extra at¬
tention to one part he hears how the
other part should sound as it is being
played by the teacher. I have found this
“killing two birds with one stone” help¬
ful with advanced players whose rhythm
is unsteady, as well as with beginners.
It is a time saver as well as time aider.

Interesting Musical Facts
Chamber music derives its name from
the Italian “musica di camera” or “music
of the chamber.” Practically all other
good instrumental music was known as
"musica di chiesa” or “jnusic of the
church.”
An opera called Chopin, written by the
Italian composer, Orefice, is made up
almost entirely from melodies from Cho¬
pin’s works skillfully matched together
like the ancient medley operas called
Pasticcios.
Dussek was very fond of a musical in¬
strument invented by Benjamin Franklin
and called the harmonica. It was a key¬
board instrument which played musical

glasses. There is a specimen in the Met¬
ropolitan Museum of Art in New York.
Queen Victoria was a pupil of Carl
Czerny. Mendelssohn also supervised part
of her education.
In the days of Gottschalk and Herz,
American audiences demanded something
more than a mere soloist at the keyboard.
Ten, twelve, fourteen and fifteen per¬
formers, playing at the same time, were
deemed necessary to get the proper vol¬
ume and effect. If one of the real players
was unable to appear this did not bother
the managers. They merely substituted
someone who went through the motions.

VOCAL TEACHERS
EASTERN
jLTIJt BOGBRT, 114 W. 72nd St.
[EDEBICK H. HAYWOOD, 331 We
YBtffiy-

GRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL

Teachers’ Training Courses
FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet
CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK

ORGAN SCHOOLS

Mme. Caroll Budham Preyer

GOETSCHIUS’
SYSTEM OF HARMONY

EASTERN

any system.

FOR full DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street

Philsdelphis, Pa.

VIOLIN SCHOOLS

Oldest and most practical system.
MRS.LILLIAN COURTRIGHT CARD

^The
A

A charming series of useful books for little folks
By THOMAS TAPPER

These biographical “play-study” books are designed for very young children at that
age when they love to cut out pictures. There are no illustrations in the bools, but
black spaces are left for illustrations. The accompanying pictures are printed
large sheet t
t and pasted in the book. After writing in certainn ouesu
ouejtkmi
the child binds his c
book with a cord provided for that purpose. All who hi
used these books ar delighted with them.
Single Biographies, 15 cents each

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

20 E. 90th Street
New York City
Endorsed by Dr. Goetschtos. Individual attention.

THECOURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN

CHILD’S OWN BOOK “GREAT MUSICIANS
BACH-HANDEL—SCHUBERT—SCHUMANN — MOZART-MENDELSSOHN-CHOPIN
BEETHOVEN

E. KILENYI, M.A.

EASTERN
OvideUualu, 51 W. 76th St.. New York City

Write for particulars of correspondence course.
116 EDNA AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

American Institute of Applied Music
(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
IUSIC)

212 West 59th Street

New York City

Complete courae. in Voice. Orga
School Music, Theoret
32nd Seaton—October 1, 1917.
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., Pres.

*iano, Stringed Instruments, Public
and Historical branches
Send for circulars and catalogue
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean
OF THE CITY OF
NEW YORK
ik Damrosch, Director

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART:
AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC

The opportunities of the Institute are intended only for students of natural ability
with an earnest purpose to do serious work, and no others will be accepted. For catalogue
and full information address SECRETARY, 120 Claremont Avenue, New York.

BURROWES COURSE of music study

plthaca Conservatory of Music:

Teacher of Famous Opera and
Concert Singers
From tone placing to artistic finishing for
OPERA, CONCERT AND ORATORIO
Authorized eiponent of Marches! and Lamperti
Phono, 1123 Columbus
Studio, 27 West 67th Street, New York City

Also Church and Concert Engagemen ts

Crane Normal Institute of Music |
Training School for Supervisors of Music
BOTH SEXES
Voice culture, aight-singing, ear-training, harmony, I
form, music-history, chorus-conducting, methods,
practice-teaching.. Graduates hold important
1

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

53 MAIN ST.!' C‘ty “POTSDAM, NEW YORK |

Counterpoint and composition

tales entertainingly told.
The Story of the
Plate Arpeggios.
All chorus exp.ameo. ay.-- ling the hand without injury.
Complete
Arpeggii
This work contains all the standard scale and arpeggio material,
demanded for leading conservatory examinations. Can be used with

DUNNING SYSTEM

for Beginners

1000 Teachers—Classes Larger Every Year—Teachers Earning $2500, $3000 and $4000
a Year with the Dunning Work Alone—Why is This ?
Because its standard has never been equaled or such phenomenal results obtained
by any other plan for teaching beginners.
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING NORMAL CLASS FOR TEACHERS, New York Cily.
Mrs. Addy Yeargain Hall, Normal Classes, Davenport, Iowa, Dec. 17th. Address Musical Art
Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Oscar E. Busby, Normal Class, Shreveport, La., Dec. 3,1917. Washington, D. C., July 15th,
1918, Address Marshall, Texas.
Mrs. Anna Craig Bates, Normal Class, San Antonio. Address 3303 Coke St., Dallas, Texas.
Mrs. Harriet Bacon MacDonald, Normal Class, Jan. 7th, 1918.
Address Bush Temple, Dallas,
Miss Nettie Beth Davis, Normal Class, Whitman University, Walla Walla, Wash.
Mrs. Harry A. Prentice, Normal Class, New York City. Address 78 W. 103d St., N.Y. City.
Miss Clara Winters, Normal Classes, Feb. 4th, 1918. Address Wichita College of Music, Wichita,
Mrs. Carrie Munger Long, Normal Classes, June 5th, 1918, Birmingham, Ala. Address 812 W. 7th
St., Ft. Worth, Texas.
Mrs. Jeanette A. Fuller, Normal Classes, Feb. 1st, 1918. Rochester, N. Y. Address 50 Erion
Crescent, Rochester, N. Y.
.
Mrs. Wesle? Porter Mason, Normal Classes, Dallas, Texas, Jan. 7, 1918. Address 5011 Worth
Street, Dallas, Texas.
Full information and booklet of Foreign and American endorsers.
8 West 40th St., New York City

Kindergarten
The Latest and Best Word in Voice Building

“Killing Two Birds with One Stone”

Schools and Colleges

tenth edition

THE VOCAL INSTRUCTOR
By EDMUND J. MYER
PRICE, $1.00
A practical, common-sense system, based upon nature’s laws or demands (or the study and «
vclopmcnt of the smging voice - principle follow,ng principle *
t£ bed i
*LA”ML°-r Sc_m!cny years°f practical and successful studio etnetience. It aims to pvt a
‘
physical exersises,KMidOUttheOInumerwiss!nrilnCIIOn’ '*•
*■ provc. indispensable. la idcitior. ra’it
illustrated throughout. The book is handime" prated"
*rob.tanriaUy bamd^cenlkSi

THEO. PRESSER CO.,
1712-14 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY
Of importance to you if you wish to study
Piano, Theory or Harmony

The “Tek”

Results tell

19 reasons why the
“Tek” excels the

ENCORE SONGS

ssfrsa.*Hills O’Skye..

and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction
Pupil*—Satisfied Parents-Prosperous Teachw*. Classes are doubled by use of this method
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D. 178 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY, or
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Where Shall I Study?
rFHOSE who are planning courses this Summer
are asking that question and are reading care¬
fully these pages of THE ETUDE. They know
that here is just the specific information they
are seeking. By addressing inquiries to adver¬
tisers now they have ample time to go into all the
details in connection with the work they are con¬
templating taking up later on. The school whose
announcement does not appear has no chance to
hear from this large audience who are eager and
anxious to know its advantages and from whom the
school may recruit many of its pupils this Summer.

A. M. VIRGIL, President
11 West 68th Street

NEW YORK

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS

" "
__ .
d
at rr iLEECH
err-u ctpompo
RALFE
STERNER, n:
Director
«
Central Park West, c ,r. 95th St., New York City
Unsurpassed beauty of scene facing Central Park,
Uur new buildings give us the most beautiful and
which is the finest location in New York City.
domelike school devoted to Music and the Arts
. r
t Virtuoso- Liszt’s Greatest Pupil.
Voice—Ralfe Leech Sterner, Celebrated Vocal Teacher.
Violin—Clarence
DeZ^ TJer the ErTnent Violinist.
H^rriette Brower, Harold A. Fix, S. Reid Spencer, Frank Howard Warner, Blanche Mabelle Kelley.
DORMITORIES
IN school
SCHOOL BUILDINGS
AND rrrevre.-.
PROPER CHAPERONAGE.
OPEN
THE ENTIRE YEAR.
PUPILS MAY ENTER ANY DAY.
TWO PUBLIC CONCERTS EVERY
vjKlts IN
BUILDINGS ANL.
ICATION
SEND FOR BOOKLET AND BOOK OF VIEWS.
WE£K. TERMS. INCLUDING TUITION. BOARD, PRACTICING, ETC., ON APPLICATION.
MEHLIN PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY
pleats mention THE ETUDE
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and Colleges

MICHIGAN_

CHICAGO COLLEGE
OF MUSIC -

THESE TEACHERS ADVERTISE

COLUMBIA
SCHOOL OF
i
MUSIC '

’"al
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC

COMBS CONSERVATORY

VOCAL TEACHERS

PHILADELPHIA
THIRTY-THIRD YEAR
A Residential and Day School of u°Pa«llclcd Facilide^forthe attainment of a complete

MIDDLE WESTERN
D. A. CLXPPINGER, 1208 Kimball KaU, Chicago

CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director
Students May Enter at Any Time

Mrs.

ON OTHER PAGES OF THIS IS$jE

kl"""™

_in Piano, Voice, Violin.Orgar
Public School Music and Drawinf
Oral Interpretation, etc. Work based o.
merous Lectures, Concerts and Recitals
BranchhStadiosfeExcellent Dormitory Acnmodations. Teach-

AMERICAN
conservatory

Michigan State Normal

Conservatory of

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

Coll«>t

(Theoretical and Applied Branches Taught Privately and in Classes)

Music

GILBERT

„uf,c°°*ducadon?' 'corps*. I
and full inform
1117-21 Woodward Ave.
H. B. MANVILLE, Business Mgr.

ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART

,

T

1

Take a few minutes to study the
school announcements on these
pages. Here are the best Colleges,
Conservatories, Schools in
America.

60-62 Eleventh Street, So., Minneapolis Minn.
LARGEST SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN THE WEST
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART
50 ARTIST TEACHERS
Year Book Free on Request

and School of Mui

Music Teachers realize that to-morrow
Higher standards, intense effort, efficient
methods all making the necessity for con¬
stant alertness apparent to any sensible
person engaged in the profession of music
teaching.

KROEGER

WHO CAN QUALIFY FOR

regular CONSERVATORY ADVANTAGES
a. E. H. SCOTT, KimbaU HaIl”SChicago.

PRACTICAL

SCHOOLS

SI. BRYANT!

AMERICAN

One of the oldest and best Mnsic Schools in the United States

HUNTINGTON COLLEGE
CONSERVATORY ESSST.
(Affiliated with the Weetern Conservatory, Chicago)

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE

STRONG FACULTY :: THOROUGH METHODS :: EXCELLENT BOARDING FACILITIES

wUlVreputaUon. '^cSrses'and private Wessons in Plano, Voice, Violi^brganfTheOTy,1 Public
School Music, Movie Picture, Dancing, School of Opera, Orchestral Instruments, Expression,
School or Acting. Normal Training School for Teachers in all Branches. Teachers' Certificates,
Diplomas, Degrees and Medals, Public Recitals, Unriv»i«f
—
and Artists to Colleges and Schools, Students enrolled at

VALPARAISO
UNIVERSITY
TL«
School of Mr-“:—a
* —
-- - —-* * VALPARAISO.

CONVERSE COLLEGER

• INDIAN
c.Violin. Organ. Theory and Public School Mu*THEJXPENSES ARe'the' LOWEST

BEFORE
OUR READERS

The Professional Directory offere d*
school that does not advertise a
time an opportunity to keep its naw
permanently before readers of THt
ETUDE. The expense is small ud
teachers everywhere realize the vat*
of having the school name prominently
displayed in this greatest of all
magazines so that former graduates ana
others may feel that "their school or
conservatory" is ready to recave toe
new pupils they want to send thereLet us tell you how the Direct®£
brings new students and what toe
rates are.

AMERICAN

BEECHWOOD!

CONSERVATORY

THE ETUDE, Philadelphia, P*-

combs:

Sens

MANSFIELD
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By 1. PHILIPP
{IT
Mbnsieur Isidor Philipp (1863) is a leading professor in the
□J
Paris Conservatoire. He has specialized in the technical and
mechanical side of piano playing ever since his student days. There
is probably no better qualified living authority on this subject. In
the three works specified below M. Philipp has given the results
of years of practical study and teaching experience.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL OF TECHNIC

BARTEL ”

GARDEN CITY, KANSA8
BILLS
BROWN1
Address Henry B. Brown, Preaidenti'or OUvar'p^Kii
CHICAGO!
YEAR—STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT A-—
CINCINNATI^
KEEP YOUR NAME HAWTHORNE P,*"L°e?'bSdM.t:vr. COLUMBIA81 ra Osborne Reed, Director
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

PROGRESSIVE

MODERN TECHNICAL
PIANOFORTE WORKS

SCHOOLS

BAKER

Private Teachers Associate Faculty Membership

CONSERVATORY

BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

Professional Directory

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

mail for A. G. O. exams.
special Summer School—June and July
kddress Dean of Music, College of Mnrahnl
Marshall, Texas

One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

E. R. KROEGER. Director
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC TAUGHT
HARMONY BY CORRESPONDENCE
SEND FOR CATALOG
Musical Art Building

Shenandoah
Collegiate Institute

PEABODY

ZECKWER-HAHN

WESTERN and CANADA
MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

Js.MO^ODULATIONS. HARMONIC DICTATION.

•

Hahn Music School

ESTABLISHED 1857

PhiladelphiaMusical Academy
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphia
isatonoHilation ot the Hahn Conservatory and
the Philadelphia Musical Academy. Modern
equipment, thorough instruction, eminent fac¬
ulty. Tor prospectus, address
CHA2I.T0N LEWIS MtJRPHY,

Effa Ellis Perfield

CONSTRUCTIVE, RELIABLE and PEN-E MEMORIZING, 14 Guides,
racuveu into tuur, $10.00,
RHYTHM and RHYTHMIC DICTATION.
COMPOSITION and MELODIC DICTATION.
CMATIVE KEYBOARD and WRITTEN HARMONY.

New York City

Normal Conservator?

Faculty of 20 specialists. Catalog on
request. 4259 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Students May Enter at Any Time

Box 26, 20 E. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO, ILL.

109 West 45th Street

:y of Pennsylva
The only Conservatory in the Slate with Dormitories for Worn
School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Si
Illustrated Year Book Free
RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director 1

PITTSBURGH
“Strongest Faculty in the Middle It est”

Edward Dvorak, Director
Departments: Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin,
Violoncello, Expression. Send for Booklet.

EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD

MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA

THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART MUSICAL INSTITUTE, Inc.

Centralizing School of Acting

TRANSPOSITION, ANALYSIS and CHORD SENT-

Address:

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere
Fall Sessions Begin September 3rd, 1917.
Students may enter al any lime. Send for
Catalog.
GEORG FR. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia
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CROSBY ADAMS

Private and Class Teaching
Musical Technique
Interpretation

Conservatory affords opportunities not obtai>nakrerse'vvhsrc'forha ^Shplete muS”duration ^°MBS

Ypsilanti, Michigan
Courses in singing, piano, organ, viofc
and theory.
Courses for training supervisors ad
teachers of public school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate
valid in most states of the union.
Total living expenses need not eicctj
five dollars per week. Tuition and fca
exceptionally low. Write for catalog.
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TEE ETUDE

PRICE, $1.00
A splendid volume for use in daily practice, containing all technical essentials, which
may be taken up during the early grades and continued, in whole or in part, for
several years. It may be used to precede the Complete School of Technic by the
same author, or any other large technical work. It may be used freely in conjunc¬
tion with any system'or method of teaching. All preparatory exercises, scales,
arpeggios, etc., are given in full in all keys.

COMPLETE SCHOOL OF TECHNIC
PRICE, $1.50
A compendium of modern technic, exhaustive in all details, including all forms of
finger exercises, scales, chords and arpeggios, double notes, octaves, trills, tremolo,
glissando and bravura. _ All the exercises are carried out in full through all keys
and are treated in a variety of rhythms. Copious annotations and directions are
supplied in order to facilitate the proper study of the exercises. This work may be
used in daily practice and should prove an indispensable adjunct in the student’s
routine. It will prove indispensable through one’s entire musical career.

CONSERVATORY OF

iSM.'.’S

wood Ave., Jenkintown. Pa.

MOULTON
new York

DETROIT
GROFF BRYANT
College, Gaiesbui
_
KNOX1
MARLOWE

l,IHni

OREGON ssssSs

nogersSh

TOMLINSONS*

^fL^Aw****- WESTERNs

THE NEW GRADUS AD PARNASSUM
IN EIGHT BOOKS. PRICE, $1.00 EACH
In this unique work each separate department of technic is considered by itself, all
the studies bearing upon any particular technical point being classified together and
arranged in logical and progressive order. Proceeding in this manner, each subject
is treated exhaustively iry a separate part. The main points thus covered are:
1. Left Hand Technic.
5. Double Notes.
2. Right Hand Technic.
6. Octaves and Chords.
3. Hands Together.
7. The Trill.
4. Arpeggios.
8. Various Difficulties,
The entire literature of educational iano music has been ransacked in order to
select the....
best possible studies adaj.
to each of the above classifications.
Monsieur I. Philipp is admirably equipped by knowledge, experience and natural
talent for the compilation and preparation of a rpork of this type.
Each classification is published as a separate Part.
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Sound Facts and Fancies
AND

SPECIAL!
Great Offer to Teachers
and Musicians

is is easy—“making good” i

An ounce of proof is worth a pound of promise. Mak:
the reai test of merit. Hundreds of Music Teachers and
have been greatly benefited by the Si

to read. But, after all,

Study Sherwood Piano Lessons
and Harmony Under
Rosenbecker and Protheroe

by Paderewski, Leschetisky,
ito your home and offer you his perMoszkowski, and other world ft
gratefully thank your lucky stars
every vital essential. We bring
for the opportunity. Yet that oj
very cream of his completed
Sherwood to you—Sherwood, the----best—the
,
life’s work as Teacher. Concert Pianist and Lecturer—in the

Sherwood Normal Piano Lessons and
University Extension Lectures On
the Art of Teaching Music
iis course of weekly Non
■es on the Art of Teachii
,nd the principles of sua
>uch, technique, harmon;
ision. It gives a comple
ig the muscles of the fin*
“SB

1 papers and University-Extension
ntains me mnaamenuus of a broad and solid musical educaul teaching. It contains the vital principles—the big things
slody, phrasing, rhythm, tone production, interpretation and
et of physical exercises for developing, strengthening and
lands, wrists, arms and body, fully explained, illustrated a"^
_* physical ^exercises show how to
which are used in piano playing.

-WARNING-

Many teachers have written us that they have been approached by agents repreting (by inference at least) that they had the Sherwood lessons to offer. William H.
rwood positively prepared r
™ vu„ , iciio Department for the Siegel-Myer, School of Music
if the copyright. The lessons, embodying all of the invaluable principles
that for over 30 years made Sherwood America’s famous Piano Teacher, ca
only from this school.
knowledge of Harmony is absolutely
sential to^round out your musical educa-

HARMONY _

Without it you limp along on the crutch of “unpreparedness.” We offer you a complete
course of weekly Harmony Lessons at small cost in the privacy of your own home. These
lessons, prepared by Mr. Adolph Rosenbecker, former famous Soloist and Conductor and pupil
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Director and Teacher, can be
secured^onLr from^us^eriy gtep in a(jvance, clear, thorough and
cation of dry-as-dust rules, but an^interesting,
rery*1
eactTlSson^Inc^e^onwit^ainple original work, develops your

Harmony Teaches You To

History of Music
__unn, noted writer and musician. This --°
and Appreciation of Music. A valuable library of text books is

Violin

By Joseph George Jacobson
1 HE deepest tone the human ear
discern has sixteen vibrations to> th
ond and can be found an octav
the lowest C of the piano. The p
l of a sound, for human beings,
about 38,000 vibrations per s
.
which would be a tone somewhere tnree
octaves higher than the
* £
f the piano. There are many
ones above and below these mentioned

find the same tone which it prod*
violin and sustain that tone i0,,
considerable length of time. The %
tjons ^ become s0 strong that thefe
wfll be shattered to pieces. We readin
{he Bible how the walls of Jericho (ell
f when joshua called out his t^.
It is likely that Joshua had,
knowledge of the laws of synchro*,
, fund the dominant tone correspond,
and tou^ ^
#f ^.m

which are not audible to h“m“1 f3 i t
of which we are aware through effects

These
^s*

they produce.
soecies
The speed of sound, which is a species
of vibration, is about one nue

the famous English savant, there eds,
^ of the soul> to which a w
responsive according to the develop.

m cold, ^Tde,ep.*’
me deeper thr.”~
further theypenetra^e
g

iV .h"

Diamond

shape, with

amethyst

and

pearls and

^r^fantc=f^
a greater distance than the higher tones

iS
S2 JJd2r a£
^ Heink Qf Geraidine Farrar

dant measures 1 inch.

°fThe reason' why a phonograph does not
produce a soft soprano voice as well as a
baritone’s or a contralto’s is that the soprano singer depends to a certain extent
overtones which the record will not
produce as readily as the stronger ones.
International pitch has 435 vibrations
ir one-lined A or 517 A vibrations for
two-lined C.
That there is a correlation of tone and
color is claimed by many musicians. To
a great extent this seems imaginative, as
> two musicians agree on the color that
certain key impresses on their mind.
Although a very desirable thing to pos-

ruso shattered to ^before our eg
These
.
.
Kh
must not be taken too seriously, still tte
contain the germ
minded of James Hunecker’s weird bk
in Melotnaniacs, where an obstinate h«tic is tortured to death by the contuimi
chanting of the same note, B, by relap j
of singers.

baroque

More Scale* Than Ours
While wandering through Chinatom
of San Francisco one day I heard i !
Chinaman blow a little flute rather ar- f
tistically. His melodies were weird and I

J

I entered inti
conversation with him. Whistling cm
diatonic "scale I requested him to repeat
it on his flute. "Him no good,” laugh¬
ingly replied the Chinaman. “This way
him goes.” And 1 heard a succession ol
whole tones. Our C-major scale would
therefore sound C, D, E, F sharp, G
sharp, A sharp and C giving six tone
instead of seven. Debussy makes ire l
quent use of this scale. The gypsy-sea1
which Liszt used in his Rhapsodies
... E flat, F sharp. ..
follows : C, D.
G, A rial,
i>, C. The Chinese employ the Pentatons
or five-noted scale: C, D, E, G, A, Cl
This is heard in some of the Scotci f
music of which Auld Lang Syne and j
Bonnie Doon is an example,
.[EplTOn,s NOTE._Som, recent lores,*
tlon* in the theory of organ-pipe*, by Erae>t
o'pted'statement
sound-waves of the same pitch bat
&T'

one

large

pearl.

Pen¬

HAIR

How Ole Bull Hypnotized His Audience

grooved

2F& inches with
11 rows of med¬
ium lengthwhite
bristles anchor¬
ed in a special
composition and
faced with al¬
uminum.

An

article of finest
quality and a
rare bargain.

THE PEERLESS
MANICURE SET

Two
Subscriptions
Sterling sil¬
ver ;heavy
and beauti¬
fully chased.
Furnished in
any size de¬
sired.

TRENCH MIRRORS
Oblong or oval shape; made
of solid metal that cannot rust.
Just the gift for the boys who
will “go over.” Size Sx3j^.
Given for 3 subscriptions.

BRACELETS

Gold-filled Bangle—4 Subscriptions
Bangle of exceedingly neat and attract¬
ive chased design. About Ri inch in thick¬
ness.
Made of very best quality goldfilled stock.

GOLD-FILLED SHIRTWAIST SET

PEERLESS Set consists
Cuticle Knife, Nail
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An aged violinist formerly residing in
Rochester, N. Y., gave the writer some
interesting reminiscences of Ole Bull,
with whom he had been personally ac¬
quainted and on friendly terms.
Ole Bull’s style ran largely to chord
playing, not merely of two, but even of
three absolutely simultaneous notes, not
arpeggio. In order to accomplish this he
was obliged to use a very flat bridge, and
a very heavy yet elastic bow. It hap¬
pened that this violinist had just such a
bow as Ole Bull wanted, and although it
was by no remarkably famous maker, Ole
Bull kept raising his bid until it reached
sixty dollars, when the deal was con¬
cluded.
This violinist was a well-schooled mu¬
sician—a pupil of De Beriot, in fact. He
expressed a wish to play some duets with
Ole Bull, and the latter graciously con¬

sented.
The great virtuoso, how(«r,
proved but a very mediocre enttnhlt
player, being too erratic in his temposThe fact is, he was a soloist, pure a»
simple, but in that one specialty a F
master of every art or device which «
enthrall an audience. One of his fa*"1
tricks was his wonderful diminttMt
a final sustained tone. His 8eC^‘M
technical mastery of bow-contras
something unsurpassed, yet
‘
with this legitimate means <
it was his custom, after reaching
and a />/>/>. to draw the bow slowl/J
inches farther through the air «**
touching the string at all. the a
pricking up their ears to hear
soft as to be inaudible! He
this artistic device to his friend |
dent pride and satisfaction.

Cleaner, Buffer and
Button Hook, each
handled with best
quality imitation ivory;
packed in satin lined
roll.
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Modern Priscilla .
McCall’s ....

One Subscription
Shirtwaist set of three pins—a bar pin,
2}4 inches in length, and two small pins,
each 1 inch. Attractive pattern. Goldfilled ; suitable for everyday use.

Our Most Popular Premium
:hree subscriptions for The Etude at the full price, $1.50
Canada) and earn your own subscription for one year,
^ renewal.

THE ETUDE
CO., Pub’s.

1712 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
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5 Subscriptions
>f artistic violin play-

Simple in design, but
of more than usual
beauty. One pearl
and large amethyst.
Size of pendant,
inches.
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THE ETUDE
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Three Subscriptions

Three Subscriptions
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pupil of Dancla—Every p

The Best Magazines at Bargain Prices
The Etude offers its readers some very attractive bargains in combinations of
the leading magazines together with The Etude. When subscribing for your favorite
magazines take advantage of these low prices and send all orders directly to The
Etude. We guarantee that no responsible publisher or agency can offer lower prices
than here quoted. Many more clubs are listed in our 1918 Magazine Guide. A copywill be sent free on request.

SOLID GOLD LA VALLIERES
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Mystery of Sympathetic Vibrations
Science tells us that all is vibration:
that any sensation impressed upon us is
but the effect of vibrations upon the mind.
These impinge upon the nerves of the
ear and from there are sent to the brain
and mind. When we unearth more fully
the laws of synchronism of sounds a
person can destroy any object which is
vibratory, no matter if it is the Flatiron
building of New York or the Egyptian
pyramids, by sustaining long enough the
dominant note corresponding with the
object. Take, for example, a glass and
give it a gentle blow with the finger;

FOR

La Vallieres are unquestionably the most popular form of
adornment at the present time. The following designs have been
. selected for their simplicity and attractiveness. Warranted solid
gold, fine in manufacture and finish.
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GIFTS

I? pfeiiiums pictured below, and many more, that are listed in our new
-T Catalog, are given to those who send us Etude subscriptions. Your
<K— time tannot be more profitably employed than in the congenial work of
getting yopr musical friends to subscribe for the world’s leading musical publication
WejHCture below only, a few of the valuable articles that are given.

°< every eminent musician is in
the case,
danger of death when his dominant note

absolute pitch indicates a musical prodigy.
of musical memory
than genius. Many of our greatest artists
have not absolute pitch, while some of
their much less gifted fellow-artists pos¬
sess it. Blind musicians acquire it very
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ADD TO ANY CLUB AT PRICES OPPOSITE
Country Gentleman.$1.00 I Hearst’s .
Cosmopolitan. 1.50
Ladies’ Home Journal ...
Good Housekeeping. 1.50 | Saturday Evening Post .
SEND ORDERS ONLY TO

THE ETUDE, Theo. Presser Co., Publishers
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Who are the greatest artists ?
The talented singers and instrumentalists who by reason of
their superior artistry are famous the whole world over
—who charm hosts of music-lovers upon their appearance on
the opera and concert stage
—who have chosen Victrola Records exclusively to carry
their art to all the world and immortalize them for all time.
Hear your favorite music today at any Victor dealer’s. He will gladly
play for you any Victrola Records by the world’s greatest artists, and give
you a copy of the Victor Record catalog—the most complete catalog of
music in all the world. Ask to hear the Saenger Voice Culture Records.
Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., u. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

Victor
Supremacy
VKrtor

Rhadames in Aida 6 M'Cormack i
-inLucia 11 Tetrazzini asLakme
16 Alda as DesdemcmainOthello
2 Melba as Marguerite infiiust ,7 Gluck as Nedda i_
3 Oalli-Curci asGildainRigoletto 8 Scotti as Scarpia inTosca
*!? Braslau as Marina in Boris Oxioumw
13 Marlinelli as Mario inTosca
4 Farrar as Tosca
9 Homer as Amneris in Aida 14 Calve as.Carmen
“ fen^^^fcrt^Sevdle
5 SdiumanrdteikasAzuoniainTnmalore K) Ruffo as 1" '
19 Wutehill as Amfcrtas in fhrsifal
.20 Miseha Elman
_
21 Efrem. Zimbalist
22 Jascha Heifetz
23 Maud-Powell
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